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ABSTRACT

The increasingly sedentary lifestyle of the past 30 years has contributed to declining

health. Consequently, exercise is vital for good health maintenance. The global Health

and Fitness Industry repeatedly indicates the need for optimally managed exercise

with accurate information feedback. Compared to other industries, the fitness industry

is lagging behind in incorporating Information Technology into its operations. On the

other hand, the most current exercise equipment impose fixed-trajectory exercise on

users with the dominance of static equipment designs. These exercise equipment are

normally deadweight-based equipment. In deadweight-based exercise equipment, the

weights generally can be changed only when the equipment is inactive. Therefore, a

more novel exercise environment is required for current exercisers in the fitness

industry.

This thesis explores to develop a computer-controlled pneumatic dynamic resistance

exercise equipment with onboard data management. This new technology optimises

exercise effectiveness for users. Exercisers will have advanced diagnostic capacity,

and will capture user data which can be manipulated into meaningful information for

use by Health and Fitness Industry stakeholders.

This thesis will explore all the key concepts about computer-controlled equipment.

The key concepts to be investigated will include FX (force-displacement) control

technology, pneumatic system control, fail-safe mechanics, and Graphical User

Interface design. The primary aim of the project is to replicate and enhance the

functionality, performance, and sensation of deadweight-based equipment. A further

aim of the project is to investigate the feasibility of designing a compact retrofit-able

pneumatic unit to replace the deadweights of existing standard exercise equipment.

The computer control will be implemented on a "National Instruments PXI" computer

featuring Data Acquisition and Control (DAQAC) capacity, and the software will be



implemented using "LabVIEW 7.0', which is a graphic object-oriented computer

language developed to facilitate hardware I software communications.
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GLOSSARY

Software Development I Engineering: is a systematic and disciplined approach to

developing software. It applies both computer science and engineering principles and

practices to the creation, operation, and maintenance of software systems.

Deadweight-based Exercise Equipment: the unrelieved weight of a heavy, motionless

mass. The weights generally can be changed only when the equipment is inactive.

Force-Displacement Control Technology: a bi-directional pneumatic cylinder has each

chamber connected via an electronically controlled pressure control valve to a high

pressure reservoir. By reducing or increasing pressure force can be controlled

through differential pressure.

Pneumatic Actuation: converts energy typically in the form of compressed air into

motion. The motion can be rotary or linear, depending on the type of actuator. Some

types of pneumatic actuators include: tie rod cylinders, rotary actuators, grippers,

rod less actuators with magnetic linkage, rodless actuators with mechanical linkage,

pneumatic artificial muscles, speciality actuators that combine rotary and linear

motion-frequently used for clamping operations, and vacuum generators.

Closed-loop Control System: is one in which an input forcing function is determined in

part by the system response. The measured response of a physical system is

compared with a desired response. The difference between these two responses

initiates actions that will result in the actual response of the system to approach the

desired response. This in turn drives the difference signal toward zero. Typically the

difference signal is processed by another physical system, which is called a

compensator, a controller, or a filter for real-time control system applications.
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PlO Controller: a Proportional Integral Derivative controller is a generic control loop

feedback mechanism widely used in industrial control systems. A PlO controller

attempts to correct the error between a measured process variable and a desired

setpoint by calculating and then outputting a corrective action that can adjust the

process accordingly.

Fail-safe Mechanics: capable of compensating automatically and safely for a failure,

as of a mechanism or power source. Acting to discontinue a military attack on the

occurrence of any of various predetermined conditions.

Exercisers: during this thesis, exercisers have two meanings. which one meaning

reflects exercise equipments. Another meaning reflects the persons who will use the

equipment to exercise.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This research aims at designing and implementing a computer-controlled pneumatic

device to replace deadweight in standard exercise equipment. The functioning of this

exercise equipment is based on a force-displacement (FX) relationship. A counter

force (F) is presented by the equipment against the exerciser's effort. In

deadweight-based equipment, the weight (force) at which the exercise is performed

can be set. For a given setting, the weight will remain constant with respect to

displacement (X) of the point of application of the exercise, that is, F(X) = constant.

In standard deadweight-based equipment, the weights generally can be changed only

when the equipment is inactive. This research presents an approach where the

"weights" of the exercise equipment can be changed dynamically in exercise, that is,

F(X) = variable.

In this research, the deadweights will be replaced by (a) pneumatic cylinderls and

directional control valves, which will allow the FX relationship to by dynamically varied

under computer control. The computer control will be implemented on a "National

Instruments PXI" computer featuring Data Acquisition and Control (DAQAC) capacity,

and the software will be implemented using "LabVIEW 7.0".

The software implementation will feature fail-safe design approaches to safeguard

both human and machine. The software will also feature performance monitoring of

both the human and the machine.

The primary aim of the research is to replicate and enhance the functionality,

performance, and sensation of deadweight-based equipment. A further aim is to

investigate the feasibility of designing a compact retrofit-able pneumatic unit to



replace the deadweights of existing standard exercise equipment.

Although this research also explores innovation of the mechanics of exercise

equipment, it is essentially the development of the control and monitoring algorithms

and its implementation in software that is at the heart of the research. The control

algorithms will feature state-of-the-art software-based PlO control.

(Note: In spring-based exercise equipment, the FX relationship could be represented

by F(X) = kX. In damper-based exercise equipment, the FX relationship could be

represented by F(X) = k dXldt).

1.1 Background to the research problem

According to Wittenmark, Astrom, and Arzen (2002), computers are today essential

for implementing controllers in many different situations. The computers are often

used in embedded systems. An embedded system is a built-in

computer/microprocessor that is a part of a larger system. Many of these computers

implement control functions of different physical processes, for example, vehicles,

home electronics. cell phones, and now in exercise equipment.

The increasingly sedentary lifestyle of the past 30 years has contributed to declining

health (Alexander, 2006). Consequently, exercise is vital for fitness and maintaining

good health maintenance. The term "exercise" needs to be defined. The Webster's

dictionary (1984) gives three important definitions of "exercise". The first relates to

"regular or repeated use of a faculty or body organ"; the second to "bodily exertion for

the sake of developing and maintaining physical fitness"; and the third to "something

performed or practiced in order to develop, improve, or display a specific power or

skill". Another definition is given by The New Encyclopedia Britannica (Micropaedia

Volume 4, 2005) which states that "exercise is the training of the body to improve its
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function and enhance its fitness.' In terms of the above definitions, "exercise" can,

therefore, be used to denote activity that is performed for the purpose of improving,

maintaining, or expressing a particular type of physical fitness.

Rebecca (2005) categorises exercises into three types, depending on the overall

effect they have on the human body. According to Rebecca, the first type of exercise

is "flexibility exercises such as stretching that improve the range of motion of muscles

and joints"; the second is "aerobic exercises such as walking and running that focus

on improving the cardiovascular endurance"; and the third type is "anaerobic

exercises such as weight training, functional training or sprinting that increase the

short-term muscle strength", Figure 1-1, shows examples of these three types of

exercises.

Figure 1·1: The components of physical fitness portrayed in the weight litter, modern
dancer, and basketball player

Source: Robergs & Robers (2000)

The weight litter is doing muscle strength training in order to improve the capacity of

muscles to generate force and make the muscles tone; the modern dancer is

performing flexibility training that enables the ability to maximise joint range of motion,

and the basketball player is engaged in aerobic exercise to improve his
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cardio-respiratory endurance, increase the capacity of the lungs to exchange gases,

and the heart and blood vessels to circulate blood around the body.

More people are committed to, and are undergoing exercise sessions today, for many

health-related benefits. Exercise can lower our blood glucose, blood pressure, and

cholesterol; it also reduces our risk for heart disease and stroke, relieves stress, and

strengthens our heart, muscles, and bones. In addition, regular activity helps insulin

work better, improves our blood circulation, and keeps our joints flexible. Furthermore,

if we are trying to lose weight, a combination of physical activity can help us reach our

target weight and maintain it (American Diabetes Association, 2006). To this end,

researchers indicate that individuals should perform exercises continuously for 15

minutes up to an hour, 3 to 5 times a week (World Book A Volume 1, 2006).

As it has become well known, exercise gyms and clubs have grown in popularity over

the last decade, largely because of increasing awareness and desire for more expert

exercise environment and the need to communicate with other exercisers. In addition,

exercisers are no longer only focusing on exercise processes, but are also interested

in the relevance and quality of various types of exercises. For this purpose, many

exercise eqUipment have been produced to enhance the quality of exercise

processes for improved outcomes. Exercise equipment fall into two categories based

on the type of exercise provided: cardiovascular or strength training (Wisegeek, n.d.;

Standhousehotel, n.d.).

Cardiovascular exercise helps to increase heart health and to burn fat by raising the

heart rate. Cardiovascular exercise equipments include stationary bikes, treadmills,

elliptical trainers, and stair climbers (Wisegeek, n.d.; Standhousehotel, n.d.). Most of

these exercise equipment include a display screen which tracks our heart rate and

provides options for customising our workout, the amount of miles or kilometres we

have travelled and our total calories burned (Wisegeek, n.d.; Standhousehotel, n.d.).
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Strength training helps to build muscular strength and to maintain the results of cardio

exercise (Wisegeek, n.d.; Standhousehotel, n.d.). Exercise equipment for strength

training is more varied. One of the more common types of exercise equipment is the

weight type which uses weights to provide the necessary resistance. This type of

equipment has a stack of incremental weights attached to a pulley which we can lift by

pulling or pushing other parts of the machine (Wisegeek, n.d.). In addition, this weight

equipment has largely been used in most gyms and clubs because of the ease of use,

and low cost. While there are numerous benefits derived from the use of the

deadweight equipment, they are not without disadvantages. They are cumbersome to

move since they are generally associated with a frame and bench assembly and the

weights have to be moved when the equipment is moved (Cook & Gerry, 1989). They

may cause injury to inexperienced users since the weights may be accidently dropped

suddenly. Furthermore, when weights are lifted, an inertia of movement is created

which tends to provide unevenness in the operating resistance during the exercising

process (Cook & Gerry, 1989).

To overcome these disadvantages, various hydraulic systems have been developed.

Hydraulic equipment was first developed for the Henley Corporation in the 70's, and

are becoming an increasingly popular form of exercise (Wikipedia, n.d.). Unlike

deadweight type equipment, the resistance provided by hydraulic exercise equipment

depends on the force exerted by the user (Beyondmoseying, n.d.). The fundamental

principle of hydraulic equipment is based on fluid dynamics. Force is applied at one

point and transmitted to another point using an incompressible fluid (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Hydraulic exercise equipment comes with a combination of various pieces. Circuit

training hydraulic exercise systems, helps to tune the body into perfect shape by

exercising all the parts of the body (Hydraulic-equipment-manufactures, n.d.). The

versatile exercise system appeals to all groups of exercisers, and adapts well to any

fitness level and operates (Hydraulic-equipment-manufactures, n.d.). Even though

hydraulic exercise equipment is better and more convenient than weight type

equipment, their disadvantages are apparent when used. Most hydraulic equipments
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use a frame or bench assembly to which the apparatus is mounted. As a result, the

equipment is not easily transportable (Cook and Gerry, 1989). Furthermore, this

equipment has the disadvantage of requiring somewhat complicated setup

procedures before a person can exercise a particular muscle group (Cook and Gerry,

1989). This is a problem for physical therapists who want to have equipment which is

easily transportable from the office to a patient's home and which can be easily used

by the patient without the necessity of providing expensive accessory equipment

(Cook and Gerry, 1989).

To overcome the disadvantages of both deadweight and hydraulic equipment,

pneumatic systems have been developed. Pneumatic equipments generate and use

compressed air to provide necessary resistance. Compared with pneumatic

equipment, the hydraulic system is a hard system since fluid is not compressible. A

pneumatic system is a much softer system since air is compressible to a certain

degree (Rqriley, n.d.). The advantages of using compressed air to provide resistance

in exercise equipment have been known for years. During the 80's and 90's

pneumatic equipments were adopted by many upscale commercial fitness centres in

order to provide their customers the finest equipment available (Rqriley, n.d.). With

pneumatic exercise equipment, exercisers future use compressed air to open the way

for dynamically adjustable resistance; smooth and silent operation; with no adverse

effect of inertia (Rqriley, n.d.).

Whether weight type equipment, hydraulic equipment, or current pneumatic

equipment, they all cannot absolutely satisfy every exerciser's desires and requests.

Today, exercisers pay more and more attention to exercise and health status data,

made possible by the fast development of IT technology. In addition, the fitness

industry is lagging behind on incorporating IT into its operations (Alexander, 2006).

That is why the need to integrating IT technology into the fitness industry is becoming

urgent. In this research, we will present a novel exercise equipment, that is, a

computer-controlled pneumatic equipment. This new technology will optimise
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exercise effectiveness for exercisers. Exercisers will have advanced diagnostic

capacity (exercise and health status monitoring), and will capture user data which can

be manipulated into meaningful information for use by health and fitness industry

stakeholders.

1.2 Motivation

The global Health and Fitness Industry repeatedly indicates the need for

optimally-managed exercise with accurate information feedback (Alexander, 2006).

Compared to other industries, the fitness industry is lagging behind in incorporating

Information Technology into its operations (Alexander, 2006). As the researchers

investigated, there are many shortcomings and inconveniences that exist in the

current weight type equipment. Exercisers have to adjust the weight physically, and

remember all the exercise items without any exercise data and body status feedback

(Wang 1, 2006). The current weight type equipment is mostly manually controlled.

The capturing and gathering of exercise data is, therefore, difficult (if not impossible)

to achieve using the current weight type equipment (Wang 2, 2006). On the other

hand, safety is often a problem in current weight type equipment (Deril, 2006). Deril,

an experienced exercise instructor at the Virgin Active Gymnasium, points out that

although the current weight type equipment have some basic physical protections,

they still have highly dangerous characteristics that may not always be obvious. Some

inexperienced exercisers, for example, may not often know where the physical

protections are and how to use them when they get trouble or injuries, because they

do not understand the procedures of how to use equipment before they train, adds

Deril (2006). The general conclusion, therefore, is that most of exercisers and athletes

hope the fitness industry could supply a multifunctional exercise equipment to help

them to concentrate on the exercise without manual adjustment, interruptions and

related inconveniences. There is a need for an enhanced secure exercise

environment. For this purpose, pneumatic systems that generate and use
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compressed air to produce necessary resistance are developed in the market. This

research aims to develop a novel exercise equipment that uses a pneumatic unit to

replace deadweight I weight stack in standard deadweight equipment in order to

enhance exercisers to meet their fitness objectives more seamlessly. The novelty of

this research lies in the exercises configured for individuals and without the need for

physically adjusting weights. Exercisers will have advanced diagnostic capacity for

their body status, and will also capture user data for future exercise plan, maximally

satisfy all different exercisers' needs and optimise exercise effectiveness for

exercisers.

1.3 Statement of the research problem

The lack of dynamic in-exercise load variation capability will result in the poor efficient

and unsafe in deadweight-based standard exercise equipment.

1.4 Research questions, sub-questions and objectives

1.4.1 Research question statement

The main research question, the research addresses is:

Can the dynamic in-exercise performance of standard deadweight-based exercise

equipment be enhanced by using dynamic load variation capability in replacing the

deadweights with a computer-controlled pneumatic actuator?

1.4.2 Research sub-questions and objectives

Four sub-questions need to be answered to address the main research question.

There are:

• Sub question 1
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What deadweight-based equipment or environments are available?

Proposed Research Method: Literature analysis

Objective: To understand the categories of deadweight-based equipment, the

environment and composition of deadweight-based equipment.

• Sub question 2

What deadweight-based equipment exists for aerobic exercise?

Proposed Research Method: Literature analysis

Objective: To know few or none deadweight-based equipment cannot only train

anaerobic exercise, but also train aerobic exercise in the current market.

• Sub question 3

What is exercise optimisation?

Proposed Research Method: Literature analysis

Objective: To understand how to make exercise more effective based on

physical capability (Le. heart rate) to best achieve exercise goals for different

group of exercisers.

• Sub question 4

Why do we need to, and how do we manage, exercise effectively?

Proposed Research Method: Literature analysis, Interviews, Case study

Objective: Exercise load (and number of repetitions, and repetition rate) is

based on exercise goal, fitness profile of the exerciser, and the (in-exercise)

heart rate of the exerciser.
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1.5 Current status of studies on physical activities used in modern exercise

equipment developing and related technologies

This literature review starts by discussing physical activity in order to illuminate Why

health outcomes are becoming more and more emphasised in the fitness field.

Afterwards, health-related exercise equipment are introduced to show us the process

of developing exercise eqUipment, from simple mechanical-based exercise equipment

to complex computer-controlled exercise eqUipment. It will facilitate the understanding

of why exercise equipment developed so fast during the recent decades. After that,

the concept of dynamic variable resistance (DVR) is presented to show how exercise

load can be changed without any physical adjustments but based on health status (Le.

heart rate). Finally, some design issues of intelligent exercise equipment are

investigated that must be considered.

1.5.1 Physical activity

Movement is an essential aspect of life for most animal species, but over the course

of civilisation, movement has become a less critical component of everyday life for

humans (Torun, 1984). Advances in modern technology have made it possible to live,

work, and even play without much effort or movement (Torun, 1984). While these

developments have contributed to the ease and perhaps the quality of life, they have

been the scourge of our public health system (Torun, 1984). It has become

increasingly evident that the movement made possible by the body is also essential

for its health and maintenance (Torun, 1984). Corbin, Lindsey, and Welk (2001) states

that a number of diseases are directly associated with physical inactivity and can be

viewed as "hypo-kinetic' conditions. With respect to public health, Powell and Blair

(1994) estimated that sedentary living habits account for a third of the deaths from

coronary heart disease, colon cancer, and diabetes. McGinnis and Foege (1993) also

reported that physical inactivity is second only to smoking as a leading cause of
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preventable mortality. These statistics are often cited to indicate the overall impact of

physical inactivity on society. Although the absolute impact on public health can be

debated, there can be no denying the overwhelming evidence documenting the

critical importance of regular physical activity for optimal health (Torun, 1984).

1.5.2 Health-related fitness

Health-related fitness refers to the state of physical and physiological characteristics

that define the risk levels for the premature development of diseases or morbid

conditions presenting a relationship with a sedentary mode of life (Bouchard &

Shepard, 1993). Important determinants of health-related fitness include such factors

as body mass for height, body composition, subcutaneous fat distribution, abdominal

visceral fat, bone density, strength and endurance of the abdominal and dorso-Iumbar

musculature, heart and lung functions, blood pressure, maximal aerobic power and

capacity, glucose and insulin metabolism, blood lipid and lipoprotein profile, and the

ratio of lipid to carbohydrate oxidised in a variety of situations (Bouchard, Shephard, &

Stephens, 1994). A favourable profile for these various factors presents a clear

advantage in terms of health outcomes as assessed by morbidity and mortality

statistics (Bouchard, Shephard, & Stephens, 1992). The components of health-related

fitness are numerous and are determined by several variables, including

cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility, and muscular endurance.

1.5.3 Health-related exercise equipment

Current exercise equipment imposes fixed-trajectory exercise on users with the

dominance of static equipment designs (Alexander, 2006). Some advancements

include the mechanisation of resistance systems, and visual-interfaces recording

exercise activities on computerised systems (Alexander, 2006). Many exercise

equipment developed are tending to health-related characters, especially in cardio
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exercise equipment, such as stationary bikes, treadmills, elliptical trainers, and stair

climbers. This type of equipment always includes a display screen which tracks our

heart rate and provides options for customising our workout.

1.5.4 Dynamic variable resistance

According to Ariel (1983), in conventional resistive exercises, loads are moved

through a range of motions. The muscular force and the load are not constant

because of the modifying effects of the lever system throughout the range of motion.

In an exercise such as the bench press, for example, the resistance achieves

maximum effect at a specific point, and becomes less anywhere above or below that

point. This illustrates a phenomenon that the muscle works at maximum potential

during a very small range of motion throughout an exercise stroke. To facilitate

maximum muscular involvement, we must vary the resistance. In some exercises, this

resistance must be varied as much as 100% in order to maintain the maximum

moment of force. The resistance must be varied according to biomechanical data

obtained under dynamic conditions.

1.5.5 Intelligent exercise equipment

In exercise equipment, the user has to determine the amount of resistance and the

number of repetitions desired. The reason the user makes the choices is, that the

exercise equipment itself is inherently incapable of any intellectual participation.

However, with the advent of computers, it is possible to design exercise equipment

with artificial intelligence enabling the computerised machine to select the best

exercise method based on each individual user. Thus, the user need not be an expert

in any biologic, physiologic, or exercise area, since the exercise equipment is

programmed with information from many scientific fields, thereby, correctly benefiting

the different individual users.
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1.6 Research design

The key purpose of the research is based on case study design and implement in

order to face a real-world problem. It includes a bi-directional pneumatic cylinder

fastened to the points of application on a fitness equipment. An air accumulator receives

compressed air from the air cylinder and to give a gradually increased air resistance to the

points of application, and a pressure control system to control the pressure of the air

accumulator by a programmable control unit. The FX control unit will replace the weight

stacks of standard deadweight-based exercise equipment thereby greatly enhancing its

functionality in respect of exercise optimisation and exercise data gathering. Fail-safe

mechanics is provided to safeguard both human and machine.

Parts of the research will be based on the literature analysis, and personal interviews

with role players who are working in the fitness industry. Literature analysis is used to

develop understanding the structures, algorithms, and elements of research areas.

Interviews are used to explore the enlightenment and empirical information in the

fields of research and also will be the resources for further study.

The research will address user requirements in combination with an analysis of the

existing problems of dynamic variable resistance ability in exercising based on

health-related status. The research will be employed and implemented into the project

design with an integrated Object-oriented method. The design will base on the

usability engineering lifecycle (UEL).

The usability engineering Iifecycle is divided into three phases each one involving a

set of tasks (Mayhew, 1999). The Iifecycie is illustrated in Figure 1-2.
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Phase one is requirements analysis and involves five tasks. Phase two is

design/testing/development and divided into three levels each one dealing with

different design issues. Level 1 is concemed with high-level design issues and

contains four tasks; level 2, the design/testing/development phase involves four

additional tasks; finally, level 3 of the design/testing/development phase involves two

tasks. The final phase of the UEL is installation. It involves only one task

corresponding to user feedback.

The UEL approach also provides guidelines for integration with Object-Oriented

Software Engineering (OOSE) (Mayhew, 1999). The integration is based on coupling

OOSE models and workflows with UEL tasks (Jacobson, 1992). Therefore, the user

profile and contextual task analysis should parallel the development of the

requirements model in OOSE. The work re-engineering task corresponds roughly with

the development of the analysis model. Finally, the actual design starts with the

conceptual model design in order to enhance the design model.

1.7 Delineation ofthe research

The acknowledge data which concerns to define the optimal exercise are collected

through personal interviews (gym consultants, original concepts and product

developer of the project), from exercise magazines, and intemet resources. Only

existing proven technologies, examples, and peer-reviewed joumals will be

considered, such as books, journals, internet publications, emails, and forums.

Because this research is based in the IT area, most work will be from the IT

perspective, that is, the research is only devoted to software development and

implementation, but will not be concerned with any new powerful evidence about

health-related exercises. Furthermore, the setting up of the mechanical devices is not

part of the research. Corporate companies are going to support it. On the other hand,
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the components used in this testing model machine will not be used in the actual

physical product because their size is much bigger than those used in the product.

The current research. only focuses on the feasibility of the concepts. but does not

consider the best and smallest components available in the market because of limited

funds. To pursue miniaturisation of components and use of suitable technology

instead of using computer for a PC with the PXI LabVIEW that needs to be

incorporated or integrated into a sort of micro chip scenario. so those is the kind of

levels of issues that need to be explored in future studies.

1.8 Contribution of the research

This research will be geared to related industry such as exercise machine

manipulation and design to give exercisers more useful, efficient. and safe exercise

environment. so that exercisers meet their fitness objectives more seamlessly. In this

research. medical specialists and fitness consultants will. via technology inputs. define

the dynamics of exercise to help some special patients to recovery. The data statistics

of machine users will be remotely stored for manipulation by various third parties.

1.9 Project plan

The general plan for this research can be divided into six phases, as follows:

1. Establishment and clarification

2. Building up the computer laboratory

3. Design and implementation

4. Testing

5. Reporting

6. Publishing
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In the establishment and clarification phase, specific interviews help to work out the

existing real-world problem, abundant books, articles, and other reading materials

(such as intemet publications and joumals) are considered in order to clarify the

solutions to problem. This part was done in 2006.

In the second phase involved setting up of the computer lab, installation of software

and mechanical devices. This part was done in 2006.

The third phase consisted mostly of project activities, including design, coding, and

implementation of software development.

Three testing methods will be used in the testing phase, namely unit test, integration

test, and system test.

The specific tasks are shown in Table 1-1:

Phases Tasks Deliverables Resources

1. Problem Statement A solution idea Books, articles,

Establishment 2. Feasibility Analysis is proposed in joumals, internet

& 3. Data Gathering order to solve publications, and

Clarification 4. Assumptive Solution the current related reading

5. Reports problem. materials; interviews

1. Computer set up Computer lab is Related equipments

2. Purchasing software build up, manuals and

Building up the and related mechanical includes specifications;

computer lab devices software and Technical supports

3. Software installation hardware from the related

4. Purchasing exercise design companies.

simulators environments.
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5. Reports

1. Database design A prototype Programming design

2. Object relationship control system books; Internet source

model has been codes; Internet forums;

3. High level event designed. Technical supports

models from the related

Design 4. Report progress companies.

5. Prototype user

interface

6. Prototype event

dialogues

7. Preliminary design

review

8. Report progress

9. System architecture

10. Design reusable

components

11. Design unique

components

12. Communications

prototype

13. Critical design review

14. Report progress
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15. Code reusable

modules

16. Code unique

components

17. Report progress

1. Unit test reusables The specific test Testing methods and

2. Unit test uniques plans are testing plans

Testing 3. Report progress defined.

4. Integration test

5. System test

6. Report progress

1. Debugs The user User manual and

2. Report progress manual and specification

3. Regression test specification are

Implementation 4. Report progress defined.

5. Write user manual

6. System implement

7. Report progress

Reporting is existed Phases reports Status of phases tasks

Reporting during the whole

process.

Publishing System training Implemented User manual and

system specification

Figure 1-3 is shown a draft work schedule of the whole project.
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The actual times will depend on how the funding alliance is built up. Since most tasks

are spread across the life of the project, presenting a standard chart of timelines

would add little value to this document. The actual times for project execution are
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based on two years framework, assuming full funding. Because different sponsors are

funding different aspects of the project, the timelines will need to have flexibility

depending on which aspects are prepared to fund.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW ON HEALTH AND FITNESS

This chapter starts by describing the relationships between physical activity,

health-related fitness, and health. This section specifies that physical activity can

influence fitness which, in turn, may modify the level of physical activity. For instance,

with increasing fitness, people tend to become more active while the fittest individuals

tend to be the most active. This section also specifies that fitness is related to health

in a reciprocal manner. That is, fitness not only influences health, but health status

also influences both physical activity level and fitness level. The second section

presents health-related equipment which is used to maintain and promote fitness

ability. Following the fast developed IT areas, the build-in computer system became

popular using in all manufacturing, of course includes fitness industry, thereby,

intelligent exercise machine is developed to provide appropriate responses in order to

obtain optimal exercise. Finally, the design issues of developing intelligent machine

will be concerned in this chapter.

2.1 Physical activity

In the 2000 World Health Report, the World Health Organisation (WHO) recognised

the ten leading killer diseases worldwide (WHO, 2000). Coronary heart disease was

ranked number one, killing 7.09 million people. Cancers followed with 7.06 million

deaths. The remaining top worldwide killer diseases are cerebrovascular disease,

acute lower respiratory infection, tuberculosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,

diarrhea, HIV/AIDS, and malaria. However, a number of these diseases can be

reduced and even prevented by living a healthy lifestyle based on regular physical

activity, exercise and sports.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS) gives two definitions of
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physical activity. The first, any fonn of exercise or movement, may include planned

activity such as walking, running, basketball, or other sports; it may also include other

daily activities such as household chores, yard work, walking the dog (2002). The

second definition is any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that result in

an expenditure of energy (1996).

Physical activity which is an important public health issue has received a lot of

attention in recent years. In response to the numerous harmful effects of today's

sedentary lifestyles, governmental as well as non-govemmental organisations have

recognised the need to increase physical activity across the whole population

(Brownson, Baker, Housemann, Brennan, & Bacak, 2001). Indeed, physical inactivity

is recognised as one of the most important population health risk factors. Its role as a

risk factor is at least as significant as hypertension or high cholesterol in contributing

to cardiovascular disease (Armstrong, Bauman, & Joanne, 2000). On the contrary,

physical activity protects against several cancers, reduces the risk of diabetes,

improves mental health and may reduce the risk of falls and injuries in the elderly

(Annstrong et al. 2000). Regular physical activity, fitness, and exercise are critically

important for the health and wellbeing of people of all ages. Research has

demonstrated that virtually all individuals can benefit from regular physical activity,

whether they participate in vigorous exercise or some type of moderate

health-enhancing physical activity. Even among frail and very old adults, mobility and

functioning can be improved through physical activity (Butler, Davis, & Lewis, 1998).

Despite the well-known benefits of physical activity, most adults and many children

lead a relatively sedentary lifestyle and are not active enough to achieve these health

benefits. In 1996, the Department of Health (DoH) in England issued a strategy

statement on physical activity, outlined a new policy promoting 30 minutes of

moderate intensity physical actiVity on at least five days of the week and for those

already taking some vigorous physical activity, three periods per week of vigorous

intensity physical activity of 20 minutes each (DoH, 1996). Unfortunately, in 1998

statistics showed that just 40% of men and 26% of women were physically active at
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either of these levels (DoH, 2000).

Keeping regular physical activity, you can get many benefits for your body health.

People who participate in moderate to vigorous levels of physical activity and I or have

high level of cardiorespiratory fitness have a lower mortality rate than those with a

sedentary lifestyle or low cardiorespiratory fitness (Armstrong et al., 2000). The

effects of physical activity on reducing all-cause mortality are strong and consistent

across studies and populations (Blair et al., 1996; Lee & Paffenbarger, 1997;

Villeneuve, Morrison, Craig, & Schaubel, 1998). Even among diverse elderly

populations in studies in Israel and in Holland, relationships between regular physical

activity and reduced risks of death are consistently demonstrated (Bijnen, Feskens,

Caspersen, Nagelkerke, Mosterd, & Kromhout, 1999; Stessman, Maaravi, & Cohen,

2000). In 1996, the USDHHS also pointed out that regular physical activity improves

health in many ways - regular physical activity reduces the risk of dying prematurely

from heart disease and other conditions; reduces the risk of developing diabetes;

reduces the risk of developing high blood pressure; reduces blood pressure in people

who already have high blood pressure; reduces the risk of developing colon and

breast cancer; helps to maintain a healthy weight; helps build and maintain healthy

bones, muscles, and joints; helps older adults to become stronger and better able to

move about without falling; reduces feelings of depression and anxiety; and promotes

psychological wellbeing.

Exercise is a form of physical activity that is usually performed on a repeated basis

over an extended period of time (exercise training) with a specific external objective

such as the improvement of fitness, physical performance, or health (Bouchard,

Shephard, & Stephens, 1994). American College of Sports Medicine (1990), when

prescribed by a physician or exercise specialist, the optimum regimen advised

typically covers the recommended mode, intensity, frequency, and duration of such

activity.
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Although physical activity is recommended for health, selecting an appropriate setup

of upper factors is the most important and has to be considered before doing any

physical activity. An example of issues surrounding measurement relate to the

quantum of activity needed for different health outcomes. For example, the primary

mode of physical activity reqUired to prevent cardiovascular disease (that is, moderate

intensity regular physical activity) is not the same as that reqUired to prevent falls in

the elderly (Le. weight bearing and strength training activity). In other words, different

intensities and duration of activity are needed for different purposes. For example,

more vigorous and sustained activity may confer additional benefits for disease

prevention, but may be required for weight loss or improvements to lipid profiles

(Anmstrong et aI., 2000).

2.1.1 Physical activity mode

This mode of exercise covers not only the type of activity to be performed (that is, fast

walking, jogging, or swimming), but also the temporal pattern of activity,

recommended (that is, continuous or intermittent activity), with a detailed specification

of the duration of exercise and rest periods in the case of intermittent activity bouts

(Bouchard, 1994). The issues of intensity, frequency, and duration of exercise are,

therefore, considered important to prescription and activity assessment.

2.1.2 Physical activity intensity

USDHHS (1996) described intensity as the self-perceived and self-reported intensity

at which a respondent participated in physical activity. Generally, to obtain health

benefit, physical activity at a moderate intensity is required. For example, brisk

walking is a moderate intensity physical activity. Participation in vigorous intensity

physical activities confers even greater health benefits than does participation in more

moderate activity. The primary measurement goal is to provide examples within
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questions of the kinds of activity that reach a sufficient energy expenditure threshold

to be of health benefit. This is usually activity that results in energy expenditure of at

least three times the resting rate or activities which correspond to at least three

metabolic equivalents (METs). Brisk walking and other moderate intensity activities

(for example, gentle swimming and social tennis) correspond to around 3-5 METs.

More vigorous activities such as aerobics, jogging and competitive tennis correspond

to around 7-9 METs (USDHHS, 1996).

2.1.3 Physical activity frequency

Frequency is defined as the number of times the respondent self-reported

participating in physical activity within a reporting period (Arrnstrong et al., 2000). This

period of time can be undertaken in a week, or month, or even year.

2.1.4 Physical activity duration

Duration is defined as the length of time spent participating in physical activity. This

item is generally reported in minutes or hours, and may be summed to provide an

indication of total time participating in physical activity over the reporting period

(Armstrong et al., 2000). It is important that only the period of actual physical activity

be considered, omitting travel, socialising, and preparations for participation

(Shephard, 1977).

From the above it can be summarised that regular physical activity makes important

contributions to one's health, sense of wellbeing, and maintenance of a healthy body

weight. In contrast, physical fitness is a multi-component of a set of attributes a

person has in regard to the person's ability to perform physical activities that require

aerobic fitness, endurance, strength, or flexibility and is determined by a combination

of regular activity and genetically inherited ability (USDHHS, 1996). Maintenance of
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good physical fitness enables one to meet the physical demands of work and leisure

comfortably (USDA, 2005). People with higher levels of physical fitness are also at

lower risk of developing chronic disease.

2.2 Fitness and health

Quality of life is what we all want. Good health helps us achieve a high quality of life.

Fitness makes us want to live it every day. The World Health Organisation (1968)

defines fitness as "the ability to perform muscular work satisfactorily." In keeping with

this definition, fitness implies that the individual has attained those characteristics that

permit a good performance of a given physical task in a specified physical, social, and

psychological environment (Bouchard et al., 1994). The components of fitness are

numerous and are determined by several variables including the individual's pattern

and level of habitual activity, diet, and heredity (Bouchard et al., 1994). Fitness is

operationalised in present day Western societies with a focus on two goals:

performance and health related fitness (Bouchard et al., 1994).

2.2.1 Performance-related fitness

Performance-related fitness refers to those components of fitness that are necessary

for optimal work or sport performance (Bouchard, Shephard, Stephens, & McPherson,

1990; Gledhill, 1990; Pate & Shephard, 1989; Pate, 1988). It is defined in terms of the

individual's ability in athletic competition, a performance test, or occupational work

(Bouchard et al., 1994). Performance-related fitness depends heavily upon motor

skills, cardiorespiratory power and capacity, muscular strength, power or endurance,

body size, body composition, motivation, and nutritional status (Bouchard et al., 1994).

In general, performance-related fitness shows a limited relationship to health (Pate &

Shephard, 1989). The next section focuses on health-related fitness which can be

achieved through regular physical activity.
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2.2.2 Health-related fitness

The theme of health-related fitness is explored, with recognition of its increasing

importance for health promotion in schools, the community and commerce (Health

Promotion International, 1988). Health-related fitness refers to those components of

fitness that are affected favourably or unfavourably by habitual physical activity and

relate to health status (Bouchard et al., 1994). Health-related fitness has been defined

as a state of being able to perform daily activities with vigour, and traits and capacities

that are associated with a low risk of premature development of hypokinetic diseases

and conditions (Pate, 1988).

Important determinants of health-related fitness include such factors as body mass for

height, body composition, subcutaneous fat distribution, abdominal visceral fat, bone

density, strength and endurance of the abdominal and dorso-Iumbar musculature,

heart and lung functions, blood pressure, maximal aerobic power and tolerance to

submaximal exercise glucose and insulin metabolism, blood lipid and lipoprotein

profile, and the ratio of lipid to carbohydrate oxidised in a variety of situations

(Bouchard et al., 1994). A favourable profile for these various factors presents a clear

advantage in terms of health outcomes as assessed by morbidity and mortality

statistics (Bouchard et al., 1994).

Fitness is best understood in terms of the components that should be taken into

consideration for its assessment, and the context in which the concept is

operationalised. According to the Toronto model presented by Bouchard et al. (1994),

the components of health-related fitness are defined as morphological, muscular,

motor, cardiorespiratory and metabolic fitness. Morphological fitness refers to body

composition and bone strength (Skinner & Oja, 1994). Body composition describes

the amount of fat mass and fat free mass and considers also whether body fat is
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peripherally or abdominally distributed (Howley, 2001). Muscular or musculo-skeletal

fitness refers to muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility, and motor

fitness refers to postular control (Skinner & Oja, 1994). Cardiorespiratory fitness

reflects the ability of cardiovascular and respiratory systems to supply oxygen to the

working muscles during heavy dynamic exercise (Howley, 2001), and direct

measurement of maximal oxygen uptake (V02max) during a maximal exercise test is

regarded as the gold standard for the evaluation of cardiorespiratory fitness.

Metabolic fitness refers to carbohydrate and lipid metabolism usually defined by

glucose tolerance, insulin sensitivity, lipid profile and the ratio of lipid to carbohydrate

oxidised at rest during steady-state exercise (Bouchard et al., 1994). As discussed,

exercise is a form of physical activity that is performed to improve fitness, physical

performance, and health.

2.3 Exercise

Exercise is an essential part of a healthy lifestyle. Regular exercise helps to maintain

fitness and health. Not only does exercise increase energy levels, it also helps to

improve general health, circulation and posture. Doing exercise can have a positive

impact on health.

Exercises are generally grouped into three types, depending on the overall effect they

have on the human body:

• Flexibility exercises such as stretching improves the range of motion of muscles

and joints (O'Connor, Crowe, & Spinks, 2006).

• Aerobic exercises such as cycling, walking and running focus on increasing

cardiovascular endurance (Wilmore & Knuttgen, 2003).

• Anaerobic exercises such as weight training, functional training or sprinting

increases short-term muscle strength (Singh, de Vos, Ross, & Stavrinos, 2005).
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Many benefits appear when doing exercise. It is important for maintaining physical

fitness and can contribute positively to maintaining a healthy weight; building and

maintaining healthy bone density, muscle strength, and joint mobility; promoting

physiological wellbeing; reducing surgical risks; and strengthening the immune

system (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Frequent and regular aerobic exercise has been shown to help prevent or treat

serious and life-threatening chronic conditions. Strength training appears to have

continuous energy-burning effects that persist for about 24 hours after the training,

though they do not offer the same cardiovascular benefits of aerobic exercises

(Wikipedia, n.d.). Exercise can also increase energy and raise one's threshold for pain

(Wikipedia, n.d.).

Exercise has been shown to improve cognitive functioning via improvement of

hippocampus-dependent spatial learning, and enhancement of synaptic plasticity and

neurogenesis (van Praag, & Kempermann, 1999). In addition, exercise has been

shown to be neuroprotective in many neurodegenerative and neuromuscular

diseases (Grondard, 2005). Exercise is thought to have other beneficial effects related

to cognition as it increases levels of nerve growth factors, which support the survival

and growth of a number of neuronal cells (McAuley, Kramer, & Colcombe, 2004,).

Both aerobic and anaerobic exercise work to increase the mechanical efficiency of the

heart by increasing cardiac volume (aerobic exercise), or myocardial thickness

(strength training) (Wikipedia, n.d.).

2.3.1 Aerobic exercise

Many people already know that regular aerobic exercise and eating properly

contributes to great overall health and wellness. Aerobic exercise includes taking part
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in physical activities that make the heart and lungs work harder than they do at rest for

a continuous period of time, therefore keeping blood oxygenated and flowing

smoothly throughout the entire body getting to key components that need to function

properly (Vincent, n.d.). Aerobic means 'with oxygen'. It is exercise that is lower in

intensity and longer in time. Aerobic metabolism occurs when the body breaks down

fat and glucose by combining with oxygen (Betterhealth, n.d.). During intense aerobic

exercise, the body uses more oxygen, and breathing and heart rate increase

(Betterhealth, n.d.). There are plenty of aerobic exercises to choose from which

include, but are not limited to, dancing, skating, skiing, jogging, walking, swimming

and any sport that requires physical activity.

Different kinds of aerobic exercises can be perfonmed for varying lengths of time

depending on how strenuous the exercise is. People can get aerobic exercise at

home, at work, or at school. For example, thirty minutes of walking at a moderate

pace is the same as jogging or running for fifteen to twenty minutes (Vincent, n.d.).

Stair climbing is also a good aerobic exercise that can be done on a lunch break or at

home. With prolonged aerobic exercise, the heart muscles become more efficient and

are, therefore, better able to supply blood flow throughout the body. In addition,

aerobic exercise can actually open up arteries clogged with cholesterol (Lige, 2002).

An increase in heart rate will not only help to improve circulation, but it will also

stimulate the lymphatic system to feed and clean cells (Lige, 2002).

The most profound impact of aerobic activity may be on our long-tenm health. There is

a great deal of research that clearly indicates the enonmous long-tenm health benefits

related to aerobics. According to the College of Sports Medicine, aerobic exercise

helps to decrease coronary disease, blood pressure, the risk of diabetes,

osteoporosis and some forms of cancer (Lige, 2002). The probability of heart

problems and strokes decreases up to 44% for those who maintain a healthy, active

lifestyle (Lige, 2002). Public health reports indicate that aerobic exercise helps to build

strong bones, increases lean muscle mass, helps lower body fat and increases the
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body's tolerance for glucose, it helps combat aging conditions such as lack of

coordination and balance, decreased muscle strength and flexibility, as well as wards

off high lipid cholesterol levels in the bloodstream (Lige, 2002).

Working a certain group of muscles for a specific amount of time to reach and

maintain one's target heart range is the point of aerobic exercise. Target heart range,

is the safest range of heart-beats per minute dUring exercise (Newfitness, n.d.). This

works the heart out better and makes the body bum more calories. Commonly,

exercisers will hit the aerobic curve when they start working out and increase their

intensity level to the top then slow down gradually. Target heart range (THR) can be

calculated based on maximum heart rate (MHR) which is determined by subtracting

age from 220, and multiplying answer by 50% and by 80%. The lower number

suggests a safe rate for beginners, while the higher number would be the goal as

fitness level improves. For example, for a 40-year old, MHR would be 220 - 40 = 180

beats per minute, multiplied by 50% (180 x 50% =90) and 80% (180 x 80% =144),

the THR would be between 90 and 144 beats per minutes.

Aerobic exercise may be somewhat difficult to do at first, but it is absolutely obligatory

for cardiovascular fitness, because maintaining a steady heart rate is more efficient. A

healthy body takes steady aerobic sessions and is a continuous process. The body

has another energy system, the anaerobic energy system, which it relies on during

brief periods of high intensity activity.

2.3.2 Anaerobic exercise

"Anaerobic" means "without oxygen". Anaerobic exercise uses muscles at high

intensity and a high rate of work for a short period of time. It relies on energy sources

that are stored in the muscles. Unlike aerobic exercise, it is not dependent on oxygen

from the air (Sparkpeopfe, n.d.). Anaerobic exercise helps increase one's muscle
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strength and stays ready for quick bursts of speed (University of Iowa, n.d.).

Examples of anaerobic exercise include heavy weight-lifting, sprinting, or any rapid

burst of hard exercise. Anaerobic exercise is typically used by athletes in

non-endurance sports to build power and by body builders to build muscle mass in

order to develop biologically differently giving them greater performance in short

duration - high intensity activities (Answer, n.d.; Wikipedia, n.d.).

There are two types of anaerobic energy system, the ATP - per energy system,

which uses creative phosphate as the main energy source, and the lactic-acid system

that uses glucose in the absence of oxygen (Answer, n.d.; Wikipedia, n.d.). The latter

is the dominant energy system during high to maximal intensity exercise over short

durations.

Lactic acid contributes to muscles fatigue and must be burned up by the body during a

recovery period before another anaerobic bout of exercise can be attempted

(University of Iowa, n.d.). The recovery period also allows the muscles to use oxygen

to replenish the energy used during the high intensity exercise (University of Iowa,

n.d.). When lactic acid accumulates at high levels in the blood, it causes muscular

fatigue. This is why anaerobic exercises cannot last long. The body produces 'buffers'

that delay the onset of fatigue dUring anaerobic exercise (Sparkpeople, n.d.). Studies

have shown that with anaerobic training, the muscle's buffering capacity is increased

by 12% to 50%. With this increased buffering capacity, more lactic acid can

accumulate during high intensity exercise without causing fatigue (Sparkpeople, n.d.).

Most experts recommend not immediately starting with high intensity activity.

Beginners should start at about 50% intensity and increase gradually. Anaerobic

exercise is not recommended if one is pregnant. It is recommended that one does a

5-10 minute warm up before starting any anaerobic exercise, and a 5-10 minute cool

down a workout session (Sparkpeopfe, n.d.).
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Overall, anaerobic exercise bums fewer calories than does aerobic exercise and may

be somewhat less beneficial for cardiovascular fitness. However, it is better at building

strength and muscle mass and still benefits the heart and lungs (Sparkpeople, n.d.).

Both aerobic and anaerobic exercises are needed for the development of physical

fitness. For some special groups, it is advisable to check with their healthcare

providers before starting an exercise programme.

One can participate in exercise anywhere. However, people are no longer only

focusing on exercise processes, but also interested in the relevance and quality of

various types of exercises. For this purpose, many exercise equipment have been

produced to enhance the quality of the exercise processes for improved outcomes.

Exercise gyms and clubs have become more and more popular in the last decades. In

most exercise gyms or clubs, both aerobic and anaerobic exercise equipment are

provided.

2.4 Exercise equipment

Exercise equipment fall into two categories based on the type of exercise provided:

cardio (aerobic) and strength training (anaerobic).

2.4.1 Cardia (aerobic) exercise equipment

Cardiovascular, or cardio, exercise helps to increase heart health and burns fat by

raising the heart rate. This kind of exercise equipment includes stationary bikes,

treadmills, elliptical trainers, stair climbers, and so on (Standhousehotel, n.d.;

Wisegeek, n.d.). Most of these exercise equipment include a display screen which

tracks the heart rate and provides options for customising workout, the amount of

miles or kilometers travelled and total calories burned (Standhousehotel, n.d.;
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Wisegeek, n.d.). Heart rate monitoring has been widely used in cardia exercise

equipment. A person's heart rate provides a direct indicator of the physiological

response associated with physical activity.

Heart rate monitor

Investigators have been interested in assessing physical activity using a physiological

variable that is easy to measure since at least the early 1900s, when Benedict

proposed the use of heart rate as an indirect indicator of energy expenditure (Torun,

1984). This concept was refined in the 1950s when Berggren and Christensen (1950)

recognised that the acute response of heart rate to increasing levels of physical

activity is directly proportional to the intensity of movement and driven by an

increasing need to deliver oxygen to skeletal muscles. However, the practical use of

heart rate method to assess physical activity and energy expenditure in epidemiology

only became possible in the 1970s with the development of heart rate monitors (Torun,

1984).

Early portable monitors either (1) accumulated heart rate over time providing an

average heart rate or (2) accumulated heart rate over time and stored values into

distribution ranges (Andrews, 1971; Saris, Snel, & Binkhorst, 1977). However, earlier

monitors precluded precise estimates of physical activity and energy expenditure

(Andrews, 1971; Montoye, Kemper, Saris, & Washburn, 1996; Saris et al., 1977).

Advances in microtechnologies during the 1980s and 1990s have provided what is

now the standard in ambulatory heart rate monitoring: lightweight, continuous heart

rate recorders with extended data storage capacities (Torun, 1984). Continuous

recorders have improved the precision of activity and energy expenditure estimates,

and have expanded the use of the heart rate method in epidemiology to include the

study of the temporal patterns of physical activity: intensity, duration, and frequency

(Armstrong et al., 1990; Armstrong, Welsman, & Kirby, 2000; Kelly, 2000; Vuori, 1998).

Recent advances in electrocardiogram (ECG) signal transmission, recording functions,

programming, and software features make heart rate monitors versatile and
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unobtrusive instruments for use in epidemiology as well as in athletics, physical

education, and psychophysiology (Bemtson, Bigger, Eckbert, Grossman, Kaufmann,

Malik, Nagaraja, Porges, Saul, Stone, & van der Molen, 1997; O'Toole, Douglas, &

Hiller, 1998; Steptoe, 2000; Stratton, 1996).

Almost all of the continuous heart rate monitors use the ECG signal to detect the

beat-to-beat heart rate via an ECG transmitter attached to the chest (Leger &

Thivierge, 1998). In contrast to gymnasium equipment, this transmitter consists of

circuitry packaged in a small, lightweight unit usually attached using an elastic strap

that encircles the chest, a specially designed sport bra, or disposable ECG electrodes

(Torun, 1984). Wireless (radio) signals are sent to a microprocessor receiver, which is

designed to resemble a wristwatch (Torun, 1984). When the ECG signals are

transmitted to the receiver, a timing circuit measures the interval between heartbeats

(Torun, 1984). The receiver then processes the values by calculating a moving heart

rate average for short periods of time (usually 5 to 15s), which is updated and

displayed as beats per minute (b/min) (Karvonen, Chwalbinska-Moneta, &

Saynajakangas, 1984). Because the number of heart rate values determine the

averaging time, the calculation period is shortened during Vigorous physical activity

and the averaged heart rate value nearly approximates real-time heart rate (Karvonen

et al., 1984; Montoye, Kemper, Saris, & Washburm, 1996).

Heart rate monitor is not only used to assess physical activity and energy expenditure

in health-related observational, but also has other applications. For example, heart

rate monitor can be used to optimise training programmes for athletic or exercise

performance. Setting training intensity based on heart rate rather than speed or pace

is particularly useful in bicycling, cross-country skiing, and other sports where an

athlete's speed varies depending on environmental conditions and other athletes

(Torun, 1984). Monitoring heart rates with or without equipment has been an important

component of physical programmes for decades. However, as the cost of monitors

decreases, using continuous heart rate monitoring to present cardiovascular
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responses, to provide exercise intensity feedback, and to individualise aerobic training

programmes has become a real option for many physical programmes. Based on

these benefits of heart rate monitoring, heart rate monitor as a tool has been

appropriate in corporate health promotion programmes and fitness clubs in the last

decades.

2.4.2 Strength training (anaerobic) exercise equipment

Strength training helps to build muscular strength and maintain the results of cardia

exercise (Standardhousehotel, n.d.; Wisegeek, n.d.). Exercise equipment for strength

training are more varied. Free weights, weight type equipment, and balancing or

resistance equipment can all be used for strength training.

Free weights come in many different shapes, sizes, and weights. Many people prefer

free weights to weight type equipment because muscles are used these equipment.

Throughout the entire body to maintain balance as one lifts them (Standardhousehotel,

n.d.). However, weight type equipment is safer and easier to use than free weights

and may allow one to lift greater amounts (Wisegeek, n.d.).

Weight type equipment, as one common type of exercise equipment, use weights to

provide the necessary resistance. Many features exist for this type of equipment,

including deadweight equipment, hydraulic equipment, and pneumatic equipment. In

deadweight equipment, has a stack of incremental weights attached to a pulley which

one can lift by pulling or pushing other parts of the machine (Wisegeek, n.d.). A pin is

used to select the amount of weight to be lifted and adjust the equipment to

accommodate the body type (Standardhousehotel, n.d.). Deadweight equipment have

largely been used in most gyms and clubs because of the ease of use, and low cost.

However, they are not without disadvantages. They are cumbersome to move; do not

have enough protection for inexperienced users since the weights may be dropped
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suddenly; and an inertia of movement is created when weights are lifted. In order to

avoid these disadvantages, various hydraulic equipment have been developed and

are becoming an increasingly popular form of exercise. Unlike deadweight equipment,

the resistance provided by hydraulic exercise equipment depends on the force

exerted by the user (Beyondmoseying, n.d.). Therefore, depending on whether one

pushes or pulls harder and performs faster movements, one will be met with more

resistance than if one were to perform the same movements, but slower or with less

strength involved.

Hydraulic equipment offer resistance only when the users are exerting force, and

because of this, they are less likely to experience soreness. Many people prefer

hydraulic equipment to deadweight equipment as they are able to go at their own

pace. For this reason, hydraulic exercise equipment is ideal for children, seniors, and

women, as well as those people who are simply too daunted by the stacks of weight

that are evident on deadweight equipment. Hydraulic exercise equipment are popular

today because they come with a combination of various pieces. Circuit training

hydraulic exercise systems help to tune the body into perfect shape by exercising all

the parts of the body (Hydraulic-equipment-manufactures, n.d.).

There are, however, both advantages and disadvantages to hydraulic exercise

equipment. The disadvantages have come out when used. The equipment does not

move as smoothly as other types of exercise equipment, and there is an upper limit to

the amount of resistance that most models can provide. This makes them less

desirable, especially to more advanced athletes and body builders. To overcome the

disadvantages of both the deadweight and hydraulic equipment, pneumatic

equipment has been developed. Pneumatic equipment generate and use compressed

air to provide necessary resistance. Compared with hydraulic equipment, the

hydraulic system is a hard system since fluid is not compressible. On the other hand,

a pneumatic system is a much softer system since air is compressible to a certain

degree (Rqriley, n.d.). With pneumatic exercise equipment, exercisers use
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compressed air to open the way for dynamically adjustable resistance. They have

smooth and silent operation and no adverse effect of inertia (Rqriley, n.d.).

Whether deadweight equipment, hydraulic equipment, or pneumatic equipment, they

all cannot absolutely satisfy every exerciser's desires and requests. Today, exercisers

pay more and more attention to data (such as exercise and health status data),

because of the fast developing IT technology. Indeed, IT technology has become the

most important contributor working in most manufactures. On the other hand, the

fitness industry is lagging behind in incorporating IT into its operations. Therefore,

how to integrate IT technology into the fitness industry is becoming urgent. Because

of this, another advanced technology has been proposed in recent years. That is

intelligent exercise equipment, which has the capability to achieve goals under

conditions of uncertainty.

2.5 Intelligent exercise equipment

In all of the various descriptions of exercise equipment, the user has to determine the

amount of resistance and the number of repetitions desired. The reason the user

makes the choices is that the exercise equipment itself is inherently incapable of any

intellectual participation. However, with the advent of computers, it has possible to

design exercise equipment with artificial intelligence enabling the computerised

equipment to select the best exercise method for each individual user. Thus, the user

need not be an expert in any biologic, physiologic, or exercise area since the exercise

equipment is programmed with information from many scientific fields, thus correctly

benefiting the different individual users.

The exercise equipment described here is the result of the application of many unique,

innovative features and mechanisms to the long-established fields of resistive

exercise or training for athletics, rehabilitation, and physical fitness. The underlying
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principle behind these innovations is that of a computer-controlled feedback that is

able to maintain any desired pattern of force and motion throughout the range of each

exercise, regardless of the magnitude or rate of force applied by the person exercising.

Therefore, the advantages of an intelligent feedback-controlled mechanism over

existing resistive exercise mechanisms are many (Ariel, 1983).

2.6 Fitness organisation

With exercise equipment Widely used in the fitness industry, more and more advanced

technologies and equipment are required in today's exercise equipment development.

For this purpose, many companies and enterprises are devoted to developing

intelligent exercise equipment. Polar Fitness, one of these companies, has developed

many products to support intelligent exercise. The Polar Fitness system provides

many intelligent exercise functions. The new Polar ProTrainer 5 is an advanced and

dynamic training, planning and analysing software. Easily prepare a detailed training

programme and transfer it to other compatible Polar products via infrared.

Polar Sport Zones help to train at the right intensity. It provides an easy way to select

and monitor the intensity of one's training and to follow Polar's sport zones based

training programmes (Polar Fitness, n.d.). The training is divided into five zones

based on percentages of the exerciser's maximum heart rate (HRmax): very light

(50-60%HRmax), light (60-70%HRmax), moderate (70-80%HRmax), hard

(80-90%HRmax) and maximum (90-100%HRmax) (Polar Fitness, n.d.).

The Polar Own Workout Program guides exercisers to reach their personal fitness

goals, how often, how hard, and how long they need to exercise to reach their

personal fitness goals (Polar Fitness, n.d.). Each setting is given a number, and the

number of exercise files stored in the heart rate monitor includes total exercise time,

time in target zone and average heart rate. Furthermore, one can create training
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sessions with individual settings for duration and heart rate limits with mUltiple interval

and recovery sessions. Each exercise profile may include up to six pre-programmable

exercise phases. Each phase may include up to 30 interval and recovery periods,

which alternate continuously throughout the phase.

Polar Fitness also provides special programs to help one lose and maintain weight.

The weight management program gives guidance on how many calories to eat and

how many to expend through exercise in order to achieve target body weight in

chosen duration (Polar Fitness, n.d.). Polar OwnCal counts and displays calorie

expenditure. This Polar OwnCal feature shows energy expenditure dUring one

exercise session as well as accumulated kilocalories during several exercise sessions.

In Polar M-series heart rate monitors, OwnCal calculation takes into account gender,

body weight and exercise heart rate. The calculation starts when exercise intensity

reaches 100 bpm (Polar Fitness, n.d.). In Polar S-series heart rate monitors, OwnCal

calculation takes into account V02max, HRmax and exercise heart rate (Polar Fitness,

n.d.). The calculation starts when exercise intensity reaches 60% of one's HRmax or

90 bpm. In Polar weight management products, the calculation starts when one puts

the transmitter on and starts exercising (Polar Fitness, n.d.). One can set daily and

weekly exercise goals in terms of calorie expenditure with the OwnCal feature, and

then monitor the accumulated amount of calories expended during one week or

dUring a single exercise session or a set amount of time, for example, one week

(Polar Fitness, n.d.).

On heart rate, Polar OwnZone determines personal heart rate limits for a training

session. It gUides one through an appropriate warm-up routine and automatically

determines a safe and effective exercise heart rate zone, while taking into account

one's current physical condition (Polar Fitness, n.d.). Polar heart rate monitors use

multiple methods for determining an exerciser's OwnZone. The primary method is to

measure heart rate variability during the warm-up period before exercising. If the

measurement is not successful, the exerciser's latest saved OwnZone limits are used.
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If there are no previous limits in the memory, the Polar heart rate monitor will

automatically calculate OwnZone limits based on one's age-predicted maximum heart

rate (220 minus age) (Polar Fitness, n.d.). One should determine one's OwnZone at

the beginning of workout whenever one changes exercise environment and/or

exercise mode. The OwnZone Basic corresponds to 65-85 % of the maximum heart

rate. Exercise at the lower end of this intensity level can be conducted for extended

periods safely and often yields the best results for weight control, while exercise at the

upper end of this intensity produces the best results for improving cardiovascular

(aerobic) fitness (Polar Fitness, n.d.). The OwnZone Advanced feature consists of two

training areas: OwnZone Low and OwnZone High, providing greater variations in

exercising than the OwnZone Basic area, which can be rather wide for more focused

training (Polar Fitness, n.d.). The OwnZone Light corresponds to 60-70% of one's

maximum heart rate. This intensity still feels fairly easy for most people. It helps in

weight control and improves endurance and cardiovascular fitness. The OwnZone

Moderate corresponds to 70·80% of one's maximum heart rate. This intensity is

especially good for people who exercise regularly. Exercising in this zone is

particularly effective for improving cardiovascular fitness. The OwnZone Hard

corresponds to 80-90% of maximum heart rate. Using this, one finds oneself

breathing heavily, having tired muscles and feeling fatigued. This intensity is

recommended occasionally for fit people. The OwnZone Weight corresponds to about

60-75% of one's maximum heart rate. This is ideal for weight loss exercise for less fit

individuals and for those recovering from sickness or intensive training (Polar Fitness,

n.d.).

Polar data recording depends on the Polar product model and accessories used, the

samples of one's heart rate, speed, intensity stored in a defined time interval (Polar

Fitness, n.d.). A long interval gives one more recording time, while a shorter interval

allows recording of more detailed data. A shorter recording rate uses up the memory

of the running and cycling computer more rapidly. The remaining recording time is

shown at the start of the exercise or on the bottom row of the product display when
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setting the recording rate (Polar Fitness, n.d.). The samples recorded during exercise

are transferred to the software where they can be used to further analysis on.

The pervious descriptions of exercise equipment, illustrate some common functions

that are available in today's intelligent exercise equipment. Researchers are still

working on trying to add more human ideas into exercise software. In order to deeply

understand intelligent control related to software development, the following sections

present some key concepts and technologies that are usually used.

2.7 Key concepts and technologies of building intelligent related software

According to Antsaklis and Passino (1992), the ever increasing technological

demands of today call for very complex systems, which, in turn, require highly

sophisticated controllers to ensure that high performance can be achieved and

maintained under adverse conditions. There are needs in the control of these complex

systems which cannot be met by conventional controllers and this is primarily due to

the lack of precise knOWledge about the process to be controlled. Acquisition of

adequate system knowledge is often problematic or impractical due to system

complexity and the fact that the structure and parameters in many systems change in

significant and unpredictable ways over time. Moreover, to reduce design complexity

control designers often utilise less detailed models for control than what they have

access to. To address the control demands of such highly complex and uncertain

systems one can enhance today's control methods using intelligent control systems

and techniques.
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2.7.1 Intelligence and intelligent control

Intelligence is a property of mind that encompasses many related mental abilities,

such as the capacities to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend

ideas and language, and learn. Although intelligence is sometimes viewed quite

broadly, psychologists typically regard the trait as distinct from creativity, personality,

character, knowledge, or wisdom (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Two major consensus definitions of "intelligence" have been proposed. First, from

Intelligence: Knowns and Unknowns, a report of a task force convened by the

American Psychological Association (1995):

Individuals differ from one another in their ability to understand complex

ideas, to adapt effectively to the environment, to learn from experience, to

engage in various forms of reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking

thought. Although these individual differences can be substantial, they are

never entirely consistent: a given person's intellectual performance will

vary on different occasions, in different domains, as judged by different

criteria. Concepts of "intefligence" are attempts to clarify and organize this

complex set of phenomena. Although considerable clarity has been

achieved in some areas, no such conceptualization has yet answered all

the important questions and none commands universal assent. Indeed,

when two dozen prominent theorists were recently asked to define

intefligence, they gave two dozen somewhat different definitions.

The second definition of "intelligence" comes from "Mainstream Science on

Intelligence", which was signed by 52 intelligence researchers in 1994:

A very general mental capability that, among other things, involves the

ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend
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complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience. It is not merely

book learning, a narrow academic skill, or test-taking smarts. Rather, it

reflects a broader and deeper capability for comprehending our

surroundings - "catching on", "making sense" of things, or "figuring out"

what to do.

Intelligent control is currently a well-established field within the discipline of control

systems. It represents a generalisation of the concept of control to include

autonomous anthropomorphic interactions of a machine with the environment and has

been successfully represented by a Technical Committee of the EEE Control Systems

Society. The technical results of many researchers in the area are regularly reported

in many of the annual conferences in the USA and around the world (Antsaklis &

Passino, 1992).

The area of intelligent control is a fusion of a number of research areas in systems

and control, computer science and operations research, among others, coming

together, merging and expanding in new directions and opening new horizons to

address the new problems of this challenging and promising area (Antsaklis and

Passino, 1992). Intelligent control systems are typically able to perform one or more of

the following functions: planning actions at different levels of detail, learning from past

experience, identifying changes that threaten the system behaviour, such as failures,

and reacting appropriately. This identifies the areas of planning and expert systems,

fuzzy systems, neural networks, machine leaming, and failure diagnosis, to mention

but a few, as existing research areas that are related and important to inteliigent

control (Antsaklis and Passino, 1992).

It is difficult and quite subjective to limit the scope of intelligent control. In general,

intelligent control can be the following:

• Integrating sensor, actuator, and software into a mechatronic (which is fused by
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mechanical, electrical, and computer engineering (Martin & Hideki, 1996) module

is one step towards but short of realisation of intelligent systems;

• Hierarchical control systems with increasing levels of abstractness in information

processing;

• Structure changing adaptive systems including parameter adaptation on low-level

control and more sophisticated adaptation mechanisms on higher levels in the

control hierarchy;

• Intelligent "reference generating algorithms' for hierarchical control systems such

as cars, mobile robots, robotic mechanisms, and numerically controlled

manufactUring equipment. The term "reference generating' means algorithms

which flexibly generate appropriate reference trajectories depending on the

measured environment state;

• Flexible intersystem communication among distributed semi-autonomous

systems and system components with defined and guaranteed global behaviour;

networked mechatronics through a computer network information infrastructure;

• Optimisation schemes for automatic and optimal intelligent control system design;

• Intelligent human interaction to make the system be perceived as an intelligent

control system;

• Discrete event dynamic systems - DEDS, hybrid systems; as such gain

scheduling and structure adaptation redefined from a DEDS point of view;

• Increased flexibility, robustness, and fault-tolerance; and
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• Ability for careful iterative improvements, leaming, and self-organisation.

Martin & Hideki (1996)

To summarise the proposition for an approach to intelligent control system and

technology integration may include mechatronics, computer science, system design

optimisation, communication, and human interaction. This view of intelligent control is

illustrated in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Key technologies for intelligent control systems

Source: Martin & Hideki (1996)

2.7.2 Computer-controlled technologies

Computers are today essential for implementing controllers in many different

situations. The computers are often used in embedded systems. An embedded

system is a built-in computer that is a part of a larger system. Many of these

computers implement control functions of different physical processes, such as

vehicles, home electronics. Of course, it can be used in the exercise environment as

well.
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Astriim and Wittenmark (1997) indicate that using computers to implement controllers

has substantial advantages. Many of the difficulties with analog implementation can

be avoided. For example, there are no problems with accuracy or drift of the

components. It is very easy to have sophisticated calculations in the control law, and it

is easy to include logic and nonlinear functions; tables can be used to store data in

order to accumulate knowledge about the properties of the system; it is also possible

to have effective user interfaces.

A computer-controlled system can be presented schematically as shown in Figure 2-2.

Essentially, the system contains five parts:

• Process;

• Sampler together with Analog-to-Digital (A-D) converter;

• Digital-to-Analog (D-A) converter with a hold circuit;

• Control algorithms;

• Computer with a clock, and software for real-time applications.

Wittenmark, Astrom, & Arzen (2002:4-5)
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Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram of a computer-controlled system

Source: Wittenmark et al. (2002)

The process is a continuous-time physical system to be controlled. The input and
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output of the process are continuous-time signals. The AD converter converts the

analog output signal of the process into a finite precision digital number depending on

how many bits or levels are used in the conversion. The conversion is also quantised

in time detennined by the clock. This is called the sampling process. The control

algorithm, thus, receives data that are quantised both in time and in level. The control

algorithm consists of a computer program that transfonns the measurements into a

desired control signal. The control signal is transferred to the DAconverterwhich, with

finite precision, converts the number in the computer into a continuous-time signal.

This implies that the DA converter contains both a conversion unit and a hold unit that

translates a number into a physical variable that is applied to the process. The

communication between the process, or more accurately the AD and DA converters,

and the computer is done over a communication link or network. All the activities in

the computer-controlled system are controlled by the clock with the requirement that

all the computations have to be perfonned within a given time. In a distributed system

there are several clocks that have to be synchronised. The total system is, thus, a

real-time system with hard time constraints.

In many situations, it is not necessary to know anything about computer control or

real-time systems to implement a simple controller. There are, however, many

situations where the result will be much better when the sampled-data aspects of the

system ate taken into consideration when the controller is designed. Also, it is very

important that the real-time aspects are regarded. The real-time system influences the

timing in the computer and can thus minimize latency and delays in the feedback

controller (Wittenmark et al. 2002).
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2.8 Summary

This chapter has described the relationships between physical activity, health-related

fitness, and health, indicating that physical activity can influence fitness, and also that

fitness is related to health in a reciprocal manner. That is, fitness not only influences

health, health status also influences both physical activity level and fitness level.

Health-related equipment which are used to maintain and promote fitness ability are

presented. Following the fast developed IT areas, not only the traditional exercise

equipment are required and used, but intelligent exercise equipment are also

developed and devoted to provide appropriate responses in order to optimally

exercise with a build-in computer system. Finally, the key concepts and technologies

that are usually used in developing intelligent exercise equipment are presented.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN METHODS OF A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED PNEUMATIC
SYSTEM

This chapter presents an approach where the weight of the exercise equipment can

be changed dynamically in exercise. In standard deadweight-based equipment, the

weights generally can be changed only when the equipment is inactive. In this chapter,

the deadweights will be replaced by pneumatic cylinders and directional control

valves, which will allow FX control to be dynamically varied. On the other hand, a

single PlO control circuit is provided for regulating the output pressure response

provided to a load under computer-controlled situation. The computer control will be

implemented on a "National Instruments PXI" computer featuring Data Acquisition and

Control (OAQAC) capacity, and the software will be implemented using "LabVIEW

7.0" to control a FX mechanical linkage via the accompanying electro-pneumatic

components with friendly GUI design.

3.1 The pneumatic system

One of the important features of the research is a pneumatic system. The control

system includes two double-acting electro-pneumatic cylinders which are used to

simulate an exerciser and exercise equipment, respectively (Figure 3-1). The core of

this research is based on a force-displacement (FX) relationship. A displacement

transducer scales the precision measurement of positions that respond to a change in

condition. On the other hand, a counter force is presented by the equipment cylinder

against the exercisers effort and generated by a force transducer. Four pressure

control valves are included for producing control pressure signals and a booster for

providing an output pressure response to a pneumatic load in accordance with the

control pressure signals. The built-in pressure sensors are further provided for

measuring the output pressure response to the load and for generating a
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corresponding feedback voltage signal to the control circuit. The control circuit

compares the feedback signal to a command signal input in accordance with a

predetermined transfer function having proportional, integral and derivative (PID)

components, and generates a control voltage signal for stably controlling the output

pressure response provided to the load.
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Figure 3-1: System architecture

3.1.1 Role ofthe pneumatic system

The pneumatic system has two main roles. In Figure 3-1, pneumatic system can be

seen as two separate frames. Cylinder 1 combines with a displacement transducer to

simulate an exerciser. The directional valves (valve 1, valve 2) are used for controlling,
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pushing or pulling action of the simulated exerciser. On the other hand, cylinder 2 is

used to simulate an exercise equipment combined with a force transducer, connected

to the first frame by a rod. The simulated exercise equipment will generate correct

forces in order to match the power from cylinder 1, depending on the position of the

displacement transducer, calculated by the formula F(X).

3.1.2 Components of the pneumatic system

In considering the design of the pneumatic system, the development will focus on the

following major parts:

3.1.2.1 Double-acting cylinders

Two DNC-50-450-PPV-A (DNC... ) double-acting cylinders are included in the

pneumatic system. Each ONC... cylinder has two ports for compressed air, which

means that fluid under pressure can be applied to either side of the piston to apply

force and provide movement. When the piston is to be returned to its resting position,

pressure is applied to the second port, but also open up the first port so that the air in

it can be expelled. Figure 3-2 shows the feature of ONC... cylinder, with neither valve

operated, both sides of the piston are exhausted so the piston rod is free to move in

either direction. If valve V, is operated alone the piston rod extends. Conversely, if

valve V2 only is operated the piston rod will retract. If both valves are operated at the

same time both sides of the piston will be pressurised, the larger force being exerted

on the full bore side as it has the larger area, depending upon cylinder load, the piston

will try to extend. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show the features of both valves when operated

together. The used air in this case is exhausted as the incoming air pushes the

cylinder forwards and backwards.
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Figure 3-2: DNC-S0-4S0-PPV-A double-acting cylinder

Forcing air into one port extends piston
I

"'-Air into other port
retracts piston

Figure 3-3: Double-acting pushes in action

po 4

Figure 3-4: Double-acting pulls back action

3.1.2.2 MPZ setpoint module

The MPZ setpoint module has been designed for generating 6+1 analog nominal

values for Festo proportional valves. Rgure 3-5 features the MPZ setpoint module.

The MPZ is a setpont value generator. Six reference or setpoint voltages can be

preset by means of rotary potentiometers. The output of the MPZ provides constantfy
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the voltage which is actuated via a digital controller. The nominal values SP1, SP2,

SP3, SP4, SP5, and SP6 have priority (Figure 3-6). SP1 has the highest priority, and

SP6 the lowest priority. If none of the six nominal value voltages is activated, the

output will supply the voltage which is specified by the external input (FESTO, 2007).

Figure 3-5: MPZ setpoint module
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Figure 3-6: MPZ display and operating elements
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3.1.2.3 Proportional pressure regulator valves

The pneumatic system has four proportional pressure regulator valves, named VPPM.

The VPPM has been designed to regulate a pressure proportional to a specified

setpoint value which is defined by MPZ setpoint module. An integrated pressure

sensor records the pressure at the working line and compares this value to the

setpoint value. In the case of deviations between the setpoint and actual value, the

regulator is activated until the output pressure has reached the setpoint value (FESTO,

2007). The features of the VPPM are shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: Operating elements and connections of VPPM
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3.1.2.4 Displacement transducer

A displacement transducer is defined as a transducer that physically moves in

response to a change in condition, often used for precision measurement of small

distances (Intota, n.d.). A MLO-POT-450-LWG (MLO... ) displacement transducer is to

be used in combination with cylinder for positioning measures. The features of the

MLO... displacement transducer are shown in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8: MLO-POT-450-LWG displacement transducer

3.1.2.5 Force transducer

A force transducer is defined as a device that senses the magnitude of a load upon it,

such as a tension load, and sends a corresponding signal out (Google Glossary

Definition, n.d.). The U2B force transducer (Figure 3-9) is to be used exclusively for

force measurement tasks and directly-related control tasks. The U2B force transducer

is also suitable for measuring tensile forces and pressures. It measures static and

dynamic forces with great accuracy (HBM, 2007).

The U2B force transducer is manufactured from stainless steel and is suitable for use

under harsh environmental conditions and severe operating constraints. Its measuring

signals can be transmitted to remote measuring equipment (HBM, 2007).
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Figure 3-9: U2B force transducer

3.1.2.6 Air treatment

Drying of compressed air is probably the most important form of air treatment because

water contamination results in inefficiency and can cause serious damage to

equipment (Stacey, 1998). The additional air treatment and other components are

normally positioned at the point of use, these are:

• An isolation valve - an on-off valve for the plant served at this point.

• A filter - similar to the filter already described with very probably a higher filtration

rating.

• A pressure regulator and pressure gauge. The regulator is an adjustable

component which allows mains pressure downstream of the plant only up to the

pressure to which it has been adjusted. It therefore imposes a limit on the plant

pressure. A secondary function of most regulators is to vent pressure from

downstream when that pressure exceeds the regulator setting - a situation which

can arise if the regulator setting is reduced or if actuator loads cause back 

pressures.

• A soft - start I dump valve

• A lubricator

Stacey (1998)
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The MS..-LFR-/LR(B)-... , MS-LF(M)-/LFX-... air treatment is used in pneumatic

system (Figure 3-10). The MS..-LFR-... , MS..-LR-... has been designed to regulate

compressed air in the following string to the set work pressure. The MS..-LFR- ,

MS..-LR-... thereby smoothes out fluctuations in pressure. The MS..-LF- ,

MS..-LFR-... with water separator frees compressed air blown through from dust

particles and condensed water (FESTO, 2007).

Figure 3-10: MS..-LFR-/LR(B)-..., MS-LF(M)-/LFX-... air treatment

3.1.3 Design overview of the pneumatic system

The design process criteria are focused on research with the algorithm to support the

optimum control of the pneumatic cylinders. The best initial pressures are provided to

prime cylinder. Chambers are considered as well. On the other hand, the STEP

function is used for validating the responses of the pneumatic system. For estimating

any industrial system, the response time always is the important consideration. In

order to get the best condition, the PlO control circuit is concerned in the pneumatic

system with specific reference to the manifestation of P-control for responsiveness,

I-control for accuracy, and D-control for stability.
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3.1.3.1 Simulate exerciser

The simulate exerciser contains a DNC... double-acting cylinder in combination with a

MLO... displacement transducer. In Figure 3-11, two VPPM proportional valves are

giving pressures to make the cylinder piston move. A measured value is gained by

MLO... displacement transducer to opposite each of position of cylinder.

Figure 3-11: Simulate exerciser

3.1.3.2 Simulate exercise equipment

The simulate exercise equipment presents a counter force against the exerciser's

effort. The functioning of the simulate exercise equipment is based on a

force-displacement (FX) relationship.

The principle of FX control relies on differential pressure control as represented in

Figure 3-12. FX control can be described as follows:

A bi-directional pneumatic cylinder has each chamber connected via an

electronically controlled pressure control valve to a high pressure
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reservoir; by reducing or increasing pressure force can be controlled

through differential pressure (Alexander, 2006).

Room
Pressure

Room
Pressure

rlj--,

Figure 3·12: Differential pressure control principle

Source: Alexander (2006)

In FX technology, exercise trajectory is specifically controlled using a computer-based

profile that determines the differential pressure in the cylinder relative to the spatial

position of the mechanical linkage (Figure 3-13). An exercise trajectory control system

uses mathematical algorithms to deliver the required pressure to achieve the desired

force trajectories. This is dealt with in more detail in the section dealing with the

exposition of the control software.

Figure 3-13: Simulate exercise equipment
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3.1.3.3 Pressure

All fluids can convey force from one place to another. Fluid can be liquid or a gas such

as air. A force applied to the surface of fluid in a container will cause a force to occur at

every point where the fluid is contained. These forces result from the fluid trying to

escape in all directions.

Pressure is the measure of how much force is present on an area of the fluid. It is

created by applying a force to an area. A force applied to a small area will give a high

pressure, while the same force applied to a large area will give a low pressure. When

the pressure in the fluid has conveyed the force through the fluid to another location,

the force is available for use. A high pressure in the fluid acting on an area will create

a large force, or a low pressure acting on the same area will create a small force. Also,

a low pressure applied over a large area results in a large force, and a high pressure

applied over a small area will create a small force.

Stacey (1998) defined "pressure" for pneumatic purposes:

Pressure is the force in air due to compression, per unit of surface

area.

Focusing on the above definition, the pressure created in a fluid by the application of a

force can be presented as Equation 3-1:

Pressure" Force I Area Equation 3-1

Consequently, the force exerted by pressure acting on an area will be presented as

Equation 3-2:

Force" Pressure x Area

The units of the above formulas are given as follows:
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• Force - newton (N)

• Area-mm
2

• Pressure - bar

3.1.3.4 Initial pressures to prime cylinder

From Equation 1 and Equation 2, suppose a force applied to an unchangeable area,

area will be seem as a constant, that is to say, high pressure will produce great force.

Conversely, small pressure will produce low force. Therefore, a direct proportion has

been created between force and pressure. Another important factor is response time,

which is the waiting time needed for increasing or decreasing enough pressure to

produce the target force.

In Figure 3-14, a STEP input is applied in (a), and the relative force output is shown in

(b). The actual force output in (b) does not reach the target force immediately, but

gradually increased till the target force is produced. The time used during this process

is called response time or time delay. The shortest response time is desired.

F

t

(b)

(a)

F

STEP input

--1--------] i
I t1 I t2
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

I output :----v"!;...-----
I t1 I t2 t
I Response:

I Time ~

Figure 3·14: Response time
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The fastest response is all the system desired, depending on the above description,

the criteria that defines response time is focused on how soon can generate enough

pressure to produce a setting STEP input, and pressure is decided by STEP input. In

this research, the STEP input can be implemented in two ways:

1. Increase pressure on one side of cylinder.

2. Increase pressure on one side, and decrease on other side of cylinder.

In the first implementation, the cylinders will open one valve and close another. Initial

pressure is empty on both sides, for example, V1 opens and closes Vz, initial pressure

is 0 bar (Figure 3-15).

Pinitial=O

Figure 3-15: Increase pressure on one side

Response is getting soon if V1 pressure is increased at the beginning, but with

increased pressure, the response decreases, because the more pressure in the

cylinder, the more difficult it is to put pressure into it. The trend is shown in Figure 3-16.

For example, with a balloon, at the beginning the pressure in it would be O. As soon as

inflating starts, the more pressure added the harder it would be to add more. As soon

as the opening of the balloon is released, it would deflate, the amount of pressure

would decrease dramatically, and the balloon will be deflated.
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Pressure

Response time

Figure 3-16: Pressure vs. response time

In the second implementation, both side valves are opened, and the initial pressure is

set to half of the maximum pressure of the cylinder. If pressure is increased on V,

valve, and decreased on V2 valve, the maximum pressure of the cylinder is 200 bars,

so Pinitial will be 100 bars for each of side (Figure 3-17).

Figure 3-17: Increase on one side and decrease on other side

If produce 40 bars force on the second implementation, the V, valve needs an

increase of 20 bars pressure, and V2 valve needs a decrease of 20 bars pressure in

order to generate 40 bars pressure. Therefore, PV1 will be 120 bars, and Pv2 change to

80 bars. PV1 (120) minus Pv2 (80), 40 bars pressure created (Figure 3-18).

Pinitial= 100 Pinitial= 100

1Increase 20 bars 1Decrease 20 bars

C I ~~vl=120 Pv2=80

Figure 3·18: 40 bars force applied on both side working cylinder
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To calculate the response time for the second implementation, it will be calculated on

both side valves at the same time, increases half pressure of first implementation on

one side valve, and exhaust another half pressure on other valve. As we know,

exhaust pressure is a very quick action. Therefore, the second implementation

response seems qUicker than the first implementation, but that is not exactly the case;

it is quicker when applying a small pressure force. However, for a big pressure force,

nobody knows the response time because it depends on the maximum pressure of

the cylinder. The trend line of the intake and exhaust valves are shown in Figure 3-19

and Figure 3-20, respectively. Therefore, the two implementations are used in

different considerations.

Pressure

max/24----

Response time

Figure 3-19: Intake valve

3.1.4 Process control pneumatics

Pressure

max/2

Response time

Figure 3-20: Exhaust valve

In some industrial process is to be automatically controlled, there will be many

process variables, e.g. temperature, flow, pressure, level, which need to be measured

and kept at the correct value to ensure safe and economic operation (Parr, 1998). In

this research, displacement and force are measured. In Figure 3-21, the force is

measured to give the current value (usually termed PV - for process variable) which is

generated by F(X) that in order to against exerciser action by moving the position of

the cylinder. This is compared with the required force (called SP - for set point) to give

an error signal, which is passed to the control system. This adjusts the actuator drive

signal to move the valve in the direction to give the required force. The arrangement
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of Figure 3-21 is called closed loop control.

N Fh + Error Control FOUT
SP

System

- PV

Figure 3·21: Closed loop control

3.1.4.1 Closed loop control

Closed-loop control is the type most commonly used in process control system

because it responds to control quicker and with greater accuracy. A closed-loop

control system is called a feedback control system, and uses feedback to control

states or outputs of a dynamic system. Its name comes from the information path in

the system: process inputs (e.g. voltage applied to a motor) have an effect on the

process outputs (e.g. velocity or position of the motor), which is measured with

sensors and processed by the control, the result (the control signal) is used as input to

the process, and closing the loop (Wikipedia, n.d.).

In a Closed-loop control system, input and output quantities are compared to produce

an error signal which actually operates the forward path, which is the whole of the

system between the error signal and the final output.

The great advantage of a closed-loop control system is that since it is error-operated it

contains the facility to compensate for any departure of the output from the reqUired

condition set by the input because this departure changes the error, causing a

correcting signal to be applied to the forward path. The disadvantage of feedback

system is that due to give an oscillatory response to any change of input which may
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take some time to die away, or that the system may even become unstable and

maintain self-oscillation, this is shown in Figure 3-22.

Figure 3·22: System responses

In order to avoid oscillatory and unstable feedback system, a PlO controller is used. It

has the specific reference to the manifestation of P-control for responsiveness,

I-control for accuracy, and O-control for stability.

3.1.4.2 PlO controller

A proportional-integral-derivative controller (PlO controller) is a generic control loop

feedback mechanism widely used in industrial control systems (Wikipedia, n.d.). A

PlO controller attempts to correct the error between a measured process variable and

a desired setpoint by calculating and then outputting a corrective action that can

adjust the process accordingly, based on three parameters (Parr, 1998).

The PlO controller algorithm involves three separate parameters: proportional,

integral, and derivative. The proportional determines the reaction to the current error,

the integral determines the reaction based on recent errors and the derivative
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determines the reaction based on the rate by which the error has been changing

(Wikipedia, n.d.). The weighted sum of these three actions is outputled to control

elements such as the position of control valves.

By tuning the three constants in the PID controller algorithm, the PID can provide

individualised control specific to process requirements including error responsiveness,

overshoot of setpoint and system oscillation. Figure 3-23 shows a block diagram of a

PID controller.

Error
,

I KifL'f..T)dT Oulpul_

D Kde(I)
°dt

Figure 3-23: Block diagram of a PlO controller

Proportional term

The proportional term responds to a change in the process variable proportional to the

current measured error value. The proportional response can be adjusted by

multiplying the error by a constant Ko, called the proportional gain. The proportional

term is given by Equation 3-3:

Equation 3-3

where

• Pout: Proportional output

• Kp: Proportional gain

• e: Error = SP- PV
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• t: Time

From Equation 3-3, a high proportional gain results in a large change in the output for

a given change in the error. If the proportional gain is too high, the system can

become unstable (Scrcek, Mahoney, & Young, 2000). In contrast, a small gain results

in a small output response to a large input error, and a less responsive controller. If

the proportional gain is too low, the control action may be too small when responding

to system disturbances (Wikipedia, n.d.).

In the absence of disturbances pure proportional control will not settle at its target

value, but will retain a steadY state error that is a function of the proportional gain and

the process gain. Despite the steady-state offset, both tuning theory and industrial

practice indicate that it is the proportional term that should contribute the bulk of the

output change (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Integral term

The contribution from integral term is proportional to both the magnitude of the error

and its duration. Summing the instantaneous error over time gives the accumulated

offset that should have been corrected previously. The accumulated error is then

multiplied by the integral gain and added to the controller output (Wikipedia, n.d.). The

magnitude of the contribution of the integral term to the overall control action is

determined by the integral gain, Ki. The integral term is given by Equation 3-4:

lout = K;

where

• lout: Integral output

• Ki: Integral gain

• e: Error = SP - PV

• t: Time in the past contributing to the integral response
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The integral tenn accelerates the movement of the process towards setpoint and

eliminates the residual steady-state error that occurs with proportional only controller.

However, since the integral tenn is responding to accumulated errors from the past, it

can cause the present value to overshoot the setpoint value (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Derivative tenn

The derivative tenn provides a braking action to the controller response as the

process variable approaches the setpoint. To accomplish this, the process error is

predicted by the derivative gain Ki, calculated by analysing the slope of error vs. time

(Le. the rate of change of error, which is its first derivative with respect to time)

(Wikipedia, n.d.). The magnitude of the contribution of the derivative tenn to the

overall control action is detennined the derivative gain, Ki. The derivative tenn is

given by Equation 3-5:

where

• Dout: Derivative output

• Ki: Derivative gain

• e: Error = SP - PV

• t: Time

Dout = Ki de/dt Equation 3·5

The derivative tenn slows the rate of change of the controller output and this effect is

most noticeable close to the controller setpoint. Hence, derivative control is used to

reduce the magnitude of the overshoot produced by the integral component and

improve the combined controller process stability (Wikipedia, n.d.).

The output from the three tenns, the proportional, the integral and the derivative are

summed to calculate the output of the PID controller.
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Loop tuning

If the PlO controller parameters (the gains of proportional, integral and derivative

terms) are chosen incorrectly, the controlled process input can be unstable. Tuning a

control loop involves the adjustment of its control parameters to the optimum values

for the desired control response. Generally, stability of response is required and the

process must not oscillate for any combination of process conditions and setpoints.

Tuning of loops is made more complicated by the response time of the process. It may

take minutes or hours for a setpoint change to produce a stable effect. In order to

have the shortest response time with stable effect, this section describes a method 

PlO tuning software-which is widely used for loop tuning.

PlO tuning software will gather the data, develop process models, and suggest

optimal tuning. The National Instrument LabVIEW PlO Model is one of the software

package, used in this research.

Therefore, Figure 3-21 will be modified to Figure 3-24.

IN F-h + Error PID Control FOUT
SP

Controller System

- PV

x

Figure 3-24: Modified closed loop control

3.2 Monitoring and control software

Another important feature of this research is developing a monitoring and control

software. The purpose of the software is to control a FX mechanical linkage via the
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accompanying electra-pneumatic components in a manner that fulfils the objectives of

the exercise routine designer. The control software is developed to demonstrate F(X)

control using the following functions:

1. Step inputs

2. Ramp inputs

3. Step cycles

4. Ramp cycles

5. Sinusoidal

Details of F(X) control functions will be presented in Chapter 4.

Furthermore, the friendly GUI is designed in order to simulate the physical

environment into computer. The physical components are simulated and shown as

controllers in to GUI.

On the other hand, the software is implemented Data Acquisition and Control

(DAQAC) capacity that collects control signals and converts to analog input or output

signals between physical environment and software. With this DAQAC capacity, the

exercise data can be saved in the software control system, the fitness consultant can

then review the data, ensuring that the user meets the required fitness objectives.

The monitoring and control software will be implemented on a "National Instruments

PXI" computer, and developed using "LabVIEW 7.0" based-on Object-Oriented (00)

software design methodology.

3.2.1 National Instruments LabVIEW

LabVIEW is a graphical programming language and uses icons instead of lines of text

to create applications; in contrast to text-based programming languages, where

instructions determine program execution, LabVIEW uses dataflow programming,
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where the flow of data determines execution (National Instruments, 2003).

In LabVIEW, we build a user interface with a set of tools and objects. The user

interface is known as the front panel, and then, add a code using graphical

representations of functions to control the front panel objects; the block diagram

contains this code, resembles a flowchart (National Instruments, 2003).

LabVIEW is designed for use in the laboratory. The features that make LabVIEW

stand out as a research tool are the ease of controlling data flow between computers

and instruments, the large number of algorithms that come with the software as

premade Vis that can be easily incorporated into other Vis (Le. PID controller which

concerned in 3.1.4.2), the ability to incorporate code from other programs into

LabVIEW Vis, and the ability to make Vis that may be used in place of physical

instrumentation (Jehander, 2003).

Working with labVIEW is very different from working with languages like Basic,

FORTRAN, and C, which are text-based and procedural. LabVIEW uses a graphic,

00 computer language. This type of language takes advantage of the Macintosh or

Windows-type operating system, and every variable, function, or subroutine is

represented as an object (Gulotta, 1995).

In LabVIEW, instead of writing programs, it creates Vis. Vis have front panels just like

any other instrument on your bench; the input variables are set the same way as the

settings on a Ureal" instrument; output is displayed using LEDs, charts, graphs, and

digital indicators (Guotta, 1995). Vis may be run as autonomous programs or may be

incorporated into other programs. A VI that is called from within another VI is a subVl,

it is look like a subroutine in a text-based program (Gulotta, 1995). Therefore, the

object-oriented design methodology is also used to develop VI and subVI in LabVIEW.
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3.2.2 Object-oriented design methodology

Object-oriented (00) offers a new and powerful model for developing computer

software. The 00 methodology speeds the development of new programs, and if

properly used, improves the maintenance, reusability, and modifiability of software

(Baudoin & Hollowell, 1996). According to Baudoin and Hollowell (1996), by providing

first class support for the objects and classes of objects of an application domain, the

00 paradigm precepts offer better modeling and implementation of systems.

3.2.2.1 Object-oriented methodology

Object-Oriented (00) methodology is a system development approach encouraging

and facilitating re-use of software components. With this methodology, a computer

system can be developed on a component basis which enables the effective re-use of

existing components and facilitates the sharing of its components by other systems

(HKSAR, 2005).

00 methodology applies a single object model that evolves from the analysis and

design stage and carries all the way down to the programming level. An object

contains both the data and the functions that operate upon that data. An object can

only be accessed via the functions it makes publicly available, so that all details of its

implementation are hidden from all other objects. This strong encapsulation provides

the basis for the improvements in traceability, quality, maintainability and extensibility

that are key features of well-designed object-oriented systems (HKSAR, 2005).

Many benefits are cited for 000, some of these potential benefis are:

• Faster development: 000 has long been touted as leading to faster

development. Many of the claims of potentially reduced development time are

correct in principle, jf a bjt overstated.
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• Reuse of previous work: This is the benefit cited most commonly in literature,

particularly in business periodicals. 000 produces software modules that can

be plugged into one another, which allows creation of new programs. However,

such reuse does not come easily. It takes planning and investment.

• Increased quality: Increases in quality are largely a by-product of this

program reuse. If 90% of a new application consists of proven, existing

components, then only the remaining 10% of the code has to be tested from

scratch. That observation implies an order-of-magnitude reduction in defects.

• Modular architecture: Object-oriented systems have a natural structure for

modular design: objects, subsystems, framework, and so on. Thus, 000

systems are easier to modify. 000 systems can be altered in fundamental

ways without ever breaking up since changes are neatly encapsulated.

However, nothing in 000 guarantees or reqUires that the code produced will

be modular. The same level of care in design and implementation is required

to produce a modular structure in 000, as it is for any form of software

development.

• Clientfserver applications: By their very nature, client/server applications

involve transmission of message back and forth over a network, and the

object-message paradigm of 000 meshes well with the physical and

conceptual architecture of client/server applications.

• Better mapping to the problem domain: This is a clear winner for 000,

particularity when the project maps to the real world. Whether objects

represent customers, machinery, banks, sensors or pieces of paper, they can

provide a clean, self-contained implication which fits naturally into human

thought processes.

Adhikari (1995); Taylor (1995); Shah, Sivitanides & Martin (1997)
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3.2.2.2 Object-oriented design theory

The aim of 00 design is to design the product in terms of objects, that is,

instantiations of the classes and subclasses that were extracted during 00 analysis.

An object like a "black box" which receives and sends messages, provides a

canonical focus throughout analysis, design, and implementation by emphasising the

state, behaviour, and interaction of objects in its models, providing the desirable

property of seamlessness between activities (objectfaq, n.d.).

00 design can be thought of in two phases. The first, called high·level design, deals

with the decomposition of the system into large, and complex objects. The second

phase is called low-level design. In this phase, attributes and methods are specified at

the level of individual objects. This is also where a project can realise most of the

reuse of object-oriented products, since it is possible to guide the design so that

lower-level objects correspond exactly to those in existing object libraries or to

develop objects with reuse potential (objectfaq, n.d.).

00 methodology emphasises the following concepts:

• Class - the unit of definition of data and behaviour for some kind-of-thing. A

class is the basis of modularity and structure in an object-oriented computer

program. A class should typically be recognisable to a non-programmer

familiar with the problem domain, and the code for a class should be

self-contained and independent. With such modularity, the structure of a

program will correspond to the aspects of the problem that the program is

intended to solve. This simplifies the mapping to and from the problem and

program.
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• Object - an instance of a class, an object is the run-time manifestation of a

particular exemplar of a class. Each object has its own data, though the code

within a class (or a subclass or an object) may be shared for economy.

• Method - also known as message. It is refers to how code can use an object

of some class. A method is a form of subroutine operating on a single object.

Methods may be divided into queries returning the current state and

commands changing it.

• Inheritance - a mechanism for creating subclasses, inheritance provides a

way to define a (sub)c1ass as a specialisation or subtype or extension of a

more general class. A subclass inherits all the members of its superclass(es),

but it can extend their behaviour and add new members.

• Encapsulation - refers to ensuring that code outside a class sees only

functional details of that class, but not implementation details. The latter are

liable to change, and could allow a user to put an object in an inappropriate

state. Encapsulation is achieved by specifying which classes may use the

members of an object. The result is that each object exposes to any class a

certain interface - those members accessible to that class. Members are often

specified as public, protected and private, determining whether they are

available to all classes, sub-classes or only the defining class.

• Abstraction - the ability of a program to ignore the details of an object's

(sub)c1ass and work at a more generic level when appropriate.

• Polymorphism - polymorphism is behaviour that varies depending on the

class in which the behavior is invoked, that is, two or more classes can react

differently to the same message.

Wikipedia (n.d.)
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00 programming is a computer program that may be seen as comprising a collection

of individual units or objects that act on each other, as opposed to a traditional view in

which a program may be seen as a collection of functions, or simply as a list of

instructions to the computer. Each object is capable of receiving messages,

processing data, and sending messages to other objects. Each object can be viewed

as an independent little machine or actor with a distinct role or responsibility

(Wikipedia, n.d.).

Three major steps are involved in object-oriented approach to systems analysis and

design (van Vliet, 2001):

1. Identifying the objects;

2. determining their attributes and services; and

3. determining the relationships between objects.

Object-oriented analysis and design methods use a variety of graphical notations to

depict the models developed. In particular, there is an overwhelming agreement that

at least the following types of diagram are required:

• A class diagram to depict the static decomposition of the system. A class

diagram is a graph in which the nodes are objects (classes) and the edges are

relationships between objects.

• A state diagram to model the dynamic behaviour of single objects. The nodes in

a state diagram represent possible states of an object. The edges denote

possible transitions between states.

• An interaction diagram to model the sequence of messages of which a typical

interaction is composed.

van Vliet (2001)
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3.3 Summary

This chapter has presented the methods use a computer-eontrolled pneumatic rig to

replace traditional deadweight in standard exercise equipment. The pneumatic

system has two double-acting electro-pneumatic cylinders that are used to simulate

exerciser and exercise equipment. The core of this research is based on

force-displacement relationship. FX control relies on different pressure control. It has

been defined as a bi-directional pneumatic cylinder that has each chamber connected

via an electronically controlled pressure control valve to a high pressure reservoir. By

reducing or increasing pressure, force can be controlled through different pressure. In

FX this is specifically controlled using a computer-based profile that determines the

differential pressure in the cylinder relative to the spatial position of the mechanical

linkage.

Closed-loop control has been represented as feedback to control outputs of a

dynamical system with great accuracy. In closed-loop control, input and output

quantities are compared to produce an error signal which actually operated. In order

to avoid oscillatory and unstable from occurring in feedback system, a PID controller

is used, with specific reference to the manifestation of P-control for responsiveness,

I-control for accuracy, and D-control for stability.

Finally, a monitoring and control software is developed with a friendly GUI design. The

objective of the software is to control FX mechanical linkage via the accompanying

electro-pneumatic components. On the other hand, the software is implemented on a

"National Instruments PXI" computer featuring Data Acquisition and Control (DAQAC)

capacity, and developed using "LabVIEW 7.0" based on object-oriented software

design methodology.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED PNEUMATIC EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

Current exercise equipment impose fixed-trajectory exercise on users with the

dominance of static equipment designs. These exercise equipment are normally

called deadweight-based exercise equipment. In standard deadweight-based

exercise equipment, the weights generally can be changed only when the equipment

is inactive. This chapter, will present a dynamic resistance exercise equipment with

onboard data management. The functioning of this exercise equipment is based on a

force-displacement (FX) relationship. A counter force (F) is presented by the

equipment against the exercisers effort. In deadweight-based equipment, the weight

(force) at which the exercise is performed can be set. For a given setting, the weight

will remain constant with respect to displacement (X) of the point of application of the

exercise, Le. F(X) =constant.

In this equipment, the FX control unit will replace the weight stacks of standard

deadweight-based exercise equipment thereby greatly enhancing its functionality in

respect of exercise optimisation and exercise data gathering. The actuation unit will

feature a single pneumatic cylinder actuation based on FX control technology.

The software implementation will feature fail-safe design approaches to safeguard

both human and machine. The software will also feature performance monitoring of

both the human and machine.

The software design will be based on object-oriented methodology. Each function will

be developed as an independent unit. Each unit can be called by one or more units.

The integrated software is combined with all independent units, and has all

functionalities.
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With integrated software. the exerciser can perform a comprehensive set of exercise

routines on exercise equipment without manually having to effect any adjustments.

This new technology optimises exercise effectiveness for exercisers.

4.1 Design environment

The design environment consists of hardware environment which provides the

real-world entities for applications. and software environment which supports how to

execute applications. A software environment for a particular application includes the

operating system. the database system, and specific development tools. Considering

the whole system. the design environment is depicted in Figure 4-1.
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I Hard'ware Environment

RealWo~d . DAQ I
• PXIDevices Card ' I Y

I Machine
I

I
warehouse of Models I< SoftWare Environment
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i
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I
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I
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I
I
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I
I
I
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I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J
I
I
I
I
J

I I~ J

Figure 4-1: Diagram of design the environment

4.1.1 Hardware environment

In this research, hardware environment is made up of a pneumatic rig connected with

data acqUisition card in order to communicate with a National Instruments PXI

machine.
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4.1.1.1 National Instruments PXI machine

With PXI modular instrumentation, we automatically benefit from the low cost, ease of

use, and flexibility of PC technology. PXI also delivers significant perfomnance

improvements over older architecture by combining the high-speed, industry-standard

PCI bus with a modular chassis-based architecture; PXI adds timing and

synchronisation to provide a high-level of integration between modules designed

specifically for measurement and automation applications (National Instruments,

2005). The PC-based architecture and advanced synchronisation features, are the

heart of PXI modular instrumentation (National Instruments, 2005). Figure 4-2 shows

the interface of PXI modular instrumentation.

National Instruments PXI offers a wide variety of PXI controllers, such as PXI

embedded controller, PXI real-time controller, and PXI network system controller.

National Instruments PXI embedded controllers provide a high-perfomnance compact

embedded computer solution for our PXI measurement system. NI PXI embedded

controllers come with standard features such as integrated CPU, hard drive, RAM,

Ethemet, video, keyboard I mouse, serial, USB, and other peripherals, as well as

Microsoft windows and all device drivers already installed (National Instruments,

2005).

National Instruments PXI real-time controllers deliver real-time, detemninistic, and

reliable 110 for measurement, automation, and control (National Instruments, 2005).

We develop our LabVIEW application with the NI LabVIEW real-time module on

Windows, and then download the program to our embedded controller via Ethemet.

The embedded code executes on a real-time operation system. ThUS, we use all of

the powerful, flexible development tools of LabVIEW to build reliable real-time
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solutions.

System slot accepts
embedded controller or
MX~4 interface for PC

control

Defined system power,
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I

I
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Chassis

132 MBls PCI
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GPIB and MXI-2
interface to thousands

ofGPIBandVXI-
instruments

Use Slot 2 for peripheral
or optional star trigger

control module

Figure 4-2: Interface of PXI modular instrumentation

National Instruments PXI network system controllers are ideal for Ethemet-based

measurement systems that are controlled remotely, publish data. or are accessed

over a network from one or more desktop or laptop pes (National Instruments, 2005).

With National Instruments PXI network system controllers, we can use standard

Ethernet-based network technology to easily create simple point-ta-paint

measurement applications or distributed measurement applications requiring multiple

measurement and control nodes. The PXI network system controllers consist of PXl

embedded controllers with LabVIEW or LabVIEW real-time software. LabVIEW and

LabV1EW real-time have built-in functionality for easily building and deploying

networked measurement applications (National Instruments, 2005).
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4.1.1.2 Pneumatic rig

A pneumatic system has been described in Chapter 3. The exercise equipment is

controlled by software through electro-pneumatic direct control to accomplish

high-speed and accurate positioning in repetitive movement. Figure 4-3 presents the

configuration of the whole pneumatic rig. The ONC... double-acting pneumatic

cylinder has two chambers, each connected via a VPPM proportional pressure control

valve to a high pressure reservoir. In the middle of Figure 4-3, is a power supply and

four MPZ setpoint modules controlling and providing voltages to each VPPM. The

built-in pressure sensors are further provided for measuring the output pressure

response provided to the load and for generating a corresponding feedback voltage

signal provided to the control circuit.

Figure 4-3: Pneumatic rig

Figure 4-3 depicts a simulated exerciser doing pushing or pulling action. In the

simulated exercise equipment, increasing or reducing pressure force in the cylinder

depends on the relative positions from simulated exerciser in order to get correct force

to against exerciser effort. A closed cycle has been produced between position I

displacement (X) and force (F) which has discussed in Chapter3.

Finally, the pneumatic rig control signals are connected to a OAQ card as a bridge

linking between the pneumatic rig and the control computer. In this section, four

analog input signals will throughout OAQ card to connect each MPZ setpoint module

to produce different voltages from the control computer in order to actuate each of the
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VPPM. Two analog output signals which are produced by the displacement and force

transducer are sent back to control computer as the feedback signals through the

DAQcard.

4.1.1.3 Instrument amplifier

In order to increase the weak voltage signals detected from the force transducer, an

amplifier has been designed to convert a small amount of energy to a larger amount

of energy. The designed amplifier is shown in Figure 4-4. It includes two main

components -INA 128 and OPA 2132. The block diagram of the amplifier is depicted

in Figure 4-5. The signals from force transducer have been signed to a sin{) signal 

V1· Positive signals are transferred to INA 128 port 3, and negative signals to port 2 of

INA 128. Signals will be amplified once they arrive at INA 128 which is the main

amplifier in the functioning. According to the gain Equation 4-1, in lNA 128

G=l+ 50kn (~=50)
Ra

Equation 4-1

Therefore, to calculate gain equal to 1+ 50k =1001, which means signals will be
50

amplified 1001 times by INA 128, then the out signals transferred by INA 128 port 6 to

OPA2132. The main function of OPA2132 is to drive signals to DAQ card. In addition,

OPA2132 will amplify signals, depending on OPA2132 gain Equation 4-2:

G=20kn (Rs =10k)
Rs

Equation 4-2

to have gain 2 from OPA2132. Therefore, the original signals offorce transducer have

been amplified 1001x2=2002times. Details about INA 128 and OPA 2132 are

presented in the following sections.
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Figure 4-4: Instrument amplifier
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Figure 4-5: Block diagram of instrument amplifier

INA 128

The INA 128 is a low power. general purpose instrumentation amplifier offering

excellent accuracy; its versatile 3-op amp design and small size makes it ideal for a
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wide range of applications. Current feedback input circuitry provides wide bandwidth

even at high gain; a single external resistor sets any gain from 1 to 10,000, and

provides an industry standard gain equation (Burr-Brown, 2007).

INA 128 is laser trimmed for very low offset voltage (50pV), drift (0.5JjV/oC) and

high common-mode rejection (120dB at G>=100). It operates with power supplies as

low as ± 2.25V, and quiescent current is only 700 pA - ideal for battery operated

systems; internal input protection can withstand up to ± 40V without damage. It is

available in 8-pin plastic DIP, and SO-8 surface-mount packages, specified for the

-40°C to +85°C temperature range (Burr-Brown, 2007). The block diagram of INA

128 is given in Figure 4-6.

V+
P

7
INA128:

INA128, INA129
G=1+ 5Okn

- 2 Over-Voltage
vINe Protection

RG

40kn 40kn
1

{~
25kn(1)

6
::;Vo

a 251<..<:1(1)

Mh 5

3
() Ref

+ Over-Voltage
V11" (' Protection

40kn

NOTE: (1) INA129: 24.7kn
4

{J

V-

Figure 4-6: Block diagram of INA 128

OPA2132

OPA 2132 FET-input op amp provides high-speed and excellent dc performance, the

combination of high slew rate and wide bandwidth provide fast settling time. Single,

dual, and quad versions have identical specifications for maximum design flexibility,
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all are ideal for general purpose, audio, data acquisition and communications

applications, especially where high source impedance is encountered (Burr-Brown,

2007). The three versions of OPA2132 are shown in Figure 4-7, in this research, uses

dual version.

QPA4132

Offset Trim 1

V- •

OPAl32

8--Pin DIP, SQ..t)

8 Offset Trim Out A .,

5 Ne

OPA2132

fl..Pin DIP, SO-8

8 V+

1 CutB

14-Pin01P
SO->4

Figure 4-7: Single, dual, and quad versions of OPA 2132

OPA 2132 is easy to use and free from phase inversion and overload problems often

found in common FET-input op amps. Input cascode circuitry provides excellent

common-mode rejection and maintains low input bias current over its wide input

voltage range (Burr-Brown, 2007). OPA 2132 is stable in unity gain and provides

excellent dynamic behaviour over a wide range of load conditions, including high load

capacitance. The dual version features completely independent circuitry for lowest

crosstalk and freedom from interaction, even when overdriven or overloaded

(Burr-Brown, 2007).

A dual version is available in 8-pin DIP and 50-8 surface-mount packages, specified

for-40°C to +85°C operation.

4.1.2 Software environment

The objective of the software is to control the FX mechanical linkages via the

accompanying pneumatic components. The software applications design will be

based on LabVlEW programming environment.
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4.1.2.1 LabVlEW programming environment

As mentioned in Chapter 3, LabVIEW is a graphic object-oriented computer language

developed to facilitate hardware I software communication. LabVIEW is a complete

computer language that can be used like Basic, FORTAN, or C. In contrast to

text-based programming languages, LabVIEW uses icons instead of lines of text to

create applications, and uses dataflow programming, where the flow of data

determines execution.

In LabVIEW, a VI is known as the front panel and block diagram. Which front panel is

set tools and objects, then add code using graphical representations of functions to

control the front panel objects. The block diagram which resembles a flowchart

contains this code.

A simple LabVIEW VI will illustrate to show us the feature of front panel and flow data

in block diagram. This example will create a VI that simulates an analog signal and

plots it on a waveform graph. The VI will set the input values against a user-specified

limit and light an LED if the input value exceeds that limit. Figure 4-8 shows the

objects of front panel, and Figure 4-9 represents the flow data in block diagram.

!
j
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I
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Figure 4-8: A simple LabVIEW VI example - front panel
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Figure 4-9: A simple LabVIEW VI example - block diagram

LabVIEW provides two palettes, named controls palette and function palette. The

control palette that serves as the user interface provides all of the objects and tools

such as a numeric box, slide, or LED, shown in Figure 4-10. The function palette

which contains the graphical source code that defines the functionality of the VI such

as structures, array, or comparison, shown in Figure 4-11 .
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bttrh

._:,~
,~
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Figure 4-10: Controls palette
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4.2 Pneumatic mechanical linkage

Chapter 3 discussed two assumptions that defined about the initial pressure of

cylinders. This section will concentrate on discussing the processes of these two

experiments. The experiments include electronic wires connection, and pneumatic rig

set up under different situations. Furthermore, the software aspects will be presented

based on those two experiments. The specific software design will be presented

based on developing a computer-controlled exercise system in 4.4.

4.2.1 Experiment 1 - One valve open and close another valve

In experiment 1, each cylinder always keeps one valve open and one closed. Assume

exerciser cylinder has valve 1 and valve 2, and exercise equipment cylinder has valve

3 and valve 4. That is, if valve 1 opens, valve 2 will be closed. At the same time, valve

3 is also closed and valve 4 open in order to against pressure force by valve 1. The

same logic is used in the backward path. On the backward, valve 1 and valve 4 will

release pressure immediately, and valve 2 increases pressure gradually, valve 3

supports to be changed to against valve 2.

Monitor and control software

The features of two descriptions in experiment 1 are shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13.

Figure 4-14 gives the block diagram. In the block diagram, four analog input channels

are controlling each of valves. The displacement transducer and force transducer will

detect current values ofdisplacement and pressure force. Those are generated based

on the pressure in the cylinders. The detected values will be sent back through two

analog output channels to the system.

In the whole processing, all analog input signals and analog output signals are

collected, converted, and sent by a National Instrument TBX-68 DAQ card. In Figure

4-12 and Figure 4-13 , each valve controller is signed by "Ar with "Port Number", such
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as valve 1 is signed (68) AJO - AI GND (67) which AI means analog input, port number

is the connect point on TBX-68 OAQ card. On the other hand. AO means analog

output which signed for displacement controller and pressure force controller. For the

data transfers between control software and pneumatic linkage, the following sections

will present the specific wires connection, DAQ card set up, and pneumatic control

panels set up.

Figure 4-12: Experiment 1 - valve 1 & valve 4 open
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Figure 4-13: Experiment 1 - valve 2 & valve 3 open
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Figure 4-14: Experiment 1- block diagram
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Hardware connections

The TBX-68 DAQ card is one of the most important components used into the project

as a data converter. Let us look at the features of TBX-68 in Figure 4-15. The top

cable port is going to connect to the control machine, National Instrument PXI

machine. The numbers on TBX-58 card are I/O port numbers which have been

presented earlier. The 110 connector of TBX-68 card is shown in Figure 4-16. In

Experiment 1, has four analog input signals used on AIO (68), AI1 (33), AI2 (65), and

AI3 (30) port; two analog output signals, used on port ADO (22) and A01 (21). Now,

the connected TBX-68 card is shown in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-15: National Instrument TBX-58 DAQ Card

Secondly, how to actuate the pneumatic rig according to software commands? There

have series wires connections have to present between pneumatic rig and TBX-68

DAQ card. A signal control unit (Figure 4-18) is used in the pneumatic rig in order to

receive and reply signals accompany with TBX-68 DAQ card. The block diagram of

signal control unit is shown in Figure 4-19, the signals control ports on TBX-68 DAQ

card are configured as well in Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-16: TBX-68 -I/O connector Figure 4-17: TBX-68 -I/O of experiment 1 & 2

Figure 4-18: Pneumatic rig - signal control unit
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Figure 4-19: Block diagram of signal control unit

According to the previous descriptions, the wires connection diagrams are shown in

Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-20: Wires connection diagrams

4.2.2 Experiment 2 - Two valves open

In this situation, each cylinder keeps two valves open. On the other hand, the initial

pressure will be set to half of the maximum pressure of the cylinder. In order to obtain

the intended force, pressure will be activated on both sides of the valve, that is, one

side valve will increase half purposed pressure force, and the other side valve will

decrease half purposed pressure force. Depending on the directional of the piston, on

the forward path, the exerciser cylinder valve 1 pressure will be increased, while valve

2 pressure has to be decreased. Therefore, the equipment cylinder valve 3 pressure

will be decreased, valve 4 pressure has to be increased, to against exerciser effort.

The same logic is used in the backward path. For example, in Figure 4-21, the initial

pressure was set in the middle (5 bars), if wants to produce 6 bars pressure force on

the forward path, that is. valve 1 will increase 3 bars and valve 2 will decrease 3 bars

at the same time. Therefore, valve 1 5 bars + 3 bars is 8 bars and valve 2 5 bars - 3

bars is 2 bars, then, valve 1 minus valve 2. 8 bars - 2 bars to have 6 bars purposed

pressure force. To against exerciser effort, valve 3 will be decreased 3 bars and valve

4 will be increased 3 bars as well. The block diagram of this situation is shown in

Figure 4-22. As in experiment 1. experiment 2 has four analog input signals and two

analog output signals. the hardware connections set up are as the same as in

experiment 1.
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Figure 4-21: Experiment 2 - both sides valve open
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Figure 4-22: Experiment 2 - block diagram
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4.3 Computer-controlled exercise systems

This section focuses on presenting software development, deals with the design of

computer-controlled exercise systems that are developed based on object-oriented

approach. FX exerciser refers to the programmable resistance system which uses

mathematical algorithms to define FX profiles. Smart card control technology for

access control and exercise event recording. An exercise performance monitor is an

integrated part that will be realised in four salient areas, namely - heart-rate

monitoring, calculation of exercise workrate, exercise event recording, and

electromyography (EMG) technology. The exercise motion status represents another

major innovation in the field of exercise. The exercise motion status technology

endeavours to capture the exercise status. Finally, the fail-safe mechanics is also an

important part developed in order to safe both human and equipment.

4.3.1 Database design

The database design is based on relational database design. Four tables are included

and related to each other by several fields. The four tables are named exerciser

details, FX profile, exercise data record, and heart rate; defined and shown in Tables 1

-Table 4:

Table 4-1' Exerciser details.
Field Name Data Type Attribute

Member_ID (KEY) Number Required: Yes

Name Text Required: Yes

Gender Text ReqUired: Yes

Age Number Required: Yes

Profile_ID Number ReqUired: Yes
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Table 4-2: FX profile

Field Name Data Type Attribute

Profile_ID (KEY) Number Required: Yes

Slide 0 Number Required: Yes

Slide 1 Number Required: Yes

SJide2 Number Required: Yes

Slide 3 Number Required: Yes

Slide 4 Number Required: Yes

Slide 5 Number Required: Yes

Slide 6 Number Required: Yes

Slide 7 Number Required: Yes

Slide 8 Number Required: Yes

Slide 9 Number Required: Yes

Slide 10 Number Required: Yes

Slide 11 Number Required: Yes

Slide 12 Number Required: Yes

Slide 13 Number Required: Yes

Slide 14 Number Required: Yes

Slide 15 Number Required: Yes

Slide 16 Number Required: Yes

Slide 17 Number Required: Yes

Slide 18 Number Required: Yes

Slide 19 Number Required: Yes

Slide 20 Number Required: Yes

Table 4-3: Exercise data record

Field Name Data Type Attribute

Member_ID (KEY) Number Required: Yes

Interval Number Required: Yes
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''--o_a_ta !_N_u_m_b_e_r 1 Required: Yes

Table 4-4: Heart-rate

Field Name Data Type Attribute

Auto_ID (KEY) Number Required: Yes

Gender Text Required: Yes

Age Number Required: Yes

MIN Number Required: Yes

MAX Number Required: Yes

Figure 4-23 shows the related fields and data transfers between tables.

EXERCISER_DETAILS HEART_RATE

Member_ID (KEY): Number AUTO_ID (KEY): Number

Name: Text Gender Gender: Text

Gender: Text Age: Number

Age: Number ~ Age MrN: Number

Profile_ID: Nt..rnber MA><: Number

.. ~le_'DMember_ID,.
EXERCISER_DATA_RECORD nCPROFILE

Member_ID (KEY): Number Profile_ID (KEY): Number

Time: Number Slide 0: NlD'rlber

Displacement Number """

Slide 20: Number

Figure 4-23: Related data tables
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4.3.2 System architecture design

The system consists of seven models, namely FX control, exercise motion control,

smart card control, heart rate control, exercise data recording control, fail-safe control,

and data warehouse control. Figure 4-24 shows the macro cross-functional diagram

of this research. In Rgure 4-24, a central control hub controls other phases, and

communicates with other local control hubs. For example, a server-based machine

will link the individual FX exercisers which conform to standard LAN protocols. In

addition, the central control hub also operates the several control units which are

depicted in the control phase. Control phase is the core of the whole project, prOViding

the specific works and functionalities. A performance monitor uses to monitor exercise

in performance phase; in this phase, if performance monitor detects any danger data.

such as any damage for human or eqUipment, a warning signal will be sent to fail-safe

mechanics, and active fail-safe function. Storage phase, deals with all data

transactions. Input I output phase, a Central Control Hub GUI Module, sends all

requirements for data reports, especially exercise I health reports.

The more interaction of each of parts is shown in Figure 4-25, the data flow diagram

depicts the processes and internal relationships of all controls units. The particular

contents of functionalities will be presented in 4.4.4.
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4.3.3 System analysis with object-oriented

The key concepts of object-oriented approach have been mentioned in Chapter 3.

Object-oriented analysis and design methods use a variety of graphical notations to

depict the models developed. In particular, there is an overwhelming agreement that

at least three types of diagrams are required, namely class diagram, state diagram,

and interaction diagram. The following sections will present the three types of

diagrams used to design this computer-controlled exercise system.

4.3.3.1 Class diagram

Class diagrams depict the static structure of a system. The most common example of

a class diagram is a diagram depicting the subclass-superclass hierarchy of objects.

The objects are denoted by rectangles that have three compartments. These

compartments contain:

• The name of the object;

• the list of attributes of the object; and

• the list of services of the object

van Vliet (2001)

In this application, specific design will be separated by seven modules that have been

depicted earlier, namely FX control, exercise motion control, smart card control, heart

rate control, exercise data recording control, fail-safe control, and data warehouse

control. Each module will be designed and can be implemented as an independent

unit. Figures 4-26 - 4-32 show the class diagrams of each control unit.
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I' "F-X Relationship

Set Displacement (Xl
Set Force (F)

F(X)Computing 0

Figure 4-26: Class diagram - FX control

Smart Card
Control

Set UserlD

User Details 0

\. ./

F~ure4-28: Class diagram - smart card control

Exercise Data Remrding:

SetTime Spacing

(For example, ifTune
Spacing = I, means

collecting exercise data
by every second.)

Collection Time 0
Coliection Exercise DataO

Figure 4-30: Class diagram - exercise data

recording control

/ '\
Motion Control

Set Time
Set Dispiacement (Xl

Motion Status 0

Figure 4-27: Class diagram - exercise

Motion control

/ '\

Heart-Rate Control

Set simulated heart-rate

Set gender

Set age

Select exercise goals

Exercise status 0
Health status 0

\..

Figure 4-29: Class diagram 

heart-rate control

Fail-Safe Control

Unsafe Motion;

Simulated Heart-rate >MAX;

Simulated Heart-rate < MIN.

Fail-safe Mechanism 0

Figure 4-31: Class diagram

fail-safe control
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Start/T = O,X= 0

••t-------.l~( V =dxldt

Data Warehouse Control

FX Profiles

User Details
Exercise Data Recording
Heart-Rate Defines

Save 0
Load 0
Delete 0
F(X) Charts

,'---------/
Figure 4-32: Class diagram - data warehouse control

4.3.3.2 State diagram

A major class of services provided by an object relates to the object's life cycle. An

object, for instance, is created, updated zero or more times, and finally destroyed.

State transition diagrams, which depict the possible states of an object and the

transitions between those states, are a good help in modeling this life cycle (van Vliet,

2001).

There have input events and output actions. Input events trigger transitions. For

instance, in motion control, time (t) and displacement (x) will trigger the transition;

when speed (v =dxldt) is calculated, it triggers a transition from a state, such as from

stop motion to a state normal motion, or unsafe motion. Figure 4-33 shows the input

events which are denoted as strings that label state transitions. The particular details

of state diagrams of other control units will be presented in 4.4.4, which overview

presents the system features and functionalities.

I ~( Exercise Motion Slatus) ~ •

Vcompares with End
constants: vl, v2

Figure 4-33: State diagram - exercise motion control
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4.3.3.3 Interaction diagram

There are two types of interaction diagram: sequence diagram and collaboration

diagram. A sequence diagram emphasises the time ordering of events within an

interaction, whereas a collaboration diagram emphasises the objects and their

relationships relevant to a particular interaction (van Vliet, 2001).

In a sequence diagram, objects communicate by sending messages. To carry out a

certain task, a particular sequence of messages may have to be exchanged between

two or more objects. The horizontal dimension in a sequence diagram shows the

various objects that participate in the interaction. An object is shown as a vertical line.

The period in which the object is active is shown as a thin rectangle. The vertical

dimension denotes the time sequencing of messages. Only the order in which

messages are displayed carries meaning. Figure 4-34 depicts a possible sequence of

interactions between user, data warehouse, and heart-rate status in Heart-Rate

control. At first, the user sends "UserID", then the database will search and react by

sending the related data to the user. Concurrently, two variables of consulting

heart-rate range - "MAX" and "MIN" will be generated according to different users'

group (gender and age), and compared with a simulated heart-rate that will be

created from user. The comparison results indicate the current heart-rate status.

The collaboration diagram is another way to show one possible scenario for the

interaction between a number of related objects. A collaboration diagram is a directed

graph where the nodes denote entities and the edges denote communication between

those entities. Figure 4-35 depicts the same sequence of interactions as depicted in

the sequence diagram in Figure 4-34. A collaboration diagram emphasises the objects

and their relationships relevant to a particular interaction. To provide more detail about

the interaction, relevant attributes may be shown inside the nodes and these
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attributes may be incorporated in the labels of the edges as well. More details about

sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams will be presented in 4.4.4.

I User I I Data Warehouse I I Hea rt- Rate Status I
1: Selected Exercise Goals

1: Gender

1: Age

2: Gene rates 2 vari abl es
-MAXand MIN

3: Simulated heart-rate

4: Hea rt-rate Status

-
Figure 4-34: Sequence diagrams - heart-rate control

4· Heart-rate Status

1: Selected
Exercise Goa

3: Simulated heart-rate
User

1: GenderIs Heart-rate
1: Age Status

Data
Warehouse

2: Generates 2 variables
- MAX and MIN

Figure 4-35: Collaboration diagrams - heart-rate control

4.3.4 Software features and functionalities

This section presents the specific work on system design. The system basically

consists of FX control, exercise motion control, smart card control, heart rate control,
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exercise data recording, fail-safe mechanics, and data warehouse control. Each

control unit will be designed and developed independently as a subsystem. The

above control units I subsystems are presented in the following sections.

4.3.4.1 FX control

The FX control is the most important control unit of the whole system. FX control

achieve, the complex trajectories required for exercise together with delivering the

various force components required. In this application, the FX control unit will replace

the weight stacks of standard deadweight-based exercise equipment, thereby greatly

enhancing its functionality in respect of exercise optimisation. The concept of FX

control technology on a pneumatic platform has been successfully prototyped in

Chapter 3.

FX control is a specific control using a computer-based profile which determines the

differential pressure in the cylinder in terms of the spatial position of the mechanical

linkage. A simulated exercise trajectory control unit uses mathematical algorithms to

deliver the required pressure to achieve the desired force trajectories.

A feature of FX control is shown in Figure 4-36. It has a numeric controller (left top)

used to define I select a program. And will also be the profile ID once the profile is

saved; a combo box controller (middle top) implements different operations, including

initialize FX profile, define FX profile, save FX profile, and load FX profile; the series of

slide controllers determine the desired force on each of integer point of the spatial

positions which are plotted out by 10 pieces between 0 to 10. Controller PTO sets the

desired force at the start position, controller PT1 gives the desired force at integer

position 1, and so on. In additional, the spatial positions are set as two parts - forward

path (push action, the areas of spatial positions from 0 to 10) and backward path (pull

action, the areas of spatial positions from 10 back to 0), each part includes 10 slide
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controllers. The selected area is displayed in graph controller (right) after the profile is

set up. To assume push or pull action in this application, positive force is defined push

action, and negative force is indicated pull action.

Figure 4-36: FX control- define FX profiles

According to FX control technology, the FX profile can be set up by many modes

exercise actions, including lift and spring modes exercises. In lift motion exercise, the

exerciser always keeps push action. Figures 4-37 and 4-38 show forward and

backward lift exercises. Because of centrifugal force, the exerciser has to push

against the weights not only in forward path, but also in backward path. Therefore,

one of the FX profile for lift exercise can be defined in Figure 4-39. Many exercise

trainings belong to lift motion exercise, such as free weights, smith machine, lat pull

down, leg press, pec deck, shoulder press (Damon, 2007; Leroux, 2007).

Figure 4-37: Lift exercise - forward
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Figure 4-39: One of lift exercise FX profiles

In spring motion exercise, push and pull actions alternate. When one tries to push a

spring, it will react to you, if you try to pull a spring, it will react in the other side as well.

Figure 4-40 shows the direction of a spring to push and pull actions. According to the

pervious description. Push action is, thus defined by positive direction, and pUll action

is defined by negative direction. Therefore, one of the FX profile for spring exercise

can be defined in Figure 4-41.

Figure 4-40: Spring exercise
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Figure 4-41: One of spring exercise FX profiles

In addition, with the FX control technology, both types of aerobic and anaerobic

exercises are becoming available in one single exercise equipment with different FX

profiles. Basic information about aerobic and anaerobic exercises has been discussed

in Chapter 2. Aerobic exercise is training heart fitness in a lower intensity and longer

time; and anaerobic exercise is building muscles at high intensity and a high rate of

work for a short period of time. Anaerobic exercise profiles have been depicted in the

last two graphs (Figure 4-40 and Figure 4-41). Figure 4-42 shows a FX profile set for

aerobic exercise. A lower intensity is selected for the unique weight input, here it is set

at 5. Therefore, exerciser keeps this lower intensity action for minutes until heart

fitness is trained, the actual force outputs are depicted in Figure 4-43.

t::':"SiiETEPB.ORi:'L:"""'~~PririN<~:'~'-;::·7'C'7:'~:'2_'"'''':~~'"':~7:'~-''~·' "";-<::""-;'?";":<C=-'-'"'7::~"---'-IT'o-~'-"",~''"''--''~F'~w''''--'~' '~-'-'1

Lgl- 3 f '-'mm i-PmIIE .....jf1:
;;

r PTo PT:L PTa

Figure 4-42 FX profile for aerobic exercise
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F

3

o
Figure 4-43: Actual force outputs

x

A state diagram is shown in Figure 4-44, which includes two inputs, F (force) and X

(displacement) in order to create the F-X profile (output) which will be a norm to

determine exercise routine for exercisers. Figures 4-45 and 4-46 show the sequence

diagram and collaboration diagram of this application. respectively.

••I-----~~l'-__F_(X) )------~[ F-X profile ]---I~"'••
start I F, X F-X relationship End

Figure 4-44:State diagram - FX control

Displacement Force FX Date

(Xl (F) Profiles warehouse

1: applied

displacement

2: resparse force

3: series applied

displacement

3: series response

force

4: Save

5: Load

'--

Figure 4-45: Sequence diagram - FX control
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Displacement 3: series applied displacement
(X)

4: Save
d 2: response FX Date

ment force Profiles 5: Load Warehouse

Force
(F) r-

3: series response force

1: applie
displace

Figure 4-46: Collaboration diagram - FX control

Defined FX profiles will be saved in LabVIEW spreadsheet (Figure 4-47). In addition,

the load function will retrieve programs in order to modify existing ones.

Figure 4-47: LabVlEW spreadsheets - load programs

4.3.4.2 Exercise motion status

Exercise motion status represents the velocity of displacement state of the pneumatic

cylinder in a variation time. This section focuses on the changed spatial positions only,

provides three motion status, namely stop motion, normal motion, and unsafe motion.

Motion status depicts the exercise status and changes with the velocity of

displacement of an exerciser's push or pull cylinder. This is defined by dynamic

change displacement (X) and a variation time (T), normally is known as v = dx I dt.

Figure 4-48 shows the features of this application. In slide control column, the

exercise slide controller simulated the actual positions of a cylinder. The HLThreshold

and LO_Threshold slide controllers are used define the range values of the exercise

slide controller. For example, in Figure 4-48, the defined range is from 0 to 10. In the
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setting control column, controller Sample_2 shows the current position, and a

previous position is shown in controller Sample_1. Use Sample_2 subtracts

Sample_1 after sampling two of them. Nowadays, observes the result, if a positive

result, means exerciser is pushing cylinder, and the POS_Directn LED controller will

be lit. Otherwise, exerciser is pulling the cylinder, and NEG_Directn LED controller will

be lit. For example, in Figure 4-46, used Sample_2 (3.67347) minus Smple_1

(3.36735), obtained a positive result, therefore, POS_ Directn LED controller is lighting.

Except POS_Directn and NEG_Directn, another three LED controllers are included in

status display column yet. They respectively indicate three exercise motion statuses:

stop motion, normal motion, and unsafe motion. These three motion status controllers

will be distinguished by the constants - V" V2, which are compared with current

velocity. If the current velocity smaller than constant v" the motion status will be

represented as stop motion; if the current velocity is between constant v, and constant

V2, the motion status will be represented as normal motion, which indicates the current

exercise under a safety condition. Otherwise, the motion status will be represented as

unsafe motion, meaning the current velocity is too fast to machine work, the fail-safe

mechanics will be triggered under this motion status in order to safeguard the

equipment. On the other hand, if the stop motion keeps on for a certain time, and the

position is not standing at 0, the fail-safe mechanics will be triggered as well in order

to safeguard the user. Because of in this condition, people usually persist in a higher

intensity. Following the exercise motion status system, the exerciser can determine if

he or she meets the required FX profile or not. In addition, it gives full protection to

both the user and the equipment.
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Figure 4-48: Exercise motion status
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StartIT = 0, X = 0

.........------~I v =dXldt

Rgure 4-49 gives the state diagram of this application. The continuous time and

dynamic change displacement are the inputs. The current velocity (output) is

generated by the formulation v =dx I dt, and indicates the corresponding motion

status. More internal transactions are shown in Figure 4-50 sequence diagram and

Figure 4-51 collaboration diagram.

) ~I Exercise Motion SlatuS) ••

Vcompares with End
constants: v1 , v2

Figure 4-49: State diagram - exercise motion status

User V =dxld! Motion Status

1: Time

1: Displacement (X)

2: v comparison with

Constants - V1, V2

3: Motion Status (stop

normal, or unsafe)

Figure 4-50: Sequence diagram - exercise motion status

3: Motion Status (stop, normal, or unsafe)

1: Ti

1
User

me 1: Displacement (X) Motion Status

V = dJ<!dt
2: v comparison With constants - V1,

Figure 4-51: Collaboration diagram - exercise motion status
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4.3.4.3 Smart card technology

Smart card technology is used to access control and exercise event recording. Each

exerciser will be provided with a smart card, which is used to save the exerciser's

details, especially for the optimum FX profile. Before an exerciser uses the equipment,

he I she will be requested to swipe card in order to load the relevant user details and

the set up FX profile. The exercise data records of the exerciser can also be retrieved.

The state diagram of this application is shown in Figure 4-52. UserlD as the unique

input, requests relevant user details. Figures 4-53 and 4-54 show the sequence

diagram and collaboration diagram of smart card control, respectively.

t.~----~ Database Query ]----_.( Exerciser Details ~.

start I userlD Data gathering

Figure 4-52: State diagram - smart card control

End

User Data Warehouse User Details

1: Loop up

2: Is a member
~

2: User details

3: Not a member

4: Register a member

L L L

Figure 4-53: Sequence diagram - smart card control
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2: User details

2. Is a member

4: Register a member
User

pup 3: Not a User Details
member •

Data
Warehouse

:Lo.o

Figure 4-54: Collaboration diagram - smart card control

Figure 4-55 describes the feature of user administration. The numeric control user ID

shows the identity number of a user. Three string controllers present the user name,

gender, and user's age. The profile ID numeric controller is used to select the existing

FX profile.

!. ITheng Wang
!., ....~.,..,.-,.:~. __.-,., -'-:--~---~':""<--'-""-.--

!.: ~-;"D~
j~~~

AGE

12s
I ...~..

Figure 4-55: Smart card control - user administration
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4.3.4.4 Heart-rate control

Heart-rate control is used to display the status of heart rate under the different

selected exercise goals. In this application, the whole function will be decomposed to

five parts, namely: simulated heart rate controller, heart rate display, exercise setting,

exercise status, and LED indicators display as shown in Figure 4-56.

I .,•...• _ •. ,_ .."~"

j'''''"

~KTMAKAGEltDIT,,1.f'IiDIftD FIJJIellS
COIII"£TTTJIfET........c;;

LMrrT_..c; (RED~..)

Figure 4-56: Heart-rate control

A simulated heart rate controller (left column) will generate assumptive heart rates

and display in third column. In exercise setting (second column), selectable age and

gender will be selected by different groups of exercisers. In addition, exercise goal

represents the purpose of exercisers. For example, the exerciser will select warm up,

weight management, improved fitness, competitive training, or limit training. After that,

the built-in algorithms will calculate two variables (maximum heart rate, and minimum

heart rate) in order to have a referenced range of heart rate depending on the

deployed settings (exerciser's age, gender, and goal).

LED indicators reflect heart rates under the selected exercise mode. Three LED

indicators are provided in this application. The first, "above indicator", indicates a

dangerous status that the current heart rate is higher than suggested maximum heart

rate. That is to say, the current exercise mode is not fit anymore; it wams the exerciser

to change or reduce current exercise intensity. "In indicator" indicates a normal status

that the current heart rate is standing in a safe range. Therefore, the exerciser can
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increase or reduce heart rate in order to make harder exercise training or relax

exercise training. "Below indicator" indicates an inefficient exercise status, that the

current heart rate is lower than suggested minimum heart rate, and recommends

increasing current exercise intensity.

The state diagram of this application is shown in Figure 4-57, three inputs - simulated

heart rate, exerciser's age, and gender will be set before any exercise.

Generates 2 variables:
MAX,MIN Heart-Rate Status

Start I Age, Gender,
Simulated heart rate·

Comparison simulated
heart rate with MAX
and MIN

End

Figure 4-57: State diagram - heart-rate control

4.3.4.5 Exercise data recording control

The purpose of this control unit is to capture exercise data which will be manipulated

into meaningful information for use. With this application, a number of peripheral

stakeholders will be allowed access to previously inaccessible exerciser data.

The features of this application are shown in Figure 4-58, which includes three

columns. The middle and right columns have been presented earlier. The focus at

present is on the left column - time setting. Set Time, Time Elapsed, and Time

Remaining are easy to understand. The most important element is Interval Time

Setting controller which is used to decide that every how many seconds will sample a

value. For example, in Figure 4-58, setting value 1 to this controller means capturing

exercise data every 1 second. Figure 4-59 shows the results in 20 seconds of

exercising.
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Figure 4-58: Exercise data recording control

Figure 4-59: Exercise data sampling

The state diagram of this application is shown in Figure 4-60. Time as the unique input

and cycle qualification judge whether the current time is satisfied or not. If satisfied,

then the current time and exercise data will be sampled and saved. Otherwise, the

cycle will be carried on. Figures 4-61 and 4-62 shows sequence diagram and

collaboration diagram, respectively.

- Tflnterval time Yes
Data Records -- Remainder=O -

Start/T=O T,X End
No

Figure 4-60: State diagram - exercise data recording control

User Time Spacing eInl Data Warehouse

1: Time (T)

2: T = Tn

2: Displacement (X)

3: T !=Tn

Figure 4-61: Sequence diagram - exercise data recording control
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Figure 4-62: Collaboration diagram - exercise data recording control

4.3.4.6 Fail-safe mechanics

This computer-controlled exercise equipment enables high efficiency and fine

operation without any adjustments. However, accidents such as over-weights

appended to exercisers may happen when sensors and controllers checking pressure

fail. Many accidents are caused by the failure of sensors for machine controls. In

order to solve this safety problem, fail-safe mechanics for protecting exercisers and

equipment are presented in this section.

Figure 4-63 shows a general method of fail-safe design. The guard block is

implemented by hardware or software parts and validates the output data. The output

infonnation of the guard block is a valid I error property for the output data.

Data input
Ftillction

Data output
~ -r component r

, , ... 'I , Error

I Guard block
I ~

I po

Figure 4-63: The general scheme for fail-safe systems

Source: Dobias ( 2005)

In this application, the fail-safe design is analysed by two aspects. The first aspect is
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analysed as the use of a "positive" fail-safe philosophy throughout the software design.

The positive philosophy is a method of processing good signals only. Any type of

reject or failure would result in an absence of signals indicating failures. In this way, an

overall system failure or aberration that would result in an absence of signals would

lead the machine to treat the occurrence as a failure by default. For example, if a shift

register tracks bad signal through a machine, the "eject station" will automatic reject

this bad signal. How does it work in practice? The machine will be designed with a

sensor to detect any pressure present just prior to the "reject station". If the control

system sends a positive signal associated with the pressure (data input), then the

"reject station" (guard block) is signaled to hold back and allow the pressure (data

output) to pass. But if the "reject station" receives no positive signal as a result of a

problem (for example, pressure is too high), then it will automatically reject the

pressure (error), in addition, error light is triggered.

Sometimes, even good signals are received, but accidents may still happen because

of the incorrect intensity selected by inexperienced exercisers, such as selection of

too high intensity. Therefore, the second aspect of fail-safe design is analyzed and

focused on developing a software program in order to avoid hidden troubles in

exercising. In this application, if stop motion is displayed, and exercise weights are not

equal to 0, the time recorder controller will start to count, shut down function will be

triggered till time recorder controller counts to 5, and unsafe LED indicator is

displayed as well see Figure 4-64. Otherwise, the time recorder will be reset, and kept

at "on" function. It has to be emphasised that "shut down" function will not release

pressure immediately, but gradually, and thus, exercise weights will reduce gradually

as well.
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Figure 4-64: Fail-safe design

4.3.4.7 Data warehouse control

This control unit deals with all data transactions. and the implementation will be

web-based. featuring hierarchical access control on a secure database and

information systems platform. Figure 4-65 shows the state diagram of this application.

User Details

End

Database

Update
FX Profile

Heart-Rate Defines

Exercise Date Recording

start I Data$se

Query :
I
I I
I
I Load I Delete :l ~

Figure 4-65: State diagram - array updates and database control
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4.3.5 System integration

System integration is the bringing together of the component subsystems into one

system and ensuring that the sUbsystems function together as a system (Wikipedia,

n.d.). In information technology, system integration is the process of linking together

different computing systems and software applications physically or functionally

(Georgia State University, n.d.).

While it may sound like the final assembly of the parts of a system, successful system

integration involves almost every aspect of the project and reaches from the very

beginning into and through the maintenance phase of a system's life cycle, Figure

4-66 shows the actual integration, where the system comes together, many of the

results of successful integration, and several of the activities that are required for

successful integration (GSAM handbook, 2003).

Logistics

Training

Upgrades

Acceptance Testing

Deployment

Transition From Old System

Operations

Maintenance

Design ---.......

Testing ---_

Metrics ---.......

Requirements
Life Cycle Integration

Systems Engineering
Interface Definition

Trade Studies

Risk Management---

Configuration Management

Figure 4-66: System integration inputs and results

Source: GSAM (2003)

Successful system integration results from the proper implementation of project

activities shown on the left side of Figure 4-66. The primary reqUirement and driver is

systems engineering; when systems engineering is employed throughout the project,
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successful system integration is one of the primary outcomes. This includes

requirements definition, functional analysis, synthesis, trade studies, careful interface

definition, true life cycle integration. In addition to the activities associated with

systems engineering, correct employment of other activities such as configuration

management, design, risk management, and testing are essential to ensuring all the

pieces fit together during integration (GSAM handbook, 2003).

4.3.5.1 Process description

System integration begins with planning because system integration is the logical

consequence of systems engineering and other activities. The integration plan is

usually a composite of those portions of other plans which pertain to it, as shown in

Figure 4-67 (GSAM handbook, 2003).

Development Plan
-------r---.....

Time & Resource
Allocation, ele.

System
Engi..neeri~fLELa=.:n-,-,- --+! Integration
Architecture, Design, "I Plan

Interfaces, ele.

Testing..Ela~_
Pre Integration,

Concurrent, and Post
integration Testing

Figure 4-67: System integration planning

Source: GSAM (2003)

The integration process is shown Figure 4-68 to depict integration and testing more

realistically as a series of integrations and tests. Testing is used to assure developers

that the integrated product is properly functional. Integrated modules that fail testing
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are sent back for debugging and rework (GSAM handbook, 2003).

Integration + Testing

Integrate
System

Acceptance
Testing

System
Testing

Integrate
Subsystems

Unit
Testing

Integrate
Assemblies

i·~
Design i code + fest

Figure 4-68: System integration process

Source: GSAM (2003)

When tests fail, the test results are analysed to detennine the cause of failure. The

components that make up the module being tested are then sent back for debugging

and recoding. If there appears to be a problem with the design, and not with the

coding, the module is sent back to design for resolution. When the problem appears to

be solved, the integration is repeated and the module is tested again.

Integration is iterative and progressive, with each level of integration building from and

on top of the previous level of integration. This iterative, progressive nature is shown

in Figure 4-69. Components are integrated into assemblies, and the assemblies are

tested for functionality (GSAM handbook, 2003). Successful testing is followed by the

integration of subsystems, which are also tested for correct functionality. Finally, the

subsystems are integrated into the complete system, which is then tested for

functionality (GSAM handbook, 2003).
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Components
I A-l-a I
I A=l-b I
I A-l-C I
I A=r:(j I
I A=l-e I

Assemblies Subsystems System

Figure 4-69: Iterative, progressive nature of integration

Source: GSAM (2003)

In this application, the iterative, progressive nature of integration is shown in Figure

4-70.

Components Subsystems System

User details =:J--( l- Smart card control Unit testFX profile Integration

FX define

FX modify

FX retne.e
FX control Unit test

FX delete
v = SIl

Stop motion
Motion control

Normal motion

Unsafe motion

Inlerval tlme

Sample time~ Integration l-I ISysteml
Exercise data

User details

Goal seleel~ Integration l- Heart rate control

Heart rate status "

Sad signals ==t4 - l- Fai~safe controlIntegralion
Unsafe status

Save data

ModiIY data

Retrieve data
Data wareho use Unit test

Delete data

Figure 4-70: Iterative, progressive nature of integration in application
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4.3.5.2 Interfaces

An absolute essential to any integration effort is complete knowledge of all interfaces.

This includes interfaces between components, assemblies, subsystems and between

the system and other systems it will need to work with (GSAM handbook, 2003). This

is depicted in Figure 4-71.

SYSTEM

Other
Systems

Assembly

I-c-o-m-po-n-.-n""tH':'c-o-m-po-n-.-n-tI

Figure 4-71: Interfaces between system parts and between systems

Source: GSAM (2003)

In this application, control system comprises seven subsystems those presented in

4.4.4. Based on Figure 4-71, the integrated system interface between subsystems is

shown in Figure 4-72. The software UGI is given in Figure 4-73.

SYSTEM

He~rtRa~

O;rt;lWarehous.
DOIbR.c:eord

Cc:mTrol

SmOlrtCOlrd Interval Time
User Oetail Fall-Saf.

Sa"" Oat..

~ .... &wnpleTlI'Il&
Goal Select

Use' Det"ils He"rt F;!ate S1:atus Bad Signals

FXP,afile
Elllm:ise D31a

Unsafe Status
Modify DOlt ..

Retrie..... Data I I
DOIlete Data FX COnh'ol Motion St..rus

~
FXOlltinll • • y= s/I:

FXModify Slop MOlion
FXRetlieve Normal Motion

FXDelete Unsafe MQI,o<'l

Figure 4-72: Integrated system interface between subsystems
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4.3.6 Software testing

Software testing is the process used to help identify the correctness, completeness,

security, and quality of developed computer software (Wikipedia, n.d.). It involves any

activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system and

determining that it meets its required results (Hetzel, 1988).

In order to appreciate the testing, it is important to make a careful distinction between

the terms "error", "fault" and "failure". As discussed in the earlier chapter, an error is a

human action that products an incorrect result. The consequence of an error is

software containing a fault. A fault, thus, is the manifestation of an error. If

encountered, a fault may result in a failure. These failures are caused by faults, which

are, in tum, the result of human errors. A failure may be caused by more than one fault,

and a fault may cause different failures. Similarly, the relation between errors and

faults need not be one-to-one.

Another distinction is often made between verification and validation. The IEEE

Glossary defines "verification" as the process of evaluating a system or component to

determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions

imposed at the start of that phase (IEEE, 1986): Verification, thus, tries to answer the

question: Have we built the system right? The term "validation" is defined in the IEEE

Glossary as the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end of

the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements

(IEEE, 1986). Validation, then, boils down to the question: Have we built the right

system?
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4.3.6.1 The testing process

Systems are built out of units which may themselves be built out of procedures. The

testing process, like the programming process, must proceed in stages where each

stage is a logical continuation of the previous stage. Basically, three distinct stages

can be identified in the testing process as shown in Figure 4-74 (van Vliet, 2001).

Unit

Testing

Integration

Testing I
Acceptance

Testing

I
Figure 4-74: Testing process

Unit testing is the basic level of testing where individual components are tested to

ensure that they operate correctly. It is the execution of a program with the intent of

finding functional problems in the logic as well as technical problems in the code. Unit

testing considers each component to be a stand-alone entity which does not require

other system components to be present during the testing process.

Integration is carried out when the units are put together to make up the entire

system. At this stage, the testing process is concerned with finding errors which

normally result from unanticipated in unit testing stage. It is also concerned with

validating that the overall system provides the functions specified in the requirements

and that the dynamic characteristics of the system match those required by the

system procurer.

Acceptance testing is the process of testing the system with real data. It involves

testing the system as a whole to ensure that it meets the stated business

requirements and that it works within the defined constraints.
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In whole system testing, the testing will depend on the result of each of unit I module

testing. The bottom-up testing philosophy is better to use in testing this system. In

bottom-up testing the components making up a module are tested individually. Then

they are integrated to form a module and this is tested. After each module has been

tested, the modules are integrated, and the system is tested. For this research, the

whole system is made up of several modules, namely smart card control module,

exercise load control module, exercise motion control module, exercise data

management control module, heart-rate control module, fail-safe control module, and

data warehouse control module. Each module testing will be divided into three

categories. Data input will test the edits and controls for entering data such as

validations, cross references, and check digits. The second category is data

processing which tests to ensure that the programs are working properly, and that

data tables are accurately updated and intemal calculations are correct. Finally, data

output tests to ensure that the reports being generated are in the proper format and

provide the proper information.

4.3.6.2 Test planning and scheduling

A test plan is a document that describes the objectives, scope, approach, and focus of

a software testing effort. The process of preparing a test plan is a useful way to think

through the efforts needed to validate the acceptability of a software product. The

completed document will help people outside the test group understand the why and

how of product validation.

A test plan states what the items to be tested are, at what level they will be tested,

what sequence they are to be tested in, how the test strategy will be applied to the

testing of each item, and describes the test environment. The major components of a

test plan are:
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• A description of the major phases of the testing process (unit testing and

integration testing).

• A description of how traceability of testing to requirements is to be demonstrated.

• An overall testing schedule and resource allocation for this schedule.

• A description of the relationship between the test plan and other project plans.

• A description of the way in which tests are to be recorded. It is not enough simply

to run tests. It must be possible to audit the testing process to check that it been

carried out correctly.

Sommerville (1989)

Many test cases are used during the testing when a test plan is made. A test case is a

document that describes an input, action, or event and an expected response, to

determine if a feature of an application is working correctly. A test case should contain

particulars such as test case identifier, test case name, objective, test conditions,

input data requirements, and expected results.

The test case specifications should also be developed from the test plan. The test

specification should explain how to implement the test cases described in the test

plan.

Each test specification should contain the following items:

Case No.: The test case number.

Title: The title of the test.

ProgName: is the program name containing the test.

Author: is the person who wrote the test specification.
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Date: is the date of the last revision to the test case.

Background: Describes in words how to conduct the test.

Expected error: Describes any errors expected.

Reference: Lists reference documentation used to design the specification.

Data: Describes the data flows between the implementation under test and the test

engine.

The following sections describe the test cases used in this research to test each

module.

Case No.: 1

Title: Membership

ProgName: Smart card control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: Save, query, retrieve, modify, and delete series of user details.

Expected error: Saving error, querying error, retrieving error, and deleting error.

Reference: None

Data: MemberlD = 001, Name = "Wang", Gender = "Male", Age = 25, (FXProfilelD =

1).

Case No.: 2.1

Title: Exercise load (static)

ProgName: Exercise load control (static)

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: User sets the maximum and minimum weight manually.

Expected error: System does not accept or follow the user set weights.

Reference: None

Data: max weight = 8, min weight = 3
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Case No.: 2.2

Title: Exercise load (FX dynamic)

ProgName: Exercise load control (FX dynamic)

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: Save, retrieve, modify, and delete FX profiles.

Expected error: Saving error, retrieving error, and deleting error.

Reference: None

Data: Xo=O, Fo=O; X,=1, F,=5; X2=2, F2=8; X3=3, F3=2; X.=4, F4=9; X5=5, F5=6; Xa=6,

Fs=7; X7=7, F7=1; Xa=8, Fa=3; Xg=9, Fg=10; X,o=10, F,0=0; X,,=11, Fl1=-2; X'2=12,

F'2=-1; X'3=13, F,3=-8; X,4=14, F,4=-6; X ,5=15, F,5=-9; X'6=16, F,s=-5; X17=17, F17=-7;

X,a=18, F,a=-3; X,g=19, F,9=-8; X2o=20, F20=0.

Case No.: 3

Title: Exercise motion status

ProgName: Exercise motion control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: Exercise motion status responses by v=dxldt with constants v" V2.

Expected error: Read x error, read t error, exercise motion status displays error.

Reference: None

Data: dx = 0.2,M = 0.1

Case No.: 4

Title: Data recording

ProgName: Exercise data management control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006
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Background: Exercise data recording in every given time spacing.

Expected error: Data record error.

Reference: None

Data: time set = 30, time spacing = 1

Case No.: 5

Title: Heart-rate status

ProgName: Heart-rate control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: System depends on user's gender and age, and selected exercise goal

to generate two variables, MAX and MIN, which are used as a measurement of

heart-rate status under the current exercise goal. A simulated heart-rate will be loaded

and compared with MAX and MIN to indicate which level of heart-rate status is

standing, easy exercise, normal exercise, or hard exercise.

Expected error: Error values generated for two variables MAX and MIN. Error result

of comparison simulated heart-rate with variables MAX and MIN. Heart-rate status

result / display error.

Reference: None

Data: user's gender="male", user's age=25, exercise goal="warming up", simulated

heart-rate=50

Case No.: 6

Title: Fail-safe

ProgName: Fail-safe control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: A mechanism used to deal with insecure data and safeguard both

human and machine.

Expected error: Catastrophic events happen.
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Reference: None

Data: Insecure data

Case No.: 7

Title: Database

ProgName: Data warehouse control

Author: Wang

Date: 10/10/2006

Background: Validation of database tables content.

Expected error: Character input error, numeric value error, digit error, and so on.

Reference: None

Data: Depends on each table field.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we fully illustrated the design and implementation of a

computer-controlled pneumatic device to replace the deadweight in standard exercise

equipment as a specific practical IT application. The design processes of the

application successfully applied the object-oriented modeling method from system

analysis to functional analysis. from software features to flow logic, from testing to

evaluation. With the new technology, it is possible that the fitness industry will

incorporate IT into its operations. The new pneumatic exercise equipment will greatly

enhance the current deadweight-based exercise environment.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter summarises the previous chapters that discussed various aspects of the

design and implementation of a computer-controlled pneumatic device to replace the

deadweight in standard exercise equipment. On the one hand this thesis shows the

benefits of usability design method but, on the other hand, it shows that many

improvements can still be made. We first summarise the work and state the main

contributions of this thesis.

As we indicated, this work involves the development of a practical IT application. We

have focused on a computer-controlled pneumatic device that is more efficient and

reliable in use, easy to operate, and will provide greater user satisfaction in exercise

than deadweight-based exercise equipment.

During this research, we have learnt how to develop a practical application system,

which includes preparing the literature, customising a suitable methodology and

framework as a guide, and merging the method and framework into the design

process.

5.1 Conclusions

This research set out to develop a novel dynamic resistance exercise equipment. The

primary purpose of the project is to replicate and enhance the functionality,

performance, and sensation of deadweight-based equipment. A further purpose of the

project is to investigate the feasibility of designing a compact retrofit-able pneumatic

unit to replace the deadweights of existing standard exercise equipment.

Chapter 2 described the key features of physical fitness, the relationships between
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physical activity, health-related fitness, and health. It indicated that physical activity

can influence fitness, and also that fitness is related to health in a reciprocal manner.

Fitness not only influences health, but health status also influences both physical

activity level and fitness level. The health-related equipment which are used to

maintain and promote fitness ability are presented as well. Following the fast

developed IT areas, not only the traditional exercise equipment are required and used,

but intelligent exercise equipment are also developed and devoted to provide

appropriate responses in order to optimally exercise with a built-in computer system.

The key concepts and technologies that use developing intelligent exercise

equipment are discussed as well in this chapter.

Chapter 3 concentrated on the design methodologies presented by hardware features

and software development. The hardware phase, focused on configuring a

computer-controlled pneumatic rig in order to replace traditional deadweight in

standard exercise equipment by FX (force-displacement) concept. In addition,

closed-loop control method is concerned with using feedback to control outputs of

dynamic system with great accuracy. In order to avoid oscillatory and unstable

happened in feedback system, a PID controller with the specific reference of

proportional, integral, and derivative capabilities is used. In the software phase, a

monitoring and control software that used object-oriented as a guide under LabVIEW

programming environment was presented. In the past decades, usability engineering

was consistently neglected in software development. However, we are rapidly moving

away from a technology-centred foundation to a user-centred maturity. In the

beginning computing technology could not meet all the needs of customers, and

software developers could take advantage of the relative stability of the

object-oriented programming paradigm.

Chapter 4 explored a computer-controlled exercise system. The design environment

includes hardware environment which involves NI PXI machine, NI TBX-68 data

acquisition card, and a pneumatic rig; and software environment uses LabVIEW
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programming environment. The design processes of the application successfully

applied the object-oriented modeling method from system analysis to functional

analysis, from software features to flow logic, from testing to evaluation. With the new

technology, it is possible that the fitness industry will incorporate IT into its operations.

The new pneumatic exercise equipment will greatly enhance the current

deadweight-based exercise environment.

5.2 Recommendations

Current exercise equipment imposes fixed-trajectory exercise on users with the

dominance of static equipment designs. The weights generally can be changed only

when the equipment is inactive, without any exercise data and body status feedback.

Because current exercise equipment is mostly manually controlled, without any IT

technologies, capturing and gathering of exercise data is difficult to achieve. Some

basic physical protections are available on deadweight-based exercise equipment,

but safety is still the problem for inexperienced exercisers. Fortunately, with the new

exercise equipment, exercisers will concentrate on exercise without any

inconvenience and danger.

The new exercise equipment is developed based on dynamic resistance with onboard

data management. This new technology optimises exercise effectiveness for

exercisers. Exercisers will have advanced diagnostic capacity, and will capture

exerciser data which can be manipulated into meaningful information for use by health

and fitness industry stakeholders.

In addition, exercisers will meet their fitness objectives more seamlessly. Medical

specialists and fitness consultants will, via technology inputs, define the dynamics of

exercise and the data statistics of equipment users will be remotely stored for

manipulation by various third parties.
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The novelty of the new exercise equipment lies in the exercises configured for

individuals, using virtual trajectories that will allow for seamless exercise routines,

without the need for physically adjusting weights. Data exercise management is an

additional novelty offering useful empirical information on exercise status to interested

third parties. In addition, new technology for fitness will open which uses pneumatic

device to replace conventional deadweights in the traditional sports gym environment.

To summarise, compared with deadweight-based exercise equipment, new exercise

equipment have some value propositions. That is why they need to be researched.

• First of all, the adjust-abilities.

• Ease of adjustment

• Re/setting weight

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, the exerciser has to

adjust fitted weight after other users. Furthermore, each exerciser has to

readjust the desired weights uninterrupted in-exercise.

• Remember settings

In the new exercise equipment, exercisers do not need to manually

readjust weights. The system will remember each exerciser's settings

and dynamical weight change by different exerciser's selection

in-exercise.

• Secondly, the new exercise equipment provides more safety configurations for

exercisers' use.

• Protection of user in-exercise

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, the equipment cannot

estimate exercisers' status, that is, whether the current weights still fit the

exerciser when he puts in more intensity.

• Fail-safe mechanics
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The new exercise equipment provides fail-safe mechanics for catastrophic

events, such as heart-rate monitoring that depicts exerciser's status, if any

insecure situation happens, the equipment will send warning to the exerciser.

Furthenmore, if any calamities occur the exercise equipment will shut down

immediately.

• Thirdly, the new exercise equipment has higher performance.

• Integrated monitoring of user

• Comprehensive exercise/health status

In the new exercise equipment, the monitoring of exercise will be

realised in four salient areas, namely - heart-rate monitoring, calculation

of exercise work-rate, exercise event recording, and electromyography

technology.

• Dynamic adjustment of exercise parameters to exercise/health status.

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, exercisers have to

manually readjust to the desired weights continually during the exercise. In

the new exercise equipment, there is a bi-directional pneumatic cylinder

actuation based on FX control technology to allow dynamically varied under

computer control. With this new equipment, the exerciser can perfonm a

comprehensive set of exercise routines without manually having to effect

any adjustments.

• In addition, the new exercise equipment allows data communication.

• Manuscript data recording

Current standard deadweight exercise equipment do not include electronic

data recording. If the exerciser wants to review the previous exercise data

for a future exercise plan, they have to make a hand-written copy for every

exercise recording.

• Recording/archiving/retrieval electronic data transfer

• Access control
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A smart card technology is used for access control and exercise event

recording.

• Distributed network environment

A server controlled array of FX exercisers is included in the new exercise

equipment. The server-based supervisory software will link the individual

FX exercisers, enabling enhanced event recording, exercise optimisation,

and management of the exercise circuit facility.

• Furthermore, the enhanced machine dynamics

• FX control vs. Static

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, the weights generally

can be changed only when the equipment is inactive. The new exercise

equipment will use virtual trajectories that are based on FX technology to

allow for seamless exercise routines without any physical adjustment.

• Enhanced machine control dynamic

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, when weights are lifted

an inertia of movement is created which tends to provide unevenness in the

operating resistance dUring the exercise process. Sometimes, we describe it

as Vibration effect. In order to avoid this, the new exercise equipment uses

carrier frequency technology to simulate vibration effects.

• Improved exercise circuit

In current standard deadweight exercise equipment, each equipment only

prOVides single exercise motion. That is to say, the exerciser has to use

different equipment in order to train arms and legs or other parts of the body.

The new equipment provides an improved exercise circuit that performs a

comprehensive set of exercise circuit on a single equipment with different

exercise simulators.

• On business features

On business features, the new equipment has highly considerable Return on
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Investment (ROI). As ROI described earlier, this equipment provides a series of

exercise motions on a single equipment. That is much cheaper than purchasing

different motions of deadweight eqUipment. The new equipment is targeted at

medical insurers, medical specialists, fitness consultants and individuals seeking

active management of their personal fitness data. In addition, the new equipment

will be placed in new locations away from the traditional sports gym environment.

From state-of-the-art perspective, the new equipment will primarily incorporate

information technology into its operations.

• Environment for exercise health

A networked environment for exercise health is used in the new exercise equipment.

Current standard deadweight exercise equipment only provide a training environment

to exercisers. It does not have any description of exercise health. In the new

eqUipment, a networked environment is used to link to each FX exerciser, and

electronic capturing, managing and monitoring of exercise data is drawn from the

machine user.

5.3 The future of intelligent exercise machine

Referring to the previous discussion, the main aspects of the development involved

the building a pneumatic test rig which was successfully concluded. The rig itself has

been designed and manufactured to the highest industry specifications using mainly

FESTO components; the control aspects of the rig was implement using a National

Instrument PXI unit.

In order to explore the future of Intelligent Exercise Machine (IEM), Newton Fortuin

and John van Niekerk were interviewed and asked to reflect on IEM. Newton Fortuin

and John van Niekerk is the original concept and product designer.
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To explore the future of IEM, the following aspects should be considered. Firstly, the

physical appearance of IEM which concerns a couple of elements includes what

actuation approach to be used; which components to be used; the reliability of the

machine and control technology; and the user environment communication feedback

between machine and human.

According to Fortuin (2007), standard exercise equipment particularly

deadweight-based equipment uses standard weight stack technology to ensure

resistance to exercise against. The limitation of the weight stacks is that though the

exercise only has one constant weight. It is not dynamically controllable and difficult to

build in, but in exercise requirements should be variation displacement from actual

weight. Oppositely, with pneumatic actuation approach, the weight can be controlled

by spatial position of cylinders. On the other hand, Fortuin (2007) reflected that IEM

would replicate the functionality of existing equipment, and then enhance and extend

standard functionality in order to optimise the exercise experience to a particular user.

To explore the further possibility of IEM, Fortuin (2007) pointed out that IEM should

give user information feedback on how they perform in the exercise environment. He

reflected we are obviously within information age, looking at the weight stack scenario

it gives no information and it is difficult to obtain, for example, to automate a weight

stack system, one needs to have a solenoid gun, and that is a mechanical unit shoot

solenoid right into the system which costs R50, 000 per machine. In the future, new

approaches to IEM will be raised and explored to set up standing wave patterns within

pneumatics, which IEM needs to learn about users' exercise patterns and growth in

muscle mass thus excite muscle regeneration during exercise.

In addition, van Niekerk made a vital comment on the size of components to be used

in the future which will change the appearance of IEM drastically. According to van

Niekerk (2007), the current physical size of IEM gives a clear display of the level of

complexity of both the physical combined with the control system of the machine. In

his view, he would not have to change the machine in design, Fortuin agreed as well.
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But from the physical machine perspective, van Niekerk (2007) suggested the IEM

needs to change in the size of components. The smallest viable unit which is available

on the market is the retrofit unit which will replace the weight stacks.

Furthermore, two major issues are raised by van Niekerk (2007) to be considered.

One is the reliability and control technology of the machine. The other important thing

is the user environment or interface communication feedback between machine and

human. For example, IEM needs to have some understanding and logic of the users

exercise needs and patterns so that the interface with the users follows a logic

accessible pattern in terms of settings onto the IEM and feedback from it to output the

kind of data which the users are expecting.

The second issue, a very important one to the future of IEM is the market. Who will be

prepared to buy the IEM? (Alexander (2007), reflecting on states in this industry in

particular pointing out exports from China which almost proves that this industry is

saturated. Chinese exports increase with 42% the exports by volume was 30%

deadweight systems, 20% home gym, 14% treadmills and other fitness equipment

18%. On the other hand, Fortuin (2007) pointed out that the Chinese market is mainly

exporting standard weight stack exercise equipment and for this reason the

opportunity to sell IEM is great. Alexander feels that the 18% other fitness equipment

is where IEM can conveniently be positioned. Fortuin and Alexander agreed that the

18% plus the 30% of the deadweight system is the market where IEM could possibly

take over or share.

Van Niekerk (2007) agreed that with the minor changes in size and appearance of the

machine the perfect market can be pursued and nurtured. He also admitted that it

would take some exploring and research to find the diminutive component to replace

the current ones but he is really excited that industry specifications were used in the

actual building of the rig, thus, the IEM, which would assist the search greatly. Van

Niekerk (2007) said it is just a matter of finding the niche market for the IEM then
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researching that market to see if it has been served and to what level and then finding

the best way to enter. In his opinion. the best option in market strategy would be

penetrative strategy, charging premium prices to a small segment of the market. From

this, in my opinion, as soon as the market is informed and excited about the product,

some advances can be introduced to the produce and the old version can to introduce

to production. To keep the product life cycle going, new and improved version of the

product or a complementary product can be designed and marketed with or

separately from IEM.

The niche market I have in mind would be that of sport clubs (South African Rugby or

Soccer) as well as other sport facilities such as athletics clubs, hospital heart units,

and muscular dystrophy units, etc, can form part of this particular need. Advertising

and marketing of the product should take place in health, PC, Gadget magazines.

Conferences and other demonstrative media can be used to show and inform

prospective users about the IEM.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Interview questions

Interviews with fitness consultants from Fox Fitness, Virgin Active, and Zone Fitness

in Cape Town, South Africa.

Question 1

What exercise equipment are available in market? And how many types are there?

Question 2

Which exercise equipment are based on lift-mode exercise?

Question 3

Which exercise equipment are based on spring-mode exercise?
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Question 4

Is there any exercise equipment controlled based on build-in controller?

Question 5

What procedures are available to protect humans on the current weight type I

deadweight-based exercise equipment?

Question 6

Is there any exercise equipment that provides data transfer capability, and health

status feedback function?

Question 7

Do you think exercise data record capability will assist fitness consultant to arrange

optimal exercise routine to their exercisers?
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Question 8

Is there any single exercise equipment can provide aerobic exercise and anaerobic

exercise?

Question 9

Do you prefer to use pneumatic technology to instead of conventional

deadweight-based exercise environment?

Question 10

Do you think a new innovation will be opened for traditional sports gym environment

with the new exercise equipment?
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Appendix B-1: Personal observation of the training equipment functionalities

Personal observation of the training equipment functionalities at Virgin Active

Gymnasium, N1 City, Cape Town, South Africa, 2006.

At Virgin Active Gymnasium, exercise equipment basically fall into muscle training

equipment and cardio training equipment. The all muscle training equipment are

deadweight-based equipment, completely manually controlled. Exercisers have to

stop exercise to adjust weights physically after a phase. In addition, they do not have

any muscle training equipment associated with IT technology to provide exercise data

transfer in order to have advanced muscle training.
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Appendix B-2: Personal observation of the training equipment functionalities

Personal observation of the training equipment functionalities at Fox Gymnasium,

Bellville, Cape Town, South Africa, 2006.

At Fox Gymnasium, the all muscle training equipment are not associated with IT

technology. Therefore, the equipment cannot provide any capabilities related to IT,

such as exercise data record and transfer, body status monitor, and so on. Only

rowing machine has data record capability, but it is not used at that moment. The

fitness consultant said that capability has to work accompanied with a data card for

each exerciser, and only few exercisers are interested.
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Appendix C: MPZ setpoint module user manual
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Appendix D: Proportional pressure regulator type VPPM•.. user manual

Proportional pressure regulators VPPM FESTO
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Pmnnrl!nr..' pressure regulators VPPM FE5TD
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM.-..... FESl1J
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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PropOl1ional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
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Proportional pressure regulators MPPE/VPPE/MPPES
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2/6.3-12
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Proportional pressure regulators MPPE/VPPE{MPPES

""""""

S1I6 21. MPZ+HOC-5GH-6-SW

cm"""'" .... -';;;;;';" ill operatill'lalsta1lJSdlspIa,.

" ActiYatesa:p:lint 1 SFt ll);ighest) ~ -" 1fiI@@1I ~_lfD

" Adivate5l:!poir:l2 SFl 2

~
ill Sl'lp(iTddisp!iIf adM!

l3 Adivalr:-Sapoint :J SPJ l ~ (SPL SP6).yellow LED

" Adivatesetpoint4 '" • £11 iL- ill ~!tpolfnlfllllelef

" AdivilteSfl.;xKnt 5 SP' ,
(j}- ~~l SP1_SP6

11 Aclivalesel:p:Nnt 6 SP6 , ~~ I!l InStriplion Label

13 Contrd tiae " - ill'"
~1=i -ill21 ~Une " - @Y

21 EOOnaI !>elp{int input ll.r. ...O_lOVOC ,- Il'>@
2l ConllmliM 10VOC - U-s
24 SCleeIillJ

21 ZZ Zf 2(

" -
41 """"' ... "DC - 11_ 2.4- -IliI@@t!i
42 SdjKinl OtlIplll u.. .. -

l\l;@@t!i
43 Pl:Wt'l'suppty - 4t _43. '5

" PO""''''" . -

mtf-raU\tIDlNEN6071S

lCOlle} - Subieato dIo1F - P100lJtts 2007
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
""""""

• :I if' z
!!Jfil Ell Ell $; Ell

- @ '. 1 •

o $~ $]

05 L2

III PlOpJrtooal Pll!SSIlR' rEgulator
VPPM

FESTD

1 113 % U

3 155 ID ~

197 130 126

I~I

"'"1,13G

1565

1

1

I"""
542251 VABM·P1·S/'·G18-l-Y3
SoUlS] VABM-Pl·SF-G13·H']

541.254 VABM-P1-Sf-G18-4-PJ

li Wn!i,",,,,,,~dz!:;1:of6;>5l::;Il':Ild~G!'J

~""'j;!o"~~__~>isiIl!J'&$Uip:;..q~~~IIIiIi:lI.;..in<foo!:tw~wl""~ "'_"""Z;;<ld>~...
~~

2!6..H4
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM
Accl!S$Ol"~

FESTD

III MrM1tinlbraci!'l tMI

opIImalljtbetlJfJled
ill. Prapol1iclIIal ~relqulator

"'.

IS4Z 251 VAM[·P!-A I
I) ~..........,.tialI1Elfom~~oI{leI9

~'"'f.i!i.bF~r~btspw&<!~""-!'lm!lailo:r_l"'uJt'_,."m~""""'",.. i1"""';_lial."'D",",,",,fIoiliI:I"""...

2llC7ill} - SubiKtto dwIge: - Products 2307 2/6.3-15
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Proportional pressure regulators VPPM

""""""

1/ !Jl-"~=I!ll,""",DlS.d'lOoOO/tl

~~"'<IIREaI~~ad~~_PD!IItt<lll"''''~~l<!tiI:>!~q.iII ....... _ ..Iiil~''Wblo.n..uo.i<lllOn

SlJaighl5-pin,M12

AAgl~B-pin.M12

187

525616 SlM-MlHUO-2-PlI

525 618 SIM-MIJ.aGll-S-PU

5-42256 NBlll-M12W8-2·fHfB

5112257 NEBll-Ml2W8-S4-l!lI
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Appendix E: MLQ-POT-450-LWG displacement transducer data sheet

IIlO-POT-_-1YiG
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!fit!~ ~3ir:l MLO/MME
711.2~*~~

~l!IUllI MW-POT-_-1lF iof,,5!:ll MMEMIL-AIf\l:l>lW MlD-POL-lYI6lOl'o!5!:ll
Pi3rt~_ T'j1:e ",af;" T",. Part~. T",.

l!l~Jli!llmmj 100 - 191213 MlD-POHDC-ll/IG 0-

110 m21l MlD-POT-llo-ll/IG 0-

225 IS2625 MlD-ffiT-225-Tlf 178310 MM&MJ>-21~AlF 1126.\ MlJ).POT-21~ll/IG 0-

lOO 152626 MlD-ffiT-lOO-Tlf 178309 MME-MJ>-lOO-AlF 1126.6 _POT- JQ{} ~'IG 0-

360 152627 MlD-l'{il-l60-1lF 17830B. MME-MJ>-160AlF 151647 Mill-POT-160-ll/IG 0-

'10 152628 MlD-ffiHIOTlf 178307 MM£,MJ>-.IOAlF 112648 _POI-'IO-ll/IG 0-

lOO 1)2629 MlD-POT-loo-Tlf liB 306 MME-MJ>-IOO-AlF 1526A9 Mlli-POT-SQO-LWG 0-

600 li263fj MlD-POT-600-Tlf 1i8)05 MM,EMTI-600-AlF 152610 MlfJ.POHOO-lVtG 0-

i50 152611 MlD-ffiT-710-Tlf 118304 MME-MTS-750-A1F 152 651 MlJ).POT-7IO-~'IG 0-

1000 152632 MlD-POT-lOOo--Tll' 17& J()) MMEMJ>-100o-AlF -
12$0 112633 MlD-ffiT-1250RI' 178 J()2 MME-MTS-12Se-AlF -
1500 1)263.4 MlD-P01-l10o-rll' 178 }:tl MM.E-MJ>-IIOOAlF

liSO 151615 M!.trPOl-175()'Ti.F 178 ;00 MME·MIS-17SG-A1F -
2000 1526:;6 MlD-POJC200O-Tll' 178299 MME-M1\- 2oo0AlF -

.
.-A.. ~'.<--

~._'

S;:;ftSto]ptlE~SPCI0

-4i.::-:

~p
S.Jll:SkPt:!~i-2t SPOt

,,)

.Y.lD-POL--RF (ofil£:J)

FestoAG &Co.
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~*1 q <i!:iil:i MLO/MME
71~ Xl.;.

~;lj~'I:!.i!t1 ""IMlfi-POT-_-TlfIOlitti
If'Io>li!l [mml m !loo IJ60 .\0 \00 600 7\0 11000 1250 1\00 1750 £000

fPI >l';' I'!'!! :<fir Iknl \ 5 5 5 5 5 10 10 10 10 20 10

71>1 >l';' .w.~~~ 71>1'1 [mm] 234 JI0 372 "63 IU 616 7'" 1022 1176 1516 1776 2026

l;!71"1 [mm] 228 J04 3&6 m 50S 61. i62 1016 1170 1520 1770 2020

4-'ll ~!OO x. 10; 'U~

!"'I..~S] *'I 2t£~~ rl tl

'i'il ~1I1 [mm] :!:1.5

~~ 'PI ['"I 1-2000

E&(IlClI [mml 0.75
7f4;(II<ID [gJ 20

Ft 7f4; ig[ 50

AI~ [msI 11

zgAl~ a~.!i:. [m,lsI !ltII D

aJl4i fm/i] !ltl 20O

Igl 20

a~~~ ~!~

€'II 'i~a ~gJ 0_9 11 U 112 11.J 11-5 IL8 [2.2 12.\ IJ 11\ IJ.9

'ftd ~l:l ~.5: rq -30._0100

n~ ~I:! [IPI .0 (DL~.O0\0 Cl ~I
!€J~ 11'1 ,n'"

Cf~J% E;IAC;:m 89/336,'EWG Of~

e~-iAl~'iI e.;:.z:.. J+l811 JJ~~.iI ~i ="JI-fSll
.... ,;!-~~i1-i!J4:!i:!'J.j201ffti!j.(lI=iIOl~i!'f!.

J-24 Festo AG Ho.
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-¥I*!~ C1!!3!t:-{ MLO/MME
71~>I.l!.

~jj ~ '1!3<l Type IMMHIlS-_-~F l<:I"!!l1
~Hl7121 [mm] 125 1300 J60 4~O 1100 600 710 11000 11210 lIDO 17\0 !loco

fPI ;<f.l!. 'I:'~Plg Iknl - - - - - -
ml ;<f.l!. ;.~~~ 'IJlI"I [mm] - - - - - - - - - - - -

,171"1 [mm} 225 300 160 410 I~' 600 i50 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000

4'\11 i1t~!j}AI~1! ~ 41!!1~ Atll MBF
!l1lJl~ 91 'ii'I "!<~!l rl "

~~!l [mm] !1.5

~% ::;:J! [Hz] ~ 'iWIOOgle~ ~?4!ICEli:~-2-2701~

~"'l!I<iI-l {mm] tJ;;Xi~SgilO-t50Hz lCE:ii~6S-2-60I!!.l%

7l4il!l<il-l IgI -
~ 7l4i IgI

"!~ [msl
3::~ ~.G. ~~4r£ [m!sl \'l91

~~ Im!sO] 'Ilgj
IgI

O~HI~I~ ~,'~

~>I 'iJ! ~'<l [k~ 0_62 I0.71 [0.78 10_89 [0_95 [LCI 11.25 11_55 1!.S5 12_15 ['-' 5 I 2.75
~£: rCl -40._ .75

n%~ ~6 [I~ 67

~~ II~ 67

CE7I~ DIN .'EC SOH /A/~ if$. 4.1 CEI:!IA"S: (£MC iT~s9tn6:EWGGll ~J

911i-1Il~~ ~'M:~ JJ..i-g Z:]II: !j!.j.91 ~£ 1ll~ ~31

"" ~~~ ¥I~: :£~At.2.11IE! ~qols ~I~ ~'i!!

00]04 - Subjecttn change - Product5 2001
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~~~ qg~i1:i MLO/MME
71~~ll.

~I;:j~'ll'i!ri Tw· ~,lO-POL·l'/IG (0,'0'0
lHP,i!l [mm] 100 no 225 1100 l60 '\0 1100 600 750

l'!7PllC ~HP1w ~[]j 1 1 I \ I I I I 10

71>1 ~ll. ~~~~ 71,."l ImmJ IDI lSS 2JI l07 l68 HID 510 612 764

l'!71"l [mm} 100 150 m lOO l60 '\0 loo 600 750

~~~t:-£ [mml 0.01

'1'l!I J50110611f~

!l ~ii>il!l~ <t!<: '.1'1/ M !30

~~~ (mm} -

B~ ij'.11 ~ 5_ 2000 .

~~llltl} ImmJ 0.75

7J4i (!JtIIl il:! 20

~ 7J4i il:l 10

'!~ I·~ 11

~~~~ ~~~!i [ill/si !l<II \
~~714i Imis'l !ltl '00

il:! 20

ol~W4 'i"il
i"~£~ ~!<:' I"CI JO_~100

~~=- ~ UPI 65 [DIN '0 0100lll\%)

~~ U~

CEl(I~ EMCTf~B9/316!:YJG~ ~

-1- N'Jte

>:'!AI2cIEl ~,IJjPOT· ...·!l'iG,

>:!!A12cIEle 7I>ll",l'I~ ~'1l

<! {JEil~ 'l!;<tilol~ >It-Irj.
~= [,.11 :!iil71"l"i 11$'1101
l!I~;;; '1fe~ ~1l.~1 !!I'I~71

~ ~]I ~~~ ;q~&I ~£~

!Hl'il 1>L.jrj
1!I!:e ~=9l7I>11"i tl%OI~;<t

~~ ~itCiOl t!~il~ f'i£~

il\ot~ >It-Irj

r.sto AG &Co.
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~t1 q ~3iI:-l MLO/MME
Dimensions

..

"..
"

i ~
",.~ -1,5;'

I
-1~

'"..

IT] ~2j:J ~l! mN<l61~

Ilf~ qg
90'>I/HI~~

rn =:21ollll
{~£~~~

rn O~!lE Mi,lS

ill ~zt 14~ MS
Wtliio~ 71,"

TvJ:. Ll 12

(.w..'§: 717l~ ~I~ ~J)

MlfiPGT-ll5-Tlf 176 2J4
MLO-PDT·3~o- ill 451 110
MJirP'GT·:60·ill \14 172
Ml1l-PGHIo-Tlf 601 463
Mlfi-PGT-IOO-Tlf 616 III
Mu:."P'DHO().ill 1SS 616
Mlfi-PGT-7S0-TlF 910 i68

Mlli-PUT-WX-Tlf 1164 10n

MLD·PUT·125G-Tl.f 1418 1276
Mlfi-PGT-1S00-m 166S 1526
Mlfi-PGT-1150-m '918 lii6
MlD-POT'2;)iX}Tlf 216& 2026

Festo AG &CD. J17
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~i1 q ~5iti MLO/MME
DimEllsWns

,

-O-New
~~!!';!<1

[j] 5CfOI-'= ~Ijj

mEl*~~m~~ 01-'= !Is M5x20

0*'1
m';;.11.<1'1 ~Ijj ~

Type l LI

i.w.§. tm~ ~jj ~)

.¥.ME-MTS· 225·AlF 121 407

,Y.M&MI5·l00.Alf J<)O 482
¥.~&M15·J6G·Alf 360 5J2
.¥.MEcMTS-t; SG~A1f il50 632

~,~.&M15 5~J-Alf 500 682

~.t~E-MTS-500.Alf 600 782
!ot~f.II_15·75GAJf 750 932
;¥,M&.'.uS·l0GQ-AlF lOCO 1182

,~,~E·N.TS·1250AlF 1250 1432
,Y.ME·M15·I5e-O-AlF 1500 1631
,Y.ME·M151750AIF 1750 1931
MME-NJS· 2OCo-Alf lOCO 2182

3-28 Festo AG &(0.
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2

Si•
.... 1.2

III li21::J:l:;;! DIN .)65'0111}
e- Hi 90· >It! m.t~
l'S£~~~rn £S £re, ba-:i!ash~~

III ~>l"'>l '1!'i!<:l "ollt
K?(jTlWG-_

(\!I£H-~

-\!I~ ~ ~.il.c"f MLO/MME
Dim:nsions

Type II 12 II

Mill-P'JT-t-OD-l'.'V'J 2n 10) 227

M1.D-PGT-15Q-lW::i 323 lS\ 277
M1.D-PGT-225-~ViJ 400 111 m
Mill-POT- 3Do-UNG 476 307 430

MLO-POT-36o-l.WG Sl' 3f.8 492
MLD-POT-4SO-lW::i 66\ 460 519

M!..O-PUT- SOO-!.W!i 730 S10 681

MLIl-PUT-6Jo-LWG 856 612 810
Ml.CrPUT- iSQ-I.i.\':i lQ,j,Q 76<\ 99'

0l/a4 - Subject N dt:Irge - Ptc.cuets lOOt
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Appendix F: U28 force transducer data sheet

U28
Force Transducer

Special features

- Tensile I compressive force
transducer made from stillnless
materials

- Nominal forces 500 N _ 200 kN
- Integrated lateral force compeD--

sation
- Low overall height

Dimensions (In mm; 1 mm= 0.03937 inches)

.,

I--'
I

" " ~ " " "' "'1.e
~ " :;f ""
" ~ " ---,i- ~, r,;- Gi-311 "" ~::o

~ ----ml -" " "

" .
\12C",-~: " " "
"'~ II 1l •....., " .. "J,q,.:! " z: "

;'5 _1:<. 110 &I 1"

l[:l _1:: le ~.: li

r
L

" 'lZ ~ '~ " ,
1:0 '" ~ " • •
'~ '" " .~ • 17

," '" " .~ " 1•

80482-2.5 en
ca
HBM
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Specifications

)~.-e to Cl force II'ItrO<lUalOO 20 rr'.ln O'o'a me mentrane
3j Class 120 "C ~:n~. The t'Sd1nic.al da:a l., tie ex:enden seNire a:mpcr.tllre~ may ::r.-trer from the ::.m.~:"Ied aDrI'Je.

The 120~~on cannot ne used for zero-retJ::ed Iong-ternll'ne2StJ'eneD..

Force transducer type U2B

Rated10<", F_ kN 03 I t \ 2 \ 5 \ 10 , 20 , 50 \100 I 200

CIass"'_ 02 / 0.1

Rated........". c;,." mVN 2

reI..~~~ <le " <0..,13 1 <Il2!O.5

rei. zero signal 'Jaridnce c." " <1
_ ...... ",.5F..."l u " <02 I <0.15

linearity yar\afion ... " <0.2 <ltl

Inftuence oflempe:iattae onsensitMtyt10 K

retave to nooindt sen:litMty 'lKc " 0.1

Inftuence ofteli4£iahie on the ZEfOsignalI10K
r~ 10 flOOip,2 sensitMty 1Ko " 0.00

Infiuenc:e of eccentridty (1 tnmJ "" " 005

Inftuence of lateral force (lateral force 10,.. F-Jll do " 0.1

ReI. creep oYer 30 !tin ""'. " <± 0.00_.-.nee
'"

II >345

Output.- Aa II aOILiOO

Insulation resistance Ao II >2·10"

Reference excitalion voltage Un. V 5

Senice range of excitation voltage Bi.l,GT V (1.~L12

Rated.......-.,.,... s".", "0 -10. __ +70

Service tempenItlR mtge a.~G "0 -30...+85 {12OJ3"j

Storage temperattn range "'. "0 -50_+85

Reference temperatte .. "0 +Zl

Mar.. operaIing force (rG! % 130 I 150

&eaIdng force (Fe! " >300

Static 1ateraI force 1imh1) (Fa) " 25

Nominal displacemenl s"." mm <0.1 <0.07 <O.Q9

Fundamental resonance- frequency '. ""~ • I 6
1

67
1 14

1
175

8 IB3 61 5
.
6- ""

OB 2.9 <.:l 10.7 15.9

ReI. pemUsiblevilntioo k>adjng Fm " 100 I 160

Protection s)'$tern according to DIN EN 00529 - - 1F67

length of cable, 6-wire connection - - 3m I 6m I 12m,

Cable wiring assignment (six wire connection)
n

WH (wltJte) Measurlng sigr.al (+) VA

" BK (black) Bridge excitation voltage (-) v.
7' !!
~/ /1

AD (red) Measurtng signal H VA

1 11
BV (blue) Bridge excitation voltage (+) V3

11 GN (green) Sense lead (+)

u GY (grey) Sense lead H
Cable shielding, connected to housing

2
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Aid to installation (dimensions in mm

Knuckle eye lGOW Knuckle eye ZGUW

" ..L ~,-
-.!!... ,

iI

~ t .. I I

~
><1 I i • ~t 7"" ,

, ..
I~ ! I'1=+& S10I

ffl-· ,1 ~'"<

:~-
,

~
I - III

W /6< :z
~ ')j/J '/ .... ".,

! ! X < ~.. \2I 4
I I I 'I.='.." 0 .l!-..x I---:':':--

S\I
~

~~==.~""~_~~!I:iI

_Io<co """'No. -in"" Knuckle eye ZGJ:N/ in"" A ca D F G H 0K M SW W

0.5_10 1..U2A,IltiZGOW 0.2 22 12"'7 22 50 sa 12 22 "'2 ,. ,.
20 1-l..!2k'2I:/ZGOW 0.5 33 2Jj":7

" 71 102 18 34 M20><1~ 22 25

50 '.U2N5tiZGOW 0.• <2 25-~.1 60 ... '34 22 <2 fl24x2 36 J1

100 l-l1:2AilOt,;ZGOW 3.2 50 5O~£7 "' 151 212.5 2. " M_ oo 35

200 l-U'.A/2Jr/Z3QW 48 60 ro~~ 12< 167 235 aa 62 M-18>2 70 ..
"""""""" """'No. ":f;'in"" KnuckJe eye ZGOW A ca D F G H M SW W X

(1.5...10 1..U2Ai ttilG"UW' 0.1 225 12"7 22 54.5 70.5 12 '''12 ,. ,. 7

20 l-U2A,;2tiZG'J\iV 0.2 48.S ID'" " 13.9 104.8 18 ",~.5 35 25 •.. l-U".:A,:5t:~JW 0.4 57~ 25",7 60 94.5 12i.5 22 '/2412 3. 31 10

100 l..u2Nl(~}ZGUW 1.1 65.5 50 +\I.0C2 115 H8.5 210 28 '<l9><2 60 35 ,.
-a.aH

200 l-L'2A,!2Otil.G!JN 3.2 60 50~~ 1~ 168 236 3. fl4Bx2 75 .. 18

U2B force transducer zoow--....,
complete with knuckle eyes ZGOW, ZGUW I

Ratedlo<co ..... Am.. F... F.... "rumum .......... •in(kN] sorewedffi =wedin...... ...... •
b e •

0_5__ to 133 156 171 168 9.' 9. " ~'---n
•

20 211 m 252 2&1 " ,. 40

50 2'" '" 320 '48 192 19.2 " 1'-<i
100 418 4...'l5 541 559 27 31.2 75 f
200 460 .,.. 602 625 36.6 38.4 90 Ir; "lI\

ZO"'~~f),

Ba482-2..5 en 3
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Mounting accessories, continued (dimensions in mm)

c

I·
H

s.s. plate.
not in scope of suppfy

Rated force in kN 0 Iffi H J K 0S MAll [N'm)

ll.5-.10 47 42 4xM5 13 &1...864 34 5

211 72 70 4"M10 20.5 131.6 55 35

50 86 78 4xM12 19. 1582 61 60

100 122 105 8xM12 16 244 79 60
200 142 125 8xNl16 26 270.2 97 150

Options

• Service temperature range upraled to 120 °C

Accessories, additional:

• Knuckle eye U2B, upper,
• Knuckle eye U2B. lower,

U2AI...IZGCNI
U2N..JZGUW

~'=--'- Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH
u d=il:: ""='be .....~ir~!:tm 0l'Ifj.~
__=oe~",,~~8IIIIr:gnOlt

~=tIisblilJ----'

Im Twten See 45, Q...€.-r....gJ~ Gs'rnar.y
Te!.: +49 e:51 6OJ.(} Fax: +49 Em 803 91:0

BOT'l...2-2.5 en E..-nait ~.@"hbrru::ol"I tn:e!rB: WYo"liJ".bm.com
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Appendix G: Air treatment use manual

l£; ...... ll<Imbelollli)
- I'llItno ....__

'-~tIlo_lllm:iJ...,.,<a'dI6_.<Rt!1.~_1!Ie
~-~..""__Oi~

,,~_"'~~>'lIlolXft<_<lE"'(seo
fi;.Sl-G<asp_b"~....'lbo__

-~ .._A~""""i<_ ..".,_5por--5.fI[tllr_llOf1$"",I,,""""""~

J!lr~_""'>UI>C!I"'_
-l!lrioci<q""0cftne__ "":flceJlle

iIIIr~iI!Ilo""""","

-""'~_1IlilSI1Io_"'ti;t.....'""""'
-~-=<JO"~l<OIOfi&-1!l-

6.~~<JtIZIII5..-_" __
..u_","~~_

"'-
·u.eoolt_"*""""f.........~
--"'_ (!Ioo:l..<iol"Q;-_ lho:"'_~.

1Aplkminl._.._~__. .. ~ "

-+ ---.._--_.~ ......-.-_ B-..jell1Uom. ",

-lIOf~~r""l'lolE
~"'~EmI!.pr-=s
elolI:I~_lIB"aft~flIo...._ ......_"""lDIl<_
(ioo.oiclc> ..~.
Coa-~"'=-eIeI~
(sIo..._.IIl5~.~~1enore<l",""",e1__It~_

P;;_<u!li"lIoo!JeI_<le"~~

lll.';"'iav~eBla_Il>-<i."...>e
_1o~<Ie"-'--_lt~

fllll5--<m_MS...u!.~lltsilll>lli>riodo_~,
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Appendix H: INA 128 amplifier data sheet

BURR-BROWNOP

IElElI INA128
INA129

Precision, Low Power
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS

FEATURES DESCRIPTION
• LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 5Ol'Vrnax

• lOW DRIFT: D.6l'VI'C max

• LOW INPUT BIAS CURRENT: 5nA m.x
• HIGH CMR: 120dB min
• INPUTS PROTECTED TO ±4OV

• WIDE SUPPLY RANGE::1:2.25 to ±lav

• lOW QUIESCENT CURRENT: 700!1A

• S-PIN PLASTIC DIP, SO-8

APPLICATIONS
• BRIDGEAMPUFIER

• THERMOCOUPLE AMPUFIER

• RTD SENSOR AMPUFIER

• MEDICAllNSTRUMENTATlON

• DATA ACQUISmON

The !NAI2S and IKA129 are low power. gft1f'r.l1
purpose instrnmem:Mion amplifit'r'i offering exct1lent
ae<:Ur.lCY, Their versatl1e 3-op amp dmgn and small
size make them ideal for a wide r.mge ofapplications.
Cu=nl-iffilback. ci=itty pro,ides wi<k hand-
width <'-en at high gain (200!dIz at G = lOO),

A single external resistoc sets any gain from 1 to

10,000, INAnE pro'ides '" industty stmda>d gain
equat:ion; INA129's gain equation is compatible u"ith
theAD620.

The mA123,'~A129 is hser trimmed for very low
offsetvornge (50~\1, drift (05~W'C)and high com
moo-mode rej~tion (120dB at G 2: lOO). It operates
"\\'ifu power supplies :is low :is ±1.25V, and quiesc....""1lt
current is only 700J.L4..-ideaI fOf" battery ope1at:ed
sys:e:IlS. Inrema1 inputprotection can wi1l.scu:u! up to
±40V without: daImge.

The. I:'iA128/INA129 is available in 8-pin plastic
DIP. aa.d SQ....S surface-mount packages, specifiw. foe
the -40°C to -"-SS'C temperatute range. Thf. ~A.12S
is also available in dual configtlr.ltion. the rn..u118.

v+

?,

INAt2:9:
_ _ 4;l.4Ul
>3='+_".

INA121:

G=1+~
Rs

INA128.IHAf2'

I'N01E {T) fNA1Z1: 24.7k!l .~

v-

~AlrponIDlbtillPllt·...Adli'es-1-:P08Ql11.... Tuc5oI.AlW34· SlMlAtil!ss,i13I5.1lDQnBllcL naon,AZ 1&lIli. nl;(UlIll....tm • Tn:11O-£2-ntl
I"Il!IM::hIlpi.....~ • FAnillt:(Il8QIS4a-6m ~'taadI~ • WIt; BIlRCORP· tlktlGUWl • FAX:(5211 __151t ...... f'rNlcl:JIO>lM)S4mZ
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2

SPECIFICATIONS

INAf28P, U INA1Z8PA, UA
INAt29P. U 1NA125PA. UA

PARAMETER .- CONDI1lONS NIN 1YI' IIAX N'N TYP NA< UNm

IN'UT
Offset VoI!:3gI!. Fm

In:tial TJI,= +25"C ±1tJ ±lOOfG ~:l:fJO:G ±25±llKVG ±125±1000,'G 'V
~ Temperatlll'e T...=Tl,llloiiDT..u :bl.2±2fG fll.5±2JiG :l:02±5.'G ±1 ±.2O!G pVJ'C
yS Power Supply Va=£!.25Vw:l::1SV ±!L2 ±2OlG ~1 ±100iG • :I::2±:!OOfG p.\/N

tang-Term Stablli:r %1:.1 :!:!iG • ,VImo
~. Differential 10w lj2 • OflpF
C~ 1l)11 ng • Ullp.'"'

Common-UodeVoltagE-~} Vo=rJII (V+)-2 (V...)-1.4 • • V
(V-j+2 (V-)+ 1.7 • • V

Safe InputVottage ...., • V
Commcrt-Mod~~ VCIlI "" ±13V,.&Ra =till

Go, " 56 13 • ""6=10 '''' 10' 03 • """"'lID '20 ,,,
'" • d6

G=1caO '20 '" '" • d6

BIAS CURRENT :2 .. • ±t' .,
vs Temperatwl!! "'" • ,"",C

ClI><tC"""'" ±, .. • ±llJ ....
V5Terr~re "'0 • ...·C

NOISE VOLTAGE, Rn G:-1000. Ra '"f=10,",z " • nVNhZ
f: tOCoHz: • • nVtI'l-'z
f; 1kHz • • nVNl-'z
I.. =D.n·lztc 10Hz '2 • ,V..

~CuITWIt
f:l0Hz D' • pANl-'z
f:lkrz C.3 • pAf"Hz
,-",a.1Hz.to. lQHz '" • ,,,,,..

GA,N
Gain Equa1on. 1NA123 1 +(50Il..D:>R~) • VN

INAi2-;! 1 + (49.4U1R:.~ • VN
RM;1li! d. Goin , ,oot. • • VN
Gain EfTtIr G=1 ±C.Ot £1.1:124 • ±3.' "6=10 ±C.:I2 ±D.4 • ±3' "G=HiD ±CUJ5 "'.5 • "'.7 "G=lC:lD ..~ ±, • :2 ..
Gain vs Terrpera!Ure~ Go, ±, ±10 • • ,pmf'C
5Qi:!lior~_4kQ) Resi~Jj ;OS :11:·0 • • """J'C

Nonli~ VQ ;:;t:13.6V. 6=1 :t:O.[;{l!ll :!:!:LQOI • ±:toro % cfFSR
G=1D :tOJ~:;!l3 ±D.OQ2 • ±O:.!:l04 '.If. ofFSR

G=,CO :I:!tt'O:l!j ±:I.D02 • ±:I.Q04 % ofFSR
G=lr::lO ±C.))1 (rJo:e-4) • • % cfFSR

OUTPUT
Vcftag..,; FDSiJift R;.: ~QkQ (V.;-)-1.4 (V.;-)- c.a • • V

Negme Rc; '1lIJl (V-)i"U {V-)-+- [l.a • • V
Lead Cap.a:::iunc~ Stability lD]('J • pF
.sh~-eircuitC",rrent +13/-15 • mA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

BandlJliie::ttr. -3liB G=! " • M"iz
G=llJ 7C!!! • 'Hz

G=Hlll ::00 • .Hz
G=iCC-ll ::0 • k~

S!Ew~ VIJ =±lCV. 13=1':1 4 • V,'}J.s
S€tErg 1'irl"e, O.O!'Jf. 03=1 7 • '"\3:=10 7 • '"G:1CO , • '"G=;r:t~ '" • "CIfal-t:adF!:~ EC'lIo O·~er:l.iv~ 4 • "POWER SUPPLY
Vc:ta~Ra!'1gE ±2.Z5 ±t, :'8 • • • V
C!..refIt. 'w..al "",,"=DV ±.70Q %7E:J • • ""TEMPERATURE-RANGE
S~~ion -40 '" • • 'C
Cp.=~ -40 1:5 • • 'C
.~ S-Fin Cip '" • "C:W

SO-SSOIC 150 • "Cr",

• 5~-fic;s;:ron s,o,me AS:NA123? U IJ( tNA11W? U.

NOTE; (1)~t :cmmon-ll"DdEl'31"ijevari~wI:h OIJ!:Dut ~SE---5ev t'Pfca!CWV~. (2) Gaawr.~ bywa~r~ (3, Teq:e"dtu:'E COEfE-eiem cftM srI&. (ar.(.d-.4&)
ti!ml in~ sail" eqo.:ation. (4) Ncn:ir.ra'i:y l'l'r3stlrernms in G = 1J':lG i1~ dOt'!"fna~ ll, noi$e. T)'J:ica! nor.rt1i=aMy is :!£l.OQ!'l!I.

The infufrr:an.m~.~~ ~ ~ewt: Ul" :.e rebae'oe; ~_-er. EL"~-EROWN ~,,"eo: ~ respct"S:::ii:y'ilf 'r.acc::ncie!; or OM~sicn§. KiRR-ERO't,'N OlSSW1"U 'lC '!!~""':lnsl1:L-:y

f:lrr.e~ af1Vs:nrcm-caf:K\. ~d ~ lfSE cfsuch inbi'r3&ln ~·al =e ~1.it1h;l Uw!; awn rlsIl... ?r'.c~ a,'!d sped.i:;.afur.s a."e sut:~ ~ c~.al";e fl'1\or. r.:l1i0!. ~o t.n=nt~-g~ or

!i:e,"s=5:C ar.y ofthe~:scesa-l:rl!~Jl~ r..pH<.i Of g:rz;rr.ed Xl ary t"ird pMtJ. :I,;;::.R.,6::;:O...,. does ne;: ...1hori::e DrlGrram .."':J :J.;R~-= R~WN prcd"e:ftlr "se in i~ !iU:,pcrt

~CE:S ar:<scr SYS;erT'5.

DURR.. CROWN.
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DICE INFORMATION

INA128.INA129 DIE TOPOGRAPHY

PAD RlNCTION PAD FUNCTION

lA. 13,1; R• , Ra

• ..... • Vc

• V.,. 7 ....
4 V- SA,S811! ..

Ne '" No ClJl'tMCllon.
NOr;$: Cl) Conned: l:Icr.hin~ p3ds..

Sub5trate Biu: IrrtemaIy connected 10 V- powe!" supply.

MECHANICAL INFORMATION

MILt 10.001' MflLlMETERS

Die Size 123 x: 7t!±5 3,[:"5)[ 1.76 ;tiJ.1~

Die Thick.-..e55 'H' 0.35 ±!lJlB
"'1iI'l.Pad~ .,. O.l.1t 0.1....... Geld

PIN CONAGURATlON

&-PinD!? and S-~

Top View

~ \J I-.. t • ..
i= F=

11'.
~ ~

....
V-.
~ ~

Vc

V- • 5 Ra
'-- I-

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Supply VGI'"..aae .•._. ~.~._. ._. . ±~S\l

An.ilog bputv~~ Rar>ge ._.. .__..__ _.:NOV
Ou:put Short-eifclJit (to g'rouna)_.•_.__•. .•._. C<ln:inucus
Operajng T~p~.-e . ...__.. "~ ttl 125"'C

s~ Tlffilperow.re . .• .. -4Q"C ID 125"C
J~ Tet:"peratllre-. . . ..•__._..•_. +1 e-:rC

Lea:; Tempen;:L:~ (se;:fedr.g. 1(Js) .•.•.__. . ._ ..3:1O"C

3

A ELECTROSTATIC
~DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY

This imegmed cUcuit canbe damaged byESD. Bun-Brown
recommends that ;ill integrated circuits be handled ,,-ith ap
propriateprec;rntioos. Failure to ob5erreproperhandling and
installation procedures can cause dannge.

ESD damag~ onrang~ from 5Ubtle perfcnmnce~ddtion
to con:rplete d..·,,\tice fuilure. Precision integrated circuits may
bemore susceptible todam.age bec;rose verysma1l par:JD1etric
chanll"" <ould c=e th< oo;ce not to meet it, published
specifications.

ORDERING INFORMATION

PACKAGE
CRAWING TEMPERATURE

PRODUCT PACKAGE HUMBERflI RANGE

INM:;:EPA 6-?m Plast):: DIP e-ll~ ...LJ"CUl+!!~C

INA~zaP E-?'~ ?l~ DIP CC, --4JoC Ul +!!5"C
1w.~2eUA S0.-9 S.nace-Mcl1.m': ,., --4rFC ID ...e5"C
INAi:!W 50-!I 5ufa.::e··Mmmt 18. -4-J"C tl) .+-sSCc

lNA12GPA B-?i.., ?tastie DJ? ell!! .....:JCc to ...e5cc
INA~:ZE-P f.-?in ?'.a5"~ DI? cc, .....;.:Fc to ..e5""C
lNA,ZGUA So--H S:..L'hce-Mc,un: 11':2- --!·;PC t.::: +e5<C
INAiZGU So-eS~:::J~ 1e2- ...:.:l°C t.::: ...e5°C

NOTE: (1);:W detiljk,d: drawing and CIIr€rtSier. tab:e. plNse!;E@ end ofda:a

sh~ Of APpendix C et" Surr-:;rt7WJI IC Om 300k..

nURR_CRO'Nl'\I.

INA128,INA129 113131
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES

GAiN vs FREQUENCY

lOOk1k tOk

F~e-ney (Hz)

lOll

G=fVN

o
1010M1U,..

G '" 100WN

ITTlll1
G -: lq1'W\!

I III
G=.'~N f\

IIII
G.t ''fir '\

I III
-20

1k

"
"..

in 30

'" 30•;;
" 10

0

-I'

tMn. tOff.

rl'E':..J.iertey (H=)

'DO
o

"

14Q .-rrnrn.--TTTTTtTIrT1rrnmr"'-TTTm..--rTT

NEGATIVE ;:>eWER SU?PlY FlE.'ECTION
'lIS FREQu9lCY

I.lC:J"

lllllill'

I1111 111111111
G·t"'i'~,1111

~
G=tf!'JN

POSmV:. FO'....E SUPPLY R:JECTlON
vs~EaU:NCY

f
L

!CO

"

10

eof

4:1 ~

"f
,L

4 52

INPUT COMMCN",,'OD: P,ANGE

vs Q;JT?UT VOLTAGE, V a '" :1:5. ±2.EV

f--- l--G1"'UJ G~HJ- I--

G- ,-'"' r-.... 3'"' 1

I-' G~ 10
1 , - ~ I-- --~ 13"'1 -'1 -.....

r-- V
"a-±~ .......V

---Vs=uW

,
4

~ 3
•J 2

•1l 0

"·-j ~
-4

-,
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0

Output Vol'".atl~ ('I)

INPL/T COUMON.-MO::E RANG:
vsDUTFUTVCLTAG;;:- V :.1f;1/

-10

- . -,
-.::.-.G~HI

~V'" ;'
G~la,

~ f::::::'G=l G""/,

~
0 Vc...:~ v

tc,~~ + R3

'-- .i.Vcu
-f5V -=- 1.---~ .

1-.... --1,

BUA:A_OROWM_

113131 INA128,INA129
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONn
N.T,,=+.25·C. Vi/; =±15V. t.riess ~ncr:ed.

INPUT- REFERReD NOISE vs FREQ~ENC,(

1000

SETTlING TIME vs GAIN

10 100

Gam rJfV)

.01%

YA

h ~,~

'00 '00

l¥
G=lVN ~,.

~
~

"if •
"

s ,.0-
~

~,
" "•.. '"m

1
E

,.1 L...Ju..l.LllllL-J...llWlll....J...J..l.L
1

I\.
'\

".--/, ..... Ra"
-.,

..-
"-,..,
Ta' --'- --

I I I
I I

INPUT OVER-VOLTAGE Vll CHA.~CTERlSncS

3

•
4

Fbt resion raprese'l:SI 2 I--normallmear CP~·+--I'-+-G-.-f-'-'-OO-lV-N-I

-5:1 -40 ~G -20 -lD !I HI 21l 31) 4Q 5J

Ir.put Vo)bg@(vi

G"'lVrv

•
•

1
125lOJ

aU,ESCEN'T CURRENT ana SLEW RAT:
vs T:MFERATURE

-60 -25
.e

INP:JT OffSET VOLTAGE WARM-:JP

"-

:!5 50 75 KD 125

T!!mpaa:Lreof'c)

r--...

" /' I
I'-... V l~ /
/ .......... /

~" 1/

-
T)'pic.ol ~ .....d le!

"""r"''t''"',-2

-75 -50 -25

.:;
5

"•o,
" .•ill
'[
.£ -1

500'00:Wll1':10
-ID

•

10,
~ ,
g 4

• 2tl
• •~•
~

-2

! -4

0 ...
...

5 DURR.CRO'NNe

INA128,INA129 I~ElI
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
At TA '" +25'C.Va" ±15V.lPess DI:MIWise I'lCJlI;d.

OUTf'UT VOLTAGE SWING

VS OUTPUT CUR.qENT
OU7F'UT VOLTAGE SWING

vs POw:R SU??LY VOLTAGE

p~ Supply Vobg~ CV}

5

1
+U"c-Lse

c
RL1 - :Ok.!l

+2_~c
-40"C

+ie"c "1'"'[--41J"C

1-v
D

v+

{V-)+-::l.4

(v+.HI.4

~
~ (V+}..O_6

•
~ (V+)-L2

?
~ {V--f+'1.2

E. {V-}+{I.8

6

(V+)

fV+;-D.4

~
{V+}-Q.9

• (V+)-12
~•
~
I {v+.....1.2
~

05
{V-}i"O.8

(....-}"'{I.4

v-
D 1 l 3 4

Output CUfl'@1'lt(mA)

SHORT-CIRCUIT OUTPUT CUAAENT
\'S TEMPERATURe J.1AXIMUM OU'T?'JTVQi.TAGEvs FREQUENCY

n
-75 -50 -25 ,,,

~Ck lD:lk

F~:.tercy{Hz)

G=1

n
1>75 1l:!1 f25

-- """ ........

,,,,,
.

l

"
~ '4
'""E 12

jm
1 8

"~c
~ 4

TOT~ HARMONIC UlSTORTJON .. NOISE
vs i'"F!EQUENCY

r~=r INA12B,INA129 6
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)

G=1

2DmVldW

G;U1

LARGE-SIGNAL

IG::l,lO}

G=lJa

2OmVJ:liv

G = tOOD

SMAU...sIGNAL

(G'" 10']. muD)

LA~GE.sI3NAL

\G = 100. l~Q;

G=l

5V!div

G=ltr

C.1J1.V/di>l

f : •• t
-- --

VOLTAGE NOISE Cll ~ t::lHz.
lH?liT-REFEFt?:ED. G ~ toa

lsimv

7
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APPLICATION INFORMATION

SETTING THE GAIN

Gain is set by cOllllCCling a aingle exteco>1 resistor, %
connect<d between pins I and 8:

Commonly used gains and resistor mIleS are shown in
Figure 1.

The 50l1lleIminEquation I (49Akil inEqu:ltion 2) comes
from the ,um ofthe Iwo internalfeedbackrellitors of.'1.1 and
.'1.2_These on-clJip metal film resistors are laser 1Iimmed to

Figure I shows !bebasic coonections required foe opemion
of !be 1NAl2&'lNAI29_ Applications ,,-ilh nob]' oe high
imp<dance pow« supplies may require decoupling c3p2ci
tors close to !be derice pins as shomL

The 0UlplIt is refemd to !be 0UlptJl reference (Re!) temJinaI
which is normally grounde<i This must be a IDw-impedance
connection to assure good common-mode rejection. Aresis
tanee of 8Q in series u'ilh !be Refpin will cause a I}Jlica1
device 10 degrade to approximately 80dB CMIt (G = 1)_

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
I1te I}l'ica! performance cu,'" "Gain vs Frequency" ,hows
that, despite its low quiescent CtlnClll, !be IKA128!INA129
achieves wide bandwidth, even at high gairc This is due to
the C1IlICIIl-feedback topology of the input stage circWtry_
Senling time >!so remains excellem at high gaiIL

ac=te absohne '"ll1ues_ The ac=acy and tempeto.'1lre

coefficient ofthese intemal re<istors are in<:IDd<d in lhe gain
ac=cy and drift specifications of the IXA12MXA129.

I1te stabiliIy and tempera!ll!C drift of !be extemal gain
setting resistor~ ~ a1w affects gain. R<;'s conttiburion to
gainac=cy and driftcanbe directly infenedfrom the gain
equation (1)- Low resistonalues required for high gain can
make wiring resistance important_ Sockets add to the wiring
resist:lncewhich"ill contribute additiona1 gain error (po,si
bly ao nostlbIe gain error) in gains of approximately 100 or
greater_

NOISE PERFORMANCE
I1te lNAI28'IXAI29provides very lownoise in most appli
cations_ Low frequency noise is apptoximately 02~Vp-p

Illfasured from 0_1 1010Hz (G ~ 100)_ This provides
dnm:nicalIy improved noisewhencompared to sCate-of-the
art chopper-stabilized atnplifiers_

(I)

(2)

G -I SOill- +--
R"

lNAI29:

lNA128:

V+

lUJ.i.F

1NA128: INAt29; H~
G.'+~

4gA!cO 7 ~

6:1+--., ..
~

lNA128, !NAIlS

:~ -t~-V'-f-V,. f'-.l!.;.e:)oo
INA1lS •."',. A,

~ ~;:h
DESIRED "- NEAREST "- NEAReST f

r~,GAIN {V!Vl (ll) H~ Re to; (ll! ''''Re(!4
~

Vo"'G.(V;'-v;.)

, NC NC he t.iC >., .. ,
2 5Q.OOk .;;.~ 4g.4k 4~.1!k V, 12..5C'k t2.4k 12.3Ek 12.411 I ,",~"1)

.,
to !'L5~ 5.~ MEg 5A~ lK """ v,
" 2.a--,Uk :'-61. ZOOO 20ft. -
'" HO HI'" 1::105 ,. .. ,
"" 5'35.1 511 4,. 40. :~ -j"':V""'l--V ~~ 1;~ Rd -=-
ZJQ 25LJ 2'" 248 ~4!t

V. p"-.~

"'0 1')0-2 '!CD ,. 'lOO
1')00 5<J.CS Q}~ ';_.5 4'#.9 4

~'f1-"'" 25J:1 24.g 24.7 2HI

'JOO 10.!i0 " 9.9.6 ~.70
NOT:: (1) !NAl2Q: :.'04.7110.

,~m:a 5J~Cl 4.~';; 4.>4 4'<'
V-

Ne: Ha Ccnnec:-an.
Also dram in s.'mpiff-~ f:lrm:

y-• ·,f ,,",'28 V,

V: ."V

nGCRE I. Basic COCIllfCtions.

DURR_eRQWH.
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OffSET TRIMMING

TheINAI2S/INAI29 is Wer trimIned for low off5etvoltlg<:
and offset H)!tag<: drift Mos' appliC2lioos require no exter
nal offset a<ijus1mem. Figure 2 sbows an optional cira>it fa<
trimming the omput offset voltage. The voltlg<: applied to

&eftemJinaI is summed l\'ith the output. The op amp buffer
ptmides low itnpedaoce :It the &eftetmin:d to presetVe good
common-mode rejection.

FIGURE 2. Optiooal Trimming of Otnput OffSet Voltage.

INPUT BlAS CURRENT RETURN PATH
The input impedaIlce of the INAllS'D1Al29 is extremely
high--.pproximately IO"'Q However, a palh must be pro
Ude<! fa< the input bias etllten' of halh inputs. This input
bias current is approximately +'Tl!\. High input impedance
means 1b:rt 1his input bias C\lffi'1lt changes ,-et)' little with
\aI}1ng input ,·oltage.

lnput circuitry= protide, path for 1his inputbias current
for proper operation. Figure 3 shows various provisions for
an input bias current pm Wilhout a bias etlltent path. the
inputs "ill float to a potential 'which exceeds me common
mode =g<. and the input amplifiets will sa"""".

If the di.ffem:lrial source resistance is low, the bias current
rerum pa:h can be cOllll<ded to one input (see the thenru>
coupleexample in Figure 3). Withhighe<SOutceimpedance,
using two equal resistors pro\ides a balanced input with.
possible advant2ges oflower input offset voltage due to bias
rnrrent and better- high-frequency common·mode rejection..

INPUT COMMON-MODE RANGE

The liJ:ear input voltlg, =go of the input citcuitty of the
NA128'INA119 is from approximately 1.4V below the
posime sopply voltage to 1.7V abo\"O the neg:>rive supply.
As a differential icput voltage causes the oqJut voltage
increase. how",·." the linear input range l\ill be limited by
the outpUt voltage smng of amplifiers A, and A,. So the

9

Jq•..•.~
Cen:er-tap provCEiS

bi= e:m-ent Tf:Wm.

FIGVRE 3. Providingan!J:JputCommon-ModeCnrrentPath.

linear common-mode input range is related to the output
yoltlge of the comple1e amplifier. This bel1nlOl' also de
pends on snpply yo!t:lge-see performance cu,Yes "Input
COlIlIllOIl-:-.lo<le Raoge n Ontpnt Voltlg<:~,

Input-overload C3Il produce an. output voltage that appem
normal For example, ifan input overload condition drives
both input amplifiers to theirpositive output swing limit,. the
difl'trence ,oltage m<,,,,,,ed by the ompnt amplifier will be
nearzero. lhe outputofAj willbe near DV eventhoughboth
inputs are Oyecloadcd.

LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION

The NA12&'D1A119 can be opecaled on power sopplies as
low as ±2.2SV. performance remains excellent \\'ith power
supplies f3D.ging :from +'.25V to ±lSV. Most parameters
-"'YooIy slightly tbroua.,hout this supply voltage rang.-..ee
l)Jlic31 perfotmarlCe CutV·es. Opetation at Ye<)' low supply
voltage requires careful aitention to assure that the input
volrages :remain wi1hin their linear range. Voltage swing
,equirements of internal nodes limit the input COllltllDll

mode range l\i.th low power supply voltage. T)--pl.cal perfor
matlCe cun'es••"Input Common-~!ode Range ys Output
Voltage'" show t:he ~cre oflinear oper2tion for±lSV, ±5V,
and ±25V supplies,

INA128,INA129 r~W·
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G= 10

NOTE: Due to :I1e INA128'. curta1I-fEedOacll
topoloGY. VG is approximately OJV less tha~

th€o common-made input vcttag~ This DC ~et
in this g".l..rd potential is sa-nsfa':tOfY fer many
9U.~ing .pprtca~ens.

FIGURE 4. ECG Amplifier With Right-Leg Drive.

V+

4

REF102 2
eIO.CV

R,

+5'1

FIGURE S. Bridge Amplifier.

SEEBECK
ISA COEFFICIENT
TYPE MATERIAL IllVfC) R,. R.

E +CI1r:l.,-,,1 E8.5 e5.5k!l.
-Ccns+...lJlUn

J +- l:cn :0.2 75.9k!l
- Ccrstantan

I< +Chror':""el 2QA ~Bk!l.

-Alum'21

T i"C::::,:p~r 28.0 1021d1
- Ccrstantan

FIGt"RE 7. Thermocouple Amplifier With RID Cold
Junction Compensation.

FIGt"RE 6. AC-Coupled Instrumentation Amplifier.

1,,=~"G
>----,Jw''----," R,v,.

+

Lead
ro

A, I. Ener

OPAI77 ±L5rA

OPA131 ±SepA -=-
OPAS02 ±';p."
OPA128 ±75'A

FIGURE 8. Differential Voltage to Current COnyelter.

OURR_tlROWH.
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Appendix I: OPA 2132 amplifier data sheet

I ElElIIBurr-Brown Products
from Texas Instruments

OPA132
OPA2132
OPA4132

SBOS054A -JANUARY 1995 - RE\'SEO JUNE=

High-Speed
FET-INPUT OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

FEATURES
• FET INPUT: IB =50pA max

• WIDE BANDWIDTH: 8MHz

• HIGH SLEW RATE: 20Vl!1s

• LOW NOISE: 8nVNHz (1kHz)

• LOW DISTORTION: 0.00008%

• HIGH OPEN-LOOP GAIN: 130dB (600n load)

• WIDE SUPPLY RANGE: 22.5 to ±18V

• LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 500!1V max

• SINGLE, DUAL, AND QUAD VERSIONS

DESCRIPTION
The OPA132 series of FET-input op amps proYid..-s high
~~d and excellent de performance. The combiDation of
high ~lewrateand wide bandwidth prO\"ide fIst ~ettlingtime.
Singk duaL and quad \'ersions have identical ~pecification~

for maximum design flexibility. High performance grades
are 3.-ailable in the single and dual versions. All are ideal for
genernl-pwpose, audio, data acquisition and communica
tions applications, especially where high source impedance
is encountered.

OPA132 op amps are easy to use and free from phase
inversion and overload problem~ often found in
common FET-input op amps. Input cascode cirenin)' pro
vides excellent common-mode rejection and
maintains low input bias current o"er its wide input ....oltage
range. OPA132 ~eries OF amps are ~table in unity gain and
pco\ide excellent dynamic beba\ior over a wide range of
load conditions, including high load capacitance. Dual and
quad versions feature completely ind.."endent circuitI)' for
lowest crosstalk and freedom from interaction, even when
overdrin'n or overloaded.

Single and dual versions are m-ailable in 8-pin DIP and
SO-8 surface-mount packages. Quad is available in 14-pin
DIP and SO-14 surface-moum packages. All are ~pecified

for -40°C to -85°C operation.

OPA132

OlfsetTrim 1 8 ~etTrim

'1- 4 5 Ne

B-f'in DIP. so..s

OPA2132

e-Pin DJP, so..s

CPA4132

14-Plf1 DIP
50-14

Please be awa~e that an important notice concerning ava'labifity. standard ",,=ty. and use in critical applications of
Texas InslnJments semiconductor products and disclaimers thereto appears at the end of this data shest

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

PRCOOC1lON DATA~on ~ Cl.Irtft1t itS of Jl'ibr~ ~.
PrDdut!S e<:tJbrmto~tiwtom per:tM~ otTfll:a~
-_.~_."II....""'......urly
_ol"~

'liJTEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

WWW.ti.com
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Supply VOltage, V.. to V-_.__•.__... ._....._ .. ....•_36V
Input Voltag!! ._._....•_ ... ._••..••_.•__.__(V-) -<1.1'/ to Cl..) -+{I.7V
Output Short-Cireui!\1) ...•........_ _ c..•..._.••..._....•....•..._ Corrtinuo'""
Operating Temperature __.__ .~:~ _-40'C to +l25°C
SlofaI:e Tempelllture .._•......_ .•_ _-55'C to +l25OC
Junclion Temperature._ __ _.._ __._._ 1500C
lead Temperature (soldering, 10$) _ ..__.._ _ __ _ 300"C

NOTE: (1) snor.-cmm 10 groord, llfIe ampIlfier per paclUlge.

PACKAGE/ORDERING INFORMATION

For the mostcurrent package and ordering information,
see the Package Option Addendum located at the end
of this data sheet.

A ELECTROSTATIC
~ DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY
This integrated circuit can be damaged by ESD. Texas
Instruments recommends that all integrated circuits be
handled with appropriate precautions. Failure to ob
serve proper handling and installation procedures can
cause damage.

ESD damage can range from subtle performance deg
radation to complete device failure. Precision inte
grated circuits may be more susceptible to damage
because very small parametric changes could cause
the device not to meet its published specifications.

2
'!!1TEXAS
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SPECIFICATIONS
At TA =+25"C, Vs· :tlSV, unless olherorise noted.

OPA132PA, UA
OPA132P,U OPA2132PA, UA
OPA2132P. U OPA4132PA. UA

PARAMETER CDtlDmOIl MIll TYP MAX MIll TYP MA)( UllrTS

OffSET VOLTAGE
In;lul Oll'set Voltage ±O.2S ±'l.5 :I!J.5 ±2 mV

vs Temperalule11J Operating Temperature Range ±2 ±10 '" '" j1vrc
vs Power Supply Vs = ±2.5V 10 :t18V 5 15 '" :;0 j1VN

ChameI Separalion (dJal .m (JJ3d) ~=2Ml 02 '" p.VN

IfIPUT BIAS CURRENT
Input Bias Clfiffitf2l ',1",,=0'1 +5 :t5O " " !lA

vs Temperature See Typical CI6Ve "In;lul Olfset ClITent(2l Vcv=OV ±2 :t5O " " pA

NOISE
In;lul Vo!lage Noise

Noise Density, f = 10Hz 23 " nVNHz
f = 100Hz 10 '" nVlv1=iZ
f =1kHz 8 " nVNHz
f = 10kHz 8 '" nVhHZ

Currer: Noise Densitj, f. 1kHz 3 " fAl>HZ

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
Common-Moc!e Voltage Range (\'-)+2.5 ±13 (\'+)-2.5 " " " V
Common-Moc!e Rejedion Vet.! =-12.5'1 to +12.5'1 96 100 86 ~ d3

ItIPUT IMPEDAIlCE
DiI!erer:tial 1013 112 " OllpF
CClrIIlTlOIl-Moc!e Vet.! = -12.5',1 10 +12.5',1 1013 116 " OllpF

OPEtl.lOOP GAIII
Open.too;> Vollage Gain R,. = 10kU, ',10 = -14.5V 10 +13.8',1 110 120 104 '" d3

1\= ZkO. 'la=-13.8'1 to +13.5'1 110 126 104 120 d3
Rt,. = 6000., '10 -:= -l2.BVto .,2.SV 110 130 104 120 d3

FREQUENCY RESPOIlSE
Gan-9anov,idtll Product 8 " MHz
SIll'''' Rate ±2D " Vfl.1s
Se1lI,ng Trne: tU % G = -1. 10',1 SJep, c;. = 100pF 0.1 " liS

a.D1% G = -1, lOY Step, C. = 100pf 1 " liS
o.'eIload Recovery TJme G =:tl 0.5 '" liS
Teta! Hermcflie ~islortion + Noise lkP.z, G = 1, Vc = 3.5'1rrns

R,. = 2kO D.OOD08 '" %
Rc =6.,"co 0.00003 '" %

OUTPUT
Vo~",ge 0u1;lut, Positive Rc =10ka (V+H.2 ('1+)-1).9 .. '" V

Negatve ('.'--')+0.5 {v-Hl.3 '" .. V
Positive R,. = 21<0 ('1+)-1.5 ('1+)-12 '" '" V
Negative ('1-)+1.2 {v-Hl.9 '" " V
Positive Rc =6C:lQ (V+}-2.5 {\l+)-2.D '" .. V
Negative (V-)+2.2 (V-}+1.9 .. " V

Short-Cireuil CUrrent :t4D " mA
Ca.::aciti'le Load Drt.'e (Stable Operation) See Typiwl C....e '"
POWER SUPPLY
Specioe<! Operating Vo,tage ±15 '" V
Operating Vollage Range ±2.5 118 '* '" V
Quiescent Current iper 8m:llffierJ I~= 0 14 14.8 '" " mA

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating Range -4ll ~a5 .. " 'C
Sbrage -40 +125 .. '* 'C
Thennar Re,.istarlce, EI.lA
~Pin DIP 100 " °cr.,v
S0-3 S~ace·MO'>lnt 150 ... 'CN"
14-Pin DIP eo " "Cf'Ii'
SO--14 S~ace-M<l'Jnt 110 .. °c/w

"5peeneafoos same as CPA131P. OPA132U.

NOTES: l'} GUtlf1lllteed by ,,-a~ test. (2) Hi;;t1-speed test at TJ =25"C.

OPA132, 2132, 4132
SSOS054A
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
AlTA = ..25'C, VS =j:1SV,~ =2kll, unless~noted.

OPEN-t.OOP GAIWPHASE vs FREQUENCY
PO'iiER SUPPlY AND COMMON-MODE REJECTION

vs FREOUENCY

1111
>->- "' ~s~- I-

" .......

I"'-

"- .'"
"/ "-+PSR

"- /

C~R~

11 I-20
0.1 10 100 lk lOll IDOl< 1L1 10M
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III ::; eo
:: u.. ci

-135 &. ~ 40

20
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o
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IDOl< lM

INPUT VOUAGE AND CURRENT NOISE
SPECTRAl DENSITY vs FREOUENCY

R ~~
11

r-.
1......

R,. =21<0
Dual and quad de'lices.
G =1, ali enannels.
Quad measured channel
AbCorBto~

wnbinalions yield L'l1prOVed
rejection.
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~~
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CHANNEL SEPARATION vs FREQUENCY
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INPUT EIAS CURREIlT VS TEMPERATURE
INPUT31AS CURRENT

vs II,PUT COMMON-MeDE VOLTAGE
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (Cont.)

~. CMR. PSR '" iEMPEFtATIJRE
OUIESCENT CURRENT AND SHORT-CIRCUlT CURRENT

vs TEMPERATURE
60
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~
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40 ~
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3Q il
.10
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20 ti
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125tOO-25 0 25 50 75

Ambient Temperature ('C)
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OFFSET VCLTAGE
PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTION

OFFSET VOlTAGE DRIFT
PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTION
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" "I I Offset I/a.'tage (Il'/)
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TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION + NorSE
vs FREQUENCY

lCO tk 101<

FrequenC'/ (l-'z)

lOOk

MA)(IMUM OUTPUT VOlTAG:
wFREOUENCY

1==+="=l=I#I#==k-HMax.= oJl;>ut vo~age
- V~ =t15VH+--t-++-,+ 'Ailho1.1slew.rate

induced distortion
0:
~ 20 f--+--+-++H+H--+--J.-H-t-Hrl+--HH-+H-Hl..
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i 10 ~=t~~;ttl*=f=~:umf=::+:+~:ttmo F--- Vs =t5V

I 11
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (Cont.)

SMAlL-SIGNAL STEP RESPONSE
G ~ 1, CL~ 100;:F

lARGE-SIGNAl STEP RESPONSE
G ~ I, CL = l00pF

•••••••••••••••••••1••
• j ••••~••, .••••••••••••••••••
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION
OPA132 series op amps are unity-gain stable and suitable
for a wide range of general-purpose applications. Power
supply pins should be bypassed with 10nF ceramic capaci
tors or larger.

OPA132 op amps are free from une:q>ected output phase
r~-ersal common with FET op amps. Many FET-input op
amps exhibit pha.se-fe\-ersal of the output when the input
common-mode l."Qltage range is exceeded. 'This can occur in
voltage-follower circuits. causing serious problems in
control loop applications. OPA132 series op amps are free
from this undesirable behavior. All circuitry' is completely
independent in dual and quad versions. assuring normal
behanor when one amplifier in a package is O\'erdriven or
short-circuited.

OPERATING VOLTAGE
OPA132 series op amps operate with power supplies from
+').5V to ±18V with excellent performance. Although
specifications are production tested with ±I5V supplies.
most behavior remains unchanged throughout the full
operating voltage range. Parameters which vary signifi
cantly with operating voltage are sho\\'tl in the typical
performance curves.

OFFSET VOLTAGE TRIM
Offset voltage ofOPA132 series amplifiers is laser trimmed
and usually requires no user adjustment. The OPA132
(single op amp version) provides offset Yoltage :run con
nections on pins 1 and 8. Offset Yolrage can be adjusted by
connecting a potentiometer as sho\\'tl in Figure L This
adjustment should be used only to null the offset ofthe op
amp, not to adjust system offset or offset produced by the
signal source. Nulling offset could degrade the offset
v~ltae:e drift behavior of the op amp. \Vhile it is not
possible to predict the exact change in drift. the effect is
usually small.

v.
Trim Range: t4mV typ

OPA132single OIl amp only.
Use c1fset adjust pins only to null

ol!set votlage of OIl amp-see text.

V-

FIGURE 1. OPA132 Offset Voltage Trim Circuit.

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
The FET-inputs of the OPA132 series pr01.-ide very low
input bias current and cause negligible errors in most appli
cations. For applications where low input bias current is
cruciaL junction temperature rise should be minimized The
input bias current of FET.input op amps increases with
temperature as shown in the typical performance curve
"'Input Bias Current vs Temperature.~

The OPA132 series may be operated at reduced power
supply voltage to minimize power dissipation and tempera
ture rise. Using BV supplies reduces power dissipation to
one-fifth that at ±I5V.

The dual and quad ,:ersions ha"'e higher total power dissipa
tion than the single, leading to higher junction temperature.
Thus, a warmed-up quad will have higher input bias current
than a warmed-up single. Furth=ore. an SOlC \\-ill gener
ally have higherjunction temperature than a DIP at the same
~bient temperature because of a larger ~A' Refer to the
specifications table.

Circuit board layout can also help minimize junction tem
perature rise. Temperature rise can be minimized by sold..'"f
ing the de..-ices to the circuit board rather than using a socket.
Wide copper traces \\ill also help dissipate the heat by acting
as an additional heat sink.

Input stage cascode circuitry assures that the input bias
current remains yirtually unchanged throughout the full
input common-mode range of the OPAl32 series. See the
typical performance CUf\'e "Input Bias Current vs Common
Mode Voltage,"

OPA132, 2132, 4132
SS:JS054A
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PACKAGING INFORMATION

PACKAGE OPTION ADDENDUM

26-Mar-2007

Orderable Device Status i11 Package Package Pins Pa~ge Eco Plan III leadl8all Finish MSl Peak Temp (3)
Type DrawillCl

OPA132P OBSOLETE POIP P 8 TBO CanTl CalIT1

OPA132P1 OBSOLETE POIP P 8 TBO Call TI Call TI
OPA132PA OBSOLETE POI? P 8 TBO CaIlTl CaIlT!
OPA132PA2 OBSOLETE POIP P 8 TBO CallTI CalIT1

OPA132U ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPOAU level-3-26OC-168 HR
no SblBr)

OPA132U:2K5 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNlPOAU level-3-26OC-168 HR
no Sb/Br)

OPA132Ul2K5G4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNlPOAU level-3-260C-168 HR
no ShlBr)

OPA132U1 OBSOLETE POI? P 8 TBO CaIlTl Call TI
OPA132UA ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNlPOAU level-3-26OC-168 HR

no SblBr)
OPA132UA12K5 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNIPOAU level-3-26OC-168 HR

noSblBr)
OPA132UAf2K5E4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Level-3-26OC-168 HR

no ShlIlr)
OPA132UN2K5G4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Gre<'JI (RoHS & CUNIPDAU level-3-26OC-168 HR

no ShlIlr)

OPA132UA2 OBSOLETE POI? ? 8 TBO CaIlTl CallTI
OPA132UAE4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Level-3-26OC-168 HR

no Sh/Br)
OPA132UAG4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU level-3-26OC-168 HR

noSblBr)

OPA132UG4 ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-26OC-158 HR
noSb/Br)

OPA2132P ACTIVE POIP ? 8 50 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU NI Afor Pkg T)pe
noSb/Br)

OPA2132PA ACTIVE POI? P 8 50 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU NI A for Pkg T>pe
no Sb/Er)

OPA2132U ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 100 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-260C-168 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132U12K5 ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 2500 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-260C-168 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132UI2K5E4 ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 2500 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Level-3-26OC-168 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132UA ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-26OC-158 HR
noSblBr)

OPA2132UAl2K5 ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 2500 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-260C-158 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132UAf2K5E4 ACTIVE SOIC 0 8 2500 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-260C-168 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132UAE4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 P!rFree CUNtPDAU Le'lel-3-26OC-168 HR
(RoHS)

OPA2132UAG4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-26OC-168 HR
noSblEr)

OPA2132UE4 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 P!rFree CUNIPDAU Le'lel-3-26OC-168 HR
(RoHS)

Addendum-Page 1
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PACKAGE OPTION ADDENDUM

~Mar-2007

Orderable Device Status (1) Package Package Pins Package Ero Plan (2) leadlBall Finish MSl Peak Temp (3)

Type Drawing Qty

OPA4132PA OBSOLETE PDIP N 14 TBO can CallTl

OPA4132UA ACTIVE SOIC 0 14 50 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR
no Sb/Br)

OPA4132UA12K5 ACTIVE SOIC 0 14 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Level-3-26OC-168 HR
noSblBr)

OPM132UA12K5E4 ACTIVE SOIC 0 14 2500 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Level-3-26OC-168 HR
no Sb/Br)

OPA4132UAE4 ACTIVE SOle 0 14 50 Green (RoHS & CUNIPDAU Levef-3-26OC-168 HR
no SblBr)

III The marketing status values are defined as follovlS:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
UFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a flfetime-buy period is in effect
NRHO: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but Tl does not recommend using this part in
a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: Tl has d:scontinued the production of the device.

121 Eco Plan - The planned eco-friendly classification: Pb-Free (RoHS), Pb-Free (RoHS Exerrpt), or Green (RoHS &no Sb/Br) - please check
httpJlwww.ti.corrJproductcontentforthelatestavailabifrlyinformation and additional product content details.
TBD: The Pb-FreelGreen conversion plan has not been defined.
Pb-Free (RoHS): Trs terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements
for aD6 substances, including the requirement that lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed 10 be soldered
at high temperntures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.
Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt): This component has a RoHS exemption for either 1) lead-based flip-ehip solder bumps used between the die and
package, or 2) lead-based die adhesive used between the die and leadframe. The component is other/,ise considered Pb-Free (RoHS
companble) as defined above.
Green (RoHS &no SblBr): TI defines "Green" to mean Pb-Free (RoHS compatible), and free of Bromine (3r) and Antimony (S!J) based flame
nt.ardants (Br or Sb do not exceed 0.1%by weight in homogeneous material)

(3) MSL, Peak Tamp. - The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry S'.andard dassifications, and peak solder
tempernture.

Important Infonnation and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's koo.·/!edge and befief as of the dXe that it is
provided. TI bases its k.'lO'tf.edge and belief on informatiorl provided by !h:rd parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the
aCCUr.lCY of such information. Efforts are under...'3j' to better integrate information from Ulird parties. Tl has taken and continues to take
reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but rna'J not have conducted destructive testing or c.'lemical analysis on
inconling rroterials and chemicals. TI and TI suppl:ers consider certain inforrr.ation to be proprietary, <r1d thus CAS numbers and o'her lim~ed
information may not be ava~able for release.

In no e'..ent shall n's liability arising out of such information exc..<>ed the total purchase price of the Tl part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI
to Customer on an annual basis.
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p 0

Corrier tope design is defined largely by the component lentgh. width. and thickness.

Ao =Dimension desioned to accommodate the comDonent width.
Bo = Dimension desklned to accommodate the component lenath.
Ko - Dimension desianed to accommodate the component thickness.
W - Overall width of the carrier taoe.
P = Pitch between 5lJccessive cavity centers.

0000000 0

I I
I I

Q1 I 02 Q1 I 02I I
I I-----f----- ----;-----
I I
I 04 Q3 I Q4I I
I I
I I

Pocket Quadran ts
TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION

Pack Materials-Page 1
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PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION

2.Jul-2007

Device Package Pins Site Reel Reel AO(mm) BO(mm) KO (mm) P1 W Pin1
Diameter Width (mm) (mm) Ouadrant

(mm) (mm)
OPA2132UA/2K5 D 8 MLA 330 12 6.9 5.4 2.0 8 12 01

OPA4132UA/2K5 D 14 MLA 330 16 6.5 9.5 21 8 16 01

====;oro=±
;--1._' I

TAPE AND REEL BOX INFORMATION

Device Package Pins Site length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm)

OPA2132UM2K5 0 8 MLA 346.0 345.0 29.0

OPA4132UAl2.:<5 0 14 MLA 346.0 345.0 33.0

Pack Material!rPage 2
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MECHANICAL DATA

MPDlOO1A-JANUARY 19S5-RE\1SEOJUNE 1999

P (R·PDIP-T8)

~
0.400110,60) ~
0.355 (9,02)

8 5

-r
0.260 16.601
0.240 (6,10)

o -l

1-J I.- 0.07: 11,78) MA)(

0.020 (0.511 MIN

h--...-r--r-r--rr-...-tRoaj-....no 1'1"..

'f 0.125 (3,18) MIN

JL~ 0.100(2,5411 f
0.021 (0,53)~ 0010 (0 25) tU\I
0.015 (0,38) LYJ' , IV

NOTES: A. All flnear dimensions are in inches (minimeters).
S. This dr3'r.ing is subject to change without notice.
C. Falls within JEDEC MS-OOl

PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE

0.010 (0.25) HOM

l 0.430 (10,92) -J
MAX

404008210 05198

Forthe latest package information. go to http://v....IW.ti.cantscldocslpackageJpkgjnfo.htm
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\ I

\ I 14/18 Pin Only
'-.... - _./ 20 Pin Yendor option &.

N (R-PDIP-T**)
1&~NS 910\\11

L'z=j
-r

O.2611 {6,60l
O.24<l {6,10}

'T-rr....,..,.-~-r-T"'T'--n-"T"rT"d
B

0.045 (1,14) &l
O.OJO (0.76)

Jl /.--.!1o.100 (2,5411

Q.QZ1 ([].~)

CLOt 5 ([].3B)

1-$-10.010 (0,25)@1

MECHANICAL DATA

PLASTIC DUAl-IN-UNE PACKAGE

~ 1" 16 la 20
DIll

A MM 0.775 0.775 0.920 I.DEi(}
(19.69) (19.69) (no,}]} (26 092}

A MlN 0.745 0.745 0.850 O.!H-O
(18,92) (1B.92) (21.59) (no8B}

MS-om AA 88 AC ADVARlAnON

-J 0.430 {lO,92) MAX l-

40400~9/E 12/2002

N01ES: A. All linear [j'menSDrnl ere in inches {millimeters~

B. This drawing is subilct la change without natice.

&. falls withiJ JEDEC 1.15-001. =epl 18 ana 20 pin minimum body Ien~th (Drn A).

~ The 20 pfi end lead shoulder width is II vend(J" option, either hell er ftil width.

'!f1ExAs
~

www.tLcom
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MECHANICAL DATA

o (R-PDSo-G14) PLASTIC SMALL-OUTLINE PACKAGE

~ -Jl 7

0.020 (0,51)
• D.'" (1,mI .012 (D.")

1~lo,olo (O,25)@1

~
0,344 (8,75)

•.•• •... ••• .•• DJri~:""
14

I

Pin 1
Index Area

t~10.D(.~l @ ~
0.059 (1,75) I.Icx 0.004 {O,10)

0-050 (1,27)
0-016 (0.40)

4040047-3jH 11/2006

NOlES: A All lineor rjimQ= lJr~ in inche$ (ml1rlmeters~

a This drawing is SlJb;ct to changt withCllt natiee.

& Body length does nat include mold ftosh, protrusions, or gate bul1l- MaId flesh, protru$icns, er gole I;u~ $MI
nat exceed .005 (0,15) per end.

£ Body 'lIKlth do~s nen include rnerl~d flash. Inlerl~(Jd flash shall not exceed .017 (O,4J) per side.
E. R~ferentC JEOEC 115-012 vtliation Ni

~
WW'W.tLeom
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MECHANICAL DATA

o (R-PDSO-G8) PLASTIC SMALL-OUTLINE PACKAGE

0.2« (6,20)
0.228 (5,80)

5

-r
0.157 (4.00) A
0.150 (3.50) t!.l.i

I~-----\I~

r--.", (5,00)

IR•. "M~,"J

Pi! 1
Index !.reo

1

10.050 (1)7)W

fffiitEffi-l
C 10.010 (0.2S)

0.069 (1.75) Mill[ 0.004 (0.10)

0.050 (1,27)
0.016 {MO)

4(J4(}047-2,M 11/2006

NOlES: A. All linegr dimet1\licn$ ore in inehe, {millrnetl:l's~

a This drawing is subject tQ change 'Il'ithaut notice.

& Body length does nat irH;Iude mold flosh. protrusians, er gate burr.r. Maid f1c:;h. protMians. or gate bu~ ~aI
nat exceed .006 (0.15) per end.

& Body width cfo~ nat incilde fItc:rleCld f1azh. Inlerlead f1Clsh shelll oot exceed .017 (0,43) ~r side.
E. Reference JEDEC IIS-0I2 variatioo AA.

~
www.tLeom
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Appendix J: National instrument lBX-58 DAQ card data sheet

Multifunction DAO Cable and
Accessory Selection Guides
NI Cable Design Advantages
The SH68-68-EP cable Is the most commonly used E Series and

S Series cable. The cable IS designed to work speclfically with the

NI Multlfunctlon DAQ de,ices to preserve signal integrity through

these technologies:

A varlet}' of cabling and accessory optlons 3fe av:lilable for your

needs. Use the following ubles to choose the most 3ppropr13te cables

and accessories, To determine which MultlfuncUon DAQ device best

fits your needs. pie"", see page 189.

F/flU'" Z M dfelS awide '/;Tier(

Dfca/)I.iJ/lfacc_~_.

sl£h as theSIfj8-ffJ.fPcable

aniJ the 8NC-2110 TlitmiUi b.bd:

Tll-VOS

=BHC-2110. CNC-Zt!l. ~z.(EKJ
CRiO, CUSlJm ~3n:l pa11y

0..100). pogo 351
TlIIWl. CB-liGlP. CMaPR.

0:.0 ..... ""'''''''''
cP9l, tU'S\:lrn nl:):d P-trt1

Nj"

SCXl-tl49

ro:,.,.- .....
~por

SCl'l~

$igRlI"""'''''''9
~uWnilsabtBNC__

5O.pn"""""""
C:lffloJ~aJflm'Ctr~tybox

San WIInin& I

- ScAll'l'~1 ~(1~~Z - SC~.CA-tOOO

ShioIdal OO-pinCOf'lJlQ';kJr SHC5G-fiS.EP 0( SHC6BU-6C-£p2 mM-SOH.!\/) C950. tun.m 01 3Jd p;arty-- s.:...._' Il:~ TlIX-SaCB-<SlP.=Pll.
=~.."...,.,

Un,*_ m-pn"""""", 1l:6a09 GlM·StHIIO CG9l... tu:bm or 3rd party

~ Cl -;~:=;~=""SIl'Ji=_==-__..::$Io::;:ioI::.:4I'I= -=-=::...=- ---__-=-.=------Ad:lpoM==------"'"==,'------
6·~

:-2:-2
'~E
:rQ
uCo>

o:t cv
~.~
Cl'"

T:JJ!e 1. eaue Comection Specif.C3Iions f<r :6-Cllamel ESeries Devt:es aniJ Ba';'; MJllifiJlrtfon DAO"'mIX M lV25£ "",cb is on fle nett page!

212 Nationallnstruments- reI: (800)433·342$ • Fax: (5121 683-9300· info@ni.com • ni.com
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Multifunction DAG Cable and
Accessory Selection Guides

n
:11

a. .."'" f 11' ... ll... • fI m =:I .. .... .."'" t If I. ll'" t If "'" Cl
I .. all .,5.. ....-..................... .., t 1I III ... • " P2J ....,"- ta' .. ,- ..............,.",.....tk::N......... .11 • " ..25 ... • 11 "'" :11... • 11 •• .., • ,. l1S :l
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=.=a==cc.
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Multifunction DAD Accessories
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SCC - Portable Modular Signal Conditioning
for low-Channel-Count Applications {See figlllt 1)

SCC Is a portable modular signal conditioning system consisting of modules that

plug Into a low-profile SC-2345 shielded carrier. SCC modules gIve ,ou single or

dual·channel signal conditlonlng for up to 16 analog Input channels 3lld eight digital

lIO lines of your ESeries or Basle multlfunctlon DAQ device. The SCC Series offen

s1gn:Jl conditioning for a variety of Inputs, Including thermocouples, RIDs, strain

gauges. IEPE-compatlble accelerometers, accelerators. analog Inputs requiring

lsobtJoll, high voltage (up to 100 V), current (0 to 20 mo\), mI optically Isolated

dlglt:U VU LowPJSS filtering Jnd breadboord modules are also avaUable.

See pa!1' 251 fDr details Dn sce Signal Conditioning.

SCXI- High-Performance Modular
Signal Conditioning (See Figull!t)
SCX! Is a high-performance modular slgrol conditloning platform th:lt you use :l5 a

front end to your ESeries DAQ de\"lce. With the SCXI multiplextng arehltl>cture, you

can exp:ln<! your analog Inputs to 3,072 chJrmels. Additlonally,SCXI offers a variety

of modules for connecting to thermocouples, R1Ds, stratn gauge transducers, LVOr

position sensors. IEPE-compatlble accelerometers/microphones, thermistors, mJllJvolt

Inputs. voltage Inputs up to 1000 V; current Inputs (0 to 20 mo\). frequency Inputs or

d)namJc sigrnls.

See page170for details onSCXISignal Conditioning.

Connector Blocks
BNC·2100 Series Connector Blocks (See Fig.re 3)
Th BNC-2100 Series :Ire shielded cormector blocks with slgn~l-labeled BNC

connectors for easy cannectMty of your amlog Input, mog output digital I/O :md

cO<1l1terftlmer signals to your multlfunctlon DAQ deVice. Inducting mog output

devices. The BNC-2llO:In<! BNC-2l20 woo. with all ESerles:md Basic multifunctlan

DAQ devices. The BNC-2120 also proVides a funcllan gel1i'r~tor. quadr:lture encoder,

temperature reference, thermocouple COfll1€Ctor. and LED so th:lt you CJrJ lest the

functlan.:ilityofyour hJrdware. The BNC-2115 hJs 24 BNC inputs for collnectlng to the

extend€d I/O channels of our lOO-pin ESeries DAQ devices.

BNC-2110 ~ ~ ~ ~ , .777643-01

Dimensions - 20.3 by 11.2 by 5.5 cm (8.0 by U by 2.2 In.)

BNC-2115 777807-01

Dimensions - 20.3 by 11.2~· 5.5 cm (8.0 by U by 2.2 In)

BNC-2120 .777960-01

Dimensions .. 26.7 by 11.2 by 6.0 cm (l0.5 by H by 2.4 In)

SC·Z015 Breadboard Connector Block \See Figure 4)
The SC-2075 proVides breadbmrd :Ire:! for prototyplng and BNC and spring termtnal

connectivity for 58-pinE Series B:lSlc multlfunctlon DAQ devlCl'S. The built-In ±15 V
or adjustable 0 to 5Vpower supply and LIDs for digital lines make the SC-2075 a

cost-effectlve device. Ideal for ~cademlc laboratories.

SC-2075 " 778147-90

Dimensions .. 26.7 by 20.7 by 4.4 cm (10.5 by 8.2 by 1.7 In.)
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BNC-209B Shielded BNC Adapter Chassis ISee figure 5)

The HNC-lOgo Is a shielded. raet-rmuntable adapter with slgrol-bbeled BNC

connectors. sprlng termJnal bloclcs. and component 10Qtlons for p;lSS1\'e slgnal
condltlonlng. Consists of 22 BNC connectors and 28 spring termlnals to simplIfy

connection to Joor analog, digital, trigger and counterltlmer signals. The BNC-20go
has silk-screened component locations that you use to de\'elop simple signal
conditioning circuits. For added lIexlblllty.you can connect :myESeries DAQ device
to the BNC-2000 from the front or rear through dual 68-pln connectors.
BNC-2090 .. 4 _ • " 777270-01

Dlmenslons- 48.3 by 4.4 by 18.8 cm (19.0 by 1.7 by 7.4 In.)

CA-1DOO Configurable Signal Conditioning Enclosure ISee Figure 6)

The CA-looo Is a configlJl'Jble enclosure that gIves yOll maximum user-denned
connectivity and llexlbilit)· through customized panelettes. Each enclosure can

accommodate up to nine panelettes.
CA-l000 (See page 351)

Dlmemlons - 30.7 by 25.4 by 4.3 cm (21.1 by 10 by 1.7 In.)

TB..2795 Terminal Block for 68-pin PXI ESeries
and SSeries Devites (See figure 7)
The T8-27051s ascrew terminal block for your PXI ESerles or SSeries U:\Q module.

It btc~s to the front of your PXI module with locking screws :md prOVides strain
relief and easy access to your analog, digital. trigger and counter/timer slgrnls
thrOllgh screw terminals.
TB-27lJ5 778241-01

Dimensions - 8.43 by 10.41 by 2.03 cm (3.32 by 4.1 by 0.8 in.)

SCH-68 and SCB.. l00 Shielded I/O Connector Blocks ISee Figure 8)
The SC8-68 and SCB-loo are shIelded I/O connector blocks for rugged. very low

nolsl' Signal temllnation for collnectlng to BS-plll or lOO-pin ESeries DAQ devIces.
respectJvely. SUk-screened component locations provide an easy addition of simple
slgnal-corrl!tlonlng circuitry for your analog input clunnels. They also Include
general-purpose breadboard areas (1\1'0 on the 5C8-68: three on the SCE-lOO)
JS well as an le temperJ.!ure sensor for cold-junction conlpemation In
temperature measurements.
SCB-6S 776844-01

Dimensions .. 19.5 by 152 by 4.5 cm (7.7 by 6.0 11)' 1.8 In.)

SCB-100 776990-01
DlmemlollS- 19.5 by 152 by 4.5 cm (7.7 by 6.0 by 1.8 In.)

TBX-6S I/O Connector Block with DIN-Rail Mounting ISee Figlre 9)

The TBX-58 Is J termination Jccessory With 68 screw termlnJls for easy COll11l'ctlon
of field J!O slgn:l1s to 68-p1n DAQ devices. It lncludes one 68·pln filJle connector for
direct connection to G8-pln c;Jbles. The TBX-68 Is mounted In a protective plastic
base with hardware for mounting on a stJlldard DIN rail.

TBX-68 777141-01

Dimensions .. 12.50 by 10.74 cm (4.92 by 4.23 in)

ElglIe 7. 111-2705 re:miial B!a:k

ElglIe 9. SCS-68 ,JulSC8-fOO s,'iet!oo ~'(J Ccrnetlrt8btl:5
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SH63·68R1·EP Shielded Cable (See Rgure 14)
The SH68-68RI-EP 15 a shielded 68-conduc(Qr cable. One end terminates wllh a

68-pln ferrule o.mo series D-type connector and the other end terminates with a

right-angle OS-pin female 0.050 series D-type connector.

1m I117051-O1

Shielded 110 Cables
SH68·68-EP Shielded Cable (See Rgure 13)

The SH68-68-EP Is ashielded 68-conductor c;IDle termlflated with two 58-pin female

0.050 series D-t}'pe connectors It features IrJdlviduall}-shlelded amlog twisted

p:lll> for reduced crosstalk with high-speed devlces. ThIs cable connetts to all

6B-pln ESeries devices (except DAQCards).lf you need a right-angle cOlllli'clor. the

SH68-68Rl-EP shielded cable Is electrically eqUivalent.

1m 184749-01
2m 184749-02
Please call for other length options.

RTSI Bus Cables ISee Figure 12)

Use RTSI bus cables to conrect tlmJng and S)TIchronlzatlon Signals among

measurement, vision. motion. and CAN boards for PCI. For systems using long :md

short boards. order the extended RTSI CJble.
2brords 776249-02

3 boards m 776249-03

4 boards 776249-04

5brords 776249-05

Extended. 5boards _ 777562-05

DAQ Signal Accessory ISee Figure 11)
The DAQ SlgnJ! Accessory demonstrates and tests the use of anJlog. digital. and
counter/timer functions of DAQ devices. You can connect the DAQ Sigrol Accessory
directly to your DAQ device. It features a buUt-1n function generator, quadrature

encoder. solid-state relay, iC temperature sensor, noise generator, microphone jack.

thermocouple jack, four LEns,and adigital trigger button. The DAQSigrol Accessory

works with an ESeries DAQ devices.
DAQ Slgml Accessory 777382-01

Dimensions - 12.7 by 12.7 cm (5.0 by 5.0 In.)

CB-68LP and CB·68LPR I/O Connector Blocks ISee Figure 10)
The CB-68LP and CB-68LPR are low-{'ost termlnatJon accessories with 68 screw

termln:lls for e35)' COlll1ectlon of field IJD signals 10 GB-pin E Series or Basle

multlfunctlon DAQ devices. 1h!y Include ore 68-pln male connettor for dlrett

connection to 68-pln cables. The connector blocks Include stmdolIs for use on a

desktop or for mounting In a custom panel. The CB-G8LP has 3 vertical-mounted
68-pln connector.The CB-68LPR has a right-angle mounted connector. and It Is used

with the CA-I 000 (see page 351).
CB-68LP 777145-01

Dimensions - 14.35 by 10.74 cm (5.65 by 4.23 In.) ,

CB-68LPR 777145-02
Dimensions -7.62 by 16.19 cm (3.ODb)' 6.36 in.}

H!l11e 14. SH68-68f11-fJ' $l'}eliffi(fCrJife
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6BM·50F Cable Adapters (See FtgtJre 161
The 68M-50F cable :Jdapter connects a 68-pln NI cable to a standJfd 0.1 by 0.1 In. F1IJ11f115. SHrOOlOO SIIe/iiId ca~e

5O-pin COlIfWctor 011 third-pJrty or custom accessories. The 681'\'1-50F MJO should be

used with the SH68-68-EP. SHCGS-Q8.- EP. SHC68U-6S-EP. or the MIO leg of the
SHl006863. The 68M-50F h1ended UO cable adapter should be used for the

extended liG leg of the SHl006868.
68M-50F MIO 184670-01
68M-50F Extended I/O 184570-02

5H1OO6868 Shielded Cable (See Rgm 171
The SHl006868 Is a shielded cable that connects to lOO-pin E Series deVices and
temlinates with two felll:lle 58-pin 0.050 series D-tj'pe connectors. See Table 2on F~IfII6. 61N-5!FCit!!eAl1iJ(f;1n

page 213 for aet:\'ssorles compatlble with each G8-pln connector.
1m 182849-01

2m 182849-02

5H1oo100 Shielded Cable (See Rgure 15)
The SHlOOlOO Is a shielded lOO-ronductor cable terminated with lOO-pin male
0.050 series D-type connectors. This cable connects the lOO-pin E Series devices to

lOO-pin accessories.

1rn 182853-01
2rn 182853-02

SHC63·68·EP and SHC68U-6ll·EP Shielded Cables
for PCMCIA DAQCards (See Rgute 18)
These cables connect PCMCL.\ to standard 68-pln accessories. I..1tchlng screws secure
the shielded COI1!l€dor to the PCMCL.\ DAQCJrd. The SHCG8-68-EP Is a shi~lded

68-conductof cable terminated with aVI10CI G8-pln me ronnector at one end and a
68-pln fen1Jle 0.050 series D-type connector al the other. The SHC68U-68-EP Is Rg;re 17. SHlmm£1JSliedalCabi1

Identical to the SHC6S-68-EP except it uses an immedVHDCI68-pln male COf1!l€ctor.
Use the SHC68..tJ8-EP cable with a DAQCatrllnserted In the lower PCMClA slot bl

yOOf IJptop or "'hen using only one DAQCard. Use the SH63U-68-EP for a DAQCJfd
located In the upper PCMClA slot In your IJptop. When using two ESeries DAQCJfd

In adjacent slots. UIe one SHC68-68-EP and one SHC68U·68-EP.
SHC68-68-EP
0.5 m 186838-0R5

1m 186838-01
SHC68U-68-EP
0.5 rn 187406-0RS Figlre 18. Sf!~8-fMPifldSf{;68U-68.fP S.~i?!()Jdcati~

1m 187406-01

5H685O Shielded Cable ISee Figute 19)
The SH6850 connects a st::mdard 68-pln ESeries. SSeries. or Basic multlfunctlon

DAQ product to a third party or custom standJfd SO-pln acc~ssory. The cable

provides ascrew-latching G8-pln female connector on one Side and a standJfd 50-pin
female ccnnectOf on the other Side.

1m 776784-01

2m n6784-0l
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Ribbon 110 Cables
R61168 Ribbon Cable for ESeries or
Basic Multifunction Devices (See Rgure ZOI
The R6868 Is a 68-conductor flJt ribbon cable terminated with Iwo 68-pln

connectors. Use this oble to connect 3 68-pln ESel1es or Basle mulllfunctJon DAQ
device to 58-pln accessories.

1m 182482·01

RC68-68 Ribbon Cable for DAUCards ISee Figure 21)
The RC68-58 ribbon cable connects DAQCards directly to 58-pin xcessories.
Two RC68-68 cables C3l1 be used together in adjacent PCMCIA slots. "
0.25 m __ 181252-OR25
I m 187252-01

Rl0050SO Ribbon Cable lSee Rgm 22)
This cable connects lOO-pin E Series devices. Including the NI 607IE. NI 6033E.
NI 6031E. and NI 6025E to swndard 5Q.plnthlrd party or custom connectors.
I m _ 182762-01
2m .182762-02

R6850 Ribbon Cable Kit (See rlgure Z3l

This cable kit combines 3 68F-SOM cable adapter and a standard 50-p1n cable with

fem31e connectors on both ends. The cable kJt Is designed to adapt an ESeries,
S Series, or Basic mullJfunctlon DAQ product to 3 third-party or custom
50-pln =ssory.
I m 776842-01
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Fl{1Jre 24. 68-Ffn CIJS!tJm CJt/a Ccm2CTiJr,lfJrl:i1Iil Kit

pca Mounting Connectors for Custom Accessories (See Fig.re 2S1
PeB mounting connectors Jfe used to bul1d custom accessories that connect to
68-conductor or lOO-conductor shielded and ribbon c.1bles. Two connectors Jfe
avaUable. one for light-angle and one for verUd mounting onto a peB.
68-pln. mJle. right-angle mounting. 777600-tll
68-pln.maIe, vertlcJl mountlng 777601-01

lOO-pin. femJIe, right-angle mounting .77777S-tl1
lOO-pin. femJIe. ,'ertld mounting 777779-tl1

PCMCIA Strain-Relief Accessory ISee Filure Z61
The PCMCIA Strain-Relief accessory attaches to the bottom of your notebook

computer and proVides adjustable strain relief for one or two PCMClA cables
attached to the lmtJlled DAQCarrls. Fl!Jlre 25. PCB Mcx;rtng Ccml1:/Drs fa Cus1lJm AmsSlties

PCMCIA Strain-Relief Accessory 777550-tl1

Custom Connectivity Components
GB-Pin Custom Cable Conneetor/Bac:kshell Kit ISee Filore 24)
The 68-pln female mating connectorand backsheU kit Is used to make custom cables.
SoIder-eup contacts Jfl! avalbble for soldering cable wires to the connector.

68-pln connectorlbackshelJ klt.- 776832-tll
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